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Ontheroad Problems
Inconvenience Users
By Larry
heights

2001 AHANA Ball

Dance Celebrates

Griffin
editor

Members of the BC community
suffered last week through what has become a recurring problem: an inability
to access e-mail accounts. Throughout
the week, students once again experienced difficulty accessing the mai!3
server, particularly when using the
WebMail service (ontheroad.bc.edu).
But what many perceived to be a problem with the Web Mail service was actually a problem with BC's e-mail servers, according to Information Technology (IT).
Director of Information Technology Mary Corcoran said her department
is aware of the problems, which have
abated for the moment. "There was an

inordinately high volume of inbound
message traffic at times we were having problems," explained Corcoran.
"Beyond what we would normally expect in a traffic pattern."
Jack Spang, executive director of
information technology, had more insight into last week's outages. He explained that WebMail is not a separate
e-mail system, but only a gateway to
access the school's main mail servers
(mail 1, mail 2 and so on). The WebMail
service acts as if it were Netscape Messenger or another e-mail client.
"The perception to the student is
that WebMail is hung up," said Spang.
"Typically, WebMail is not down
The capacity issues are on the mail servers behind the scenes." Last week,
Spang said there was a rush of bulk emails, betterknown as spam, that overwhelmed the servers with inbound messages. Students attempting to sign onto
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The command center in
O'Neill Library, home to BC's
e-mail servers.

server

the mail 3
through WebMail
would be left waiting at the login screen
since they were behind hundreds of others trying to access the server. At times,
the server was operating at 100 percent
capacity.
BC is accustomed to problems with
the e-mail servers corresponding to the
rapid growth of the University and increased use of the Internet. Spang said
while IT estimates of the quantity of
messages passing through the servers
were accurate, estimates of the size of
messages, inflated by attachments, were
inaccurate.
WebMail is not without its own
problems, however. The software, developed by Infinite.com, received
praise from ZDNel.com for its user interface and powerful address book features, but is limited in capacity and devours system resources. "Why do so
many students use WebMail? Why not
use browsers?" asked Corcoran. "It was
never the intention of IT for WebMail
to be a primary client."
Spang concurred, reiterating that
students should use Netscape Messen-

See e-mail, A
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Ryan W. Farley,

A&S '03, Dead
of Cancer at 19
By

Jim O'Sullivan
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Superman isn't brave. The Man of
Steel doesn't have much to fear; what
with dodging bullets and all, he's got
plenty of strength, speed and vertical
leap, but doesn't need much pluck.
Superman's not brave because he
doesn't have to be, because he can't
lose.
For courage, then, you go to somebody like Ryan Farley, the BC student
who died of cancer on March 18.
Farley's face can still be found on
InfoEagle and he even had a bed reserved for him in Williams Hall until
January, but he hasn't taken a class at
BC since fall semester last year. Originally stricken with testicular cancer
while still in high school, Ryan suffered
relapse upon relapse until being diagnosed as terminal two weeks ago. The
best doctors in the world, many of them
here in Boston, battled time and again
to kill the disease,-but the tumors
proved too strong even for today's
medical technology, and even for the
lionheart shown by a kid like Farley.
But, to his credit, Ryan even when
bald, gaunt, odds stacked frustratingly
against him kept smiling, although
that smile often turned into a mischievous grin when he saw a chance to
make someone else laugh.
-
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Ryan Farley, A&S '03
Ryan was energetic, kind, delightfully irreverent, eye-wateringly hilarious. He had as much enthusiasm for the
good life as anyone I've ever met,
something you could sense the first time
you met him, or in any number ofways
after that.
At his funeral, his father, Glenn,
told ofbringing Ryan to his office while
the cancer was in remission. Taken
aback at how primitive his father's office equipment was, Ryan bought stateof-the-art printers, faxes, etc. Back in
the hospital a few days later, Glenn
asked Ryan why the small office needed
a color laser printer. Ryan informed him

See FARLEY, C5
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Approximately 700 students
filled the ornately adorned ballroom
of the Boston Park Plaza Hotel last

Friday for the annual AHANA Ball,
sponsored by the AHANA Leadership Council of UGBC.
From 9 p.m. until just after 1:30
a.m. the next morning, hordes of
students crowded the dance floor
and enjoyed a variety of music,
from hip-hop to Salsa, which expressed the variety of musical interests and cultures that packed the

room.

First introduced in 1979,
AHANA is an acronym that refers
to African-American, Hispanic,
Asian and Native American students.
Although the gala was titled the
AHANA Ball, all students were
welcome, and the misconception
that the AHANA Ball is only for
AHANA students was not the least
bit evident in the diverse crowd.
"It was a good cultural experience, I even learned some Latin
dances," said Brian May, A&S '04.

Dancers crowd the Boston Park Plaza last Friday for the annual AHANA Ball
Before the dancing got going, the
Park Plaza provided a large buffet of
various foods, which most students
found appealing. The food's wide variety made it a nice treat for the partiers.
"The food was amazing and the
music was off the hook," said less
Selden, LSOE '04.

The tables that surrounded the
dance floor and the balconies around
the ballroom were nearly full before any
dancing even began.
Adorned with china and linen napkins, the dinner was a pleasant addition
to the atmosphere of the event.
It took nearly an hour for the dance

floor to truly fill up, but once the
dancing began, there was nothing
that could stop it.

Even when the New York City
DJ lost power to his systems, the
crowd improvised with its own
music, pausing only briefly. This

See AHANA, A
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Artists Perform to Benefit AIDS Victims
Student groups sing, dance, fundraise for charity
By

Janet Sudnik
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A crowd of BC students tore themselves from their televisions Sunday
night, abandoning the Academy Awards
in support of a bigger cause, the sixth
annual Artists for AlDSshow. The show
featured a variety of BC's theater, a
capella, and dance groups, as well as
readings and comedy. All of the acts
performed on a volunteer basis. Dave
Mawhinney, producer of the AFA for
the past two years and A&S '02, was
extremely pleased with the event, and
felt it definitely accomplished all of its
goals.
During the show, panels of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt were hung for the
audience to see, as sobering facts and
statistics ofAIDS infections and deaths
were read. Each section of the quilt
commemorates a person who died of
AIDS.
The panels remained hanging
throughout the event as a poignant reminder of the reason for the program.
In addition to supporting a cause,
the show provided a medium for many
different performers to collaborate,
bringing together each of their fan
bases, who might not otherwise have
been exposed to the other acts. The
Dance Organization tap-danced to an
ESPN Jock Jams mix, wearing cut-off
Superfan shirts, and performed another,
milder ballet routine set to Madonna's
"All By Myself."
The BC Sharps sang two songs, including Whitney Houston's "I Wanna
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The annual Artists for AIDS benefit featured panels of the AIDS Memorial Quilt,
Dance With Somebody." They were
followed by a poetry reading, and an a
cappella performance by the
Bostonians, who entertained the audience with Billy Ocean's '80s hit, "Get
Out of My Dreams." The reading of
Mary Fisher's essay, "I Will Not Go
Quietly," about a woman's struggle
with AIDS and plea for awareness was
an emotional moment, as was the subsequent piano and vocal performance
by former BC student Laura Higgins.
Following intermission, the Dance
Ensemble performed a reprise of dances
from their recent show: A point dance
to Bon Jovi's "Thank You (For Loving
Me)," and a crowd-favorite tap number to George Michael's "Faith."

The Acoustics sang two songs as
well, including a new piece for the
group, Pat McGee Band's "Rebecca."
Bradley Parker, lead singer for Aberdeen and A&S '01, provided hilarious commentary as well as amazing
guitar work and vocals, performing
songs about "days that kind ofkick your
ass," with a VHI Storytellers feel to
them.
Finally, My Mother's Fleabag, the
improvisational comedy troupe, entertained the spectators with improv skits
and games, inviting unsuspecting audience volunteers to provide fresh material.
Artists for AIDS allows students to
participate in the arts, as the event is

"TZ[

entirely run by students on a volunteer
basis, and most importantly, raises
money and awareness for AIDS and
offers as much support as possible.
"No artist is doing this for credit or
a grade, and their energy is amazing and
humbling; it's npt about one person, it's
about community," says Mawhinney.
The show's proceeds will be donated to the following organizations:
Community Servings, which delivers
free hot meals to the homes of those
affected by AIDS; the Boston Living
Center, a non-profit organization dedicated to helping people infected with
HIV and AIDS; and Camp AmeriKids,
which provides a camping experience
for children living with HIV and AIDS.
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WebMail Not an
Efficient Method
to Access E-mail
Continued from Al

and mail4) peak around lunch
and mid-afternoon times. With everyone sharing the same server, resources
can shift to serve increased usage from
certain groups instead of remaining idle
while another server operates at full capacity.
"It's like building a house. You can
keep adding on [to the old house], but
it's a lot easier to build a big house when
you start from scratch," said Spang, describing IT's attempts to keep the current servers functional until a full upgrade is possible. In order to upgrade,
the servers need to be brought completely down for several days.
IT encourages students to report
problems to the Help Desk (552-HELP)
as soon as they
maiß

ger, Microsoft Outlook or similar software to access their e-mail. "Web Mail
is a very inefficient way to access email on campus," said Spang. "We urge
students to use [other] mail clients.
There's 'X' amount of capacity; any
is gonna suffer,
system in the world
if everyone tries to use it or uses it excessively." He added that people using
other clients should have fewer prob...

lems accessing their accounts.
IT is working to resolve the problems with WebMail and the mail servers. But, in order to update WebMail to
the latest version, IT must complete
upgrades to the mail servers themselves, as the current WebMail is customized to work
with the older servers. "The more effi"Why do so many stucient the WebMail
client is, the less imdents use WebMail?
pact it has on the
Why not use browsers?
mail server," said
It was never the intenSpang.
Spang hopes
tion IT
Web Mail
that IT will complete
to be a primary client."
an upgrade of all
mail servers to a

occur.

supervise the computer facility on
the fifth floor of
O'Neill Library,
24 hours a day,
seven days a
week, so even
students calling
after
SLSC
hours can reach

Information

?

new, single server

developed
by
Mirapoint early this
summer. The logical
maill throughmail4

System

operators

of for

Technology Director
Mary Corcoran

someone,

ac-

cording
to
Spang. Corcoran
noted that students should be specific about their
problems so IT can work effectively to
fix them. "It's very important for people
to report any problems so we can look
into it," she said. "We can't do anything
unless we know."
Corcoran and Spang both said IT
has formal contingency plans to deal
with all service outages, particularly
with exams approaching and high levels of e-mail usage likely.
"We take that [the e-mail services]
very seriously," said Corcoran. "Should
any disruption in service happen, we'll
likely get it out over InfoEagle. We will
do our very best to get the word out."

servers will still exist, but they will all
share resources on the Mirapoint server,
which is a dedicated "e-mail appliance"
that has received an enthusiastic response from the information technology industry.
The peak periods of usage for the
mail servers are between 11 a.m. and
one p.m. on weekdays, with traffic picking up again between three and nine
p.m. Activity drops off substantially late
in the evening and on weekends.
Currently, faculty (mostly mail 1
and mai!2) usage tends to spike early
in the morning when faculty and staff
arrive at work, while students (mostly

Dean Gudicello
staff

When Charles Derber, a professor
in the Boston College sociology department, asked why a Thai company used
monkeys instead of people to pick coconuts, the response was: "They don't
strike."
The fifth part of the "Globalization
and Inequality" series last Thursday,
sponsored by the Academic Vice President, the Vice President for Mission and
Ministry, the Arts and Sciences Honors Program, Campus Ministry, Faith,
Peace and Justice, International Studies, the Jesuit Institute, P.U.L.S.E. and
the Presidential Scholars Program.
The subject of the discussion was
"Sweatshops, Labor Rights and Human
Rights: How to work for social justice
in the age of globalization."
Derber moderated the forum; three
Boston College students spoke about
their experiences abroad observing
working conditions and Rev. Joseph
Appleyard, SJ, gave some advice on
what BC students could do about the

problem.
Derber is studying the phenomenon
of globalization and its effects, both
abroad and in the United States. Derber
explained that globalization exploits
cheap labor, with nations outlawing
unions, breaking strikes and using intimidation to keep workers from orga-

nizing.
He warned that this was not just an

Faculty members and students detailed their experienceswith
sweatshops and labor conditions in different countries.
abstract, foreign problem, but would
soon affect workers in the United States.
Derber blames the loss of job security
on the spread of globalization.
The first student to speak was
Deepinder Mayell, A&S '02, who told
the audience about his experience in
Indonesia. He explained that under
Indonesia's dictatorship, unions were
outlawed and anyone expressing "leftist" sympathies or leanings would be
harassed, thrown in jail or possibly
*
killed.
As a result, people feared their government, a feeling that persists today.
According to Mayell, little about this
situation has changed over the

past few years.
"Unions are legal, but strikes are
still broken by force. It's slavery, plain
and simple." said Mayell.
Next to speak was Jeff Littenberg,
GA&S '07, on the subject of South
Africa. Racial segregation and economic inequality still exists in South
Africa, according to Littenberg. However, Littenberg stated, the problem is
not lack of organization for labor. He
explained that South Africans have
some of the most militant unions in the
world.
Even so, Littenberg said, the South
African government keeps working
conditions low in order to attract for-

eign investment. Littenberg went on to
say that globalization is affecting the
South African economy in other ways.
According to Littenberg, Britain
once sold off a large amount of gold in
order to forgive debts to other nations.
The price of gold, therefore, plummeted
so much that mines in South Africa
were no longer able to stay in business.
This resulted in massive layoffs of mine
workers.
Mark Pedulla, A&S '01, spoke
about the current situation for laborers
in Central America. Unemployment is
a serious problem in the area, said
Pedulla, and so companies routinely pit
workers against the unemployed,
threatening to replace any worker who
attempts to organize. According to
Pedulla, companies can thus keep
unions weak and working conditions
poor. He also criticized the concept of
"free trade."
"Environmental standards and
worker's rights are being called barriers to free trade,"he said. He cautioned
against anyone taking unilateral action
in the United States.
According to Pedulla, methods
such as boycotts, while designed to help
workers, could actually aggravate the
problem. Pedulla stated that any boycott should be done only at the request
of the workers in the factories.
The next lecture in the series will
be "Justice and Global Common Good"
on Thursday, April 19 at 4:30 p.m. in
Devlin 008.

Ph.D. Candidates Present Research
On Latinos in the United States
By Kelly
associate

McMahon
news editor

The second session of the 2001
Latino Studies Colloquia, which featured the research of two doctoral candidates, took place in Devlin Hall last
Wednesday afternoon. The Colloquia
focuses on the sociaiinnd cultural issues
affecting Latinos in the United States.
It is a part of Project Grow Your Own
(GYRO), an initiative designed to promote research and to encourage minority representation in academic circles.
The first presenter was Isabel
Araiza, GA&S '06. Araiza, a Ph.D. candidate in the sociology department, researched the health and economic characteristics of retired Latinos in the
United States. She said researchers cannot come to a consensus on the most
appropriate definition of retirement,
which poses a problem when interpreting data.
"There is a lack of consensus regarding how to operationalize the concept," said Araiza. "Because formation
of retirement policy is based upon con-

elusions drawn from retirement research
It is imperative to examine
retirement outcomes derived from different conditions."
Using data charts, she explained
that a large disparity exists between retired Latinos and their non-Latino counterparts in terms of their assets, annual
income and health care coverage.
Araiza pointed out that an often-forgotten element is the "un-retired," or
those who "don't meet the conventional
criteria for retirement. They're under
age 65, they lend to go in and out of
the labor market
They don't have
the option to not work and receive a
...

...

pension."
Araiza continued to explain her
conclusions, "[the un-retired retired]
tends to be the most disadvantaged economically, and they lend to be screened
out of retirement studies, giving us only
a partial understanding of reality." she
said.
Her data demonstrated that there are
nearly three limes as many un-retired
Latinos as un-retired whites in the
United States. One third of these un-

retired Latinos live below the poverty
level and have an overall higher incidence of disability. According to the
data, the total asset value of un-retired
Latinos also averages nearly one-half
that of un-retired whites. Araiza attributes this largely to the lower value
of homes purchased by un-retired
Latinos.
Araiza also commented on the future state of retirement, especially concerning the large number of retirees
soon to come from the "baby boom"
generation. "The current perception of
the elderly is that they are rather affluent compared to other cohorts," Araiza
said. "By including the un-retired,
we're forced to think of economically
disadvantaged groups."
Regina Jean VanHell, LGSOE '00,
the second speaker of the day, presented
her research on Hispanic students' adjustment to college life. VanHell's study
focused particularly on the effects of
acculturation, family ties and social
support on students' level of adjustment. She surveyed 91 Latinos attending Boston-area schools, including BC,
>

UMass-Boston and Wellesley. The students answered a questionnaire that
asked questions about demographics
and family relationships. VanHell then
measured the students' responses according to various scales.
VanHell said Latino college students "often face higher stresses due to
financial and fatriilial obligations and

responsibilities."
She reported that acculturation, or
adaptation to Anglo-American culture,
demonstrated a correlation with college
adjustment. Contrary to her initial hypothesis, VanHell also found that a
student's level of "familism" was not
related to their level of acculturation
those with strong family obligations
were not necessarily less acculturated.
Ninety-four percent of the students
indicated that they identified with
Anglo culture, while 76 percent of the
students claimed that they identified
with Hispanic culture as well. Sixtythree of the 91 respondents identified
themselves as "bi-cultural."
?

See LATINO, A
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Lapinski's Research Explores Community of Sant' Egidio
Various Impacts of Culture
Questions Death Penalty
By

Allie Weiskopf
news editor

By

assistant

ElizabethAncharski
heights

staff

ring Susan Sarandon as Prejean and
Sean Penn as the death row inmate.

Dr. Maria Knight Lapinski, assistant professor of communications at

Western Michigan University, gave a
lecture entitled "Attitude Change in
Different Cultures: Taiwan and the
United States," last Thursday.
Since Lapinski teaches intercultural
communication with emphasis on
Asian studies, her research examines
the ways in which members of different cultural groups respond to persuasive messages.
Lapinski focuses this research
around the ways people become persuaded about health and environmental risks.
Her interest in environmental risks
began after an experience walking
along the beach in Hawaii, she told the
audience in Devlin 008.
Drawing upon this event, she asked
the audience members to close their
eyes and imagine walking along a
beach.
"Then imagine you see trash with
all different languages written all over
it," she said. "You realize that environmental issues transcend all cultures."
This encounter sparked Lapinski's
desire to investigate how to best convince people of different cultural backgrounds to change their environmental
attitudes.
"We like to join groups with people
who have the same attitudes we do,"
said Lapinski, speaking on persuasion
in general.
"We becomes friends with people
similar to ourselves. Once we are in
these groups, our friends influence us."
Lapinski also explained that people
modify their attitudes based on messages from members in the groups with
whom they associate.
"We know why people comply, but
we know less about why they comply
in groups," said Lapinski.
She explained the conditions under
which people are persuaded.
For example, people are persuaded
more by "in-group" members and not
as much as "out-group" members.
Out-group members, Lapinski said,
are those whom people respect, but do
not associate with as much as they do
with in-group members.
"Out-group members can't sway
our attitudes, but in-group members
can," said Lapinski.
Although "out-group" members are
less influential than "in-group" members are, Lapinski explained the concept of individuation, taking an outgroup member out of the "other" label

The Community of Sant'Egidio,
Sarandon received an Academy
along with Amnesty International and Award for her role in the movie,which
the Boston College Faith, Peace, and helped bring the story to the public.
Justice Program, sponsored events
Channel 46 aired a video of
throughout the past week to educate Prejean's September lecture at the
students about the death penalty.
Harvard Divinity School, preceded by
The events included a screening of
Dead Man Walking on campus and
special programming on Channel 46
"/ have been with death
early in the week.
The group hosted a discussion
row inmates
dealing with issues of justice last
and I have been with
Thursday and invited students to join
the
Pope and, recently, prehensions.
in prayer last Friday at St. Mary's
Chapel.
I got to be with
"I have been with death row inThroughout the week, representamates and I have been with the Pope
President Clinton.
and, recently, I got to be with Presitives collected signatures in the dinIt
V matter.
ing and residence halls on a petition
dent Clinton. It doesn't matter. It
calling for a moratorium on the death
It
matter
doesn't matter who we are. We all are
penalty.
human beings, and that is all we are."
we are.
Sant'Egidio is an international orPrejean and the Sant'Egidio ComWe all are human
ganization that began in 1968 with a
munity experienced a great response
group of high school students in Rome
at BC to the petition asking students
beings, and that
who wanted to live the teaching of the
to support a moratorium on the death
is all we are."
Gospel through social awareness.
penalty.
Sister Helen Prejean
Part of their mission includesdeath
"Most people are signing the petipenalty activism. They presented over
tion, which is neat. A lot ofpeople can
three million signatures to United Naget behind it, because it's not necestions Secretary General Kofi Annon death row statistics.
sarily an end to the death penalty, it's
and the United Nations in January,
In the lecture, Prejean described a temporary suspension," said Kerri
calling for a moratorium on the death the events that led to her relationship Hilleren, A&S '01, a member of the
with the death row inmate who inpenalty.
Community of Sant'Egidio.
The group continues to gather spired her book and later the movie.
She also noted that "even Repubmore support, especially in the United
licans, sometimes more than Demo"The arts can bring people into a reStates, where the death penalty is still
crats, agree about a moratorium, beflective experience," said Prejean.
used.
Her story takes place in New Orcause obviously now, [the death penThe community also maintains leans in the early 1980s when she bealty] is not equally applied, so we recontact with 350 death row inmates to
gan working with the poor and evenally need to take a look at it."
affirm the human side of the political tually became penpals with a man on
According to the Community, a
issue.
death row.
majority ofAmericans still support the
The Boston members of the larger
After some correspondences she death penalty, but that majority has
Sant'Egidio group gather weekly for agreed to visit him in prison and bebeen declining.
prayer, but consider themselves only came his spiritual adviser.
Prejean agrees, and said, "1 haven't
a small fraction of the larger movePrejean admitted that she was nerfound a people wedded to the death
ment.
vous at first, but said, "We have exagpenalty."
"We really do operate as a group gerated fears of each other, and God is
The issue has been in the local
of friends, throdgh conversation and
saying to us. 'Don't be afraid.'"
news recently. Earlier this month, the
personal' Contact. As far as aims go Prejean continued to visit her penpal Massachusetts House of Representagenerally,I'd say the community simand eventually met the victims' famitives voted against reinstatement of the
ply seeks to live out the gospel through lies at an appeal hearing.
death penalty.
the very concrete forms of friendship
During her lecture at Harvard,
"Being a Catholic school, there's
and service," said Sarah Moses, a Prejean devoted much of the story to an edge because Catholicism opposes
Harvard University student.
speaking about the difficulty of being the death penalty, and generally
The group maintains contact with against the death penalty while trying younger people do too," added
Hilleren, in reference to Boston
Sister Helen Prejean's Moratorium Orto sympathize with victim's relatives.
ganization.
She was able to establish a close College's Catholic affiliation.
Prejean is the author of Dead Man relationship with the father of one of
The week ended with a prayer for
Walking, an account of the nun's exthe victims, with whom she prayed. life on death row at St. Mary's Chapel.
perience with a death row inmate.
Prejean attended victim support During the prayer, members of
Her story was later made into a groups to see both sides of the situaSant'Egidio read letters from death
tion.
movie directed by Tim Robbins, starrow inmates.

doesn
doesn't
who

Dr. Maria Knight Lapinski, a professor at Western Michigan
University, explains how cultural backgrounds impact
environmental attitudes.
and seeing that person as an individual.
"If you can individuate an out-group
member, he or she can become influential," she said.
"We interpret the content of a message based on source," continued

Lapinski.
"When you provide individuating
information about an out-group member, group membership becomes less
salient and you see the person as an individual," she added.
According to Lapinski, there are
'two types of cultures: individualistic
and collectivist.
Countries such as the United States
are individualistic, while nations such
as China are collectivist.
"Individualists place more emphasis on their own goals than the goals of
the group, while in collectivist cultures,
group goals take precedence over other
goals," said Lapinski.
Since collectivist cultures makes
heavy distinctions between in-group
and out-group members, Lapinski traveled to Taiwan to test persuasive messages.
There, she wanted to see the impact
of message strength on persuasion.
In her experiment, Lapinski measured how connected people felt about
water conservation.
Under the guise of a university student or an outsider, she asked people
why students felt the need to strengthen
water conservation. She wanted to see

if the message changed attitudes and
behaviors, so she measured cognitive
responses about what people were
thinking.
When students were given weak
messages, Lapinski found the non-individuated source was more persuasive,
so knowing more about the message
source hurt persuasion when the message was weak.
She also found that if the message
was strong, the individuated source was
more persuasive.

"What this suggests is that persons
from Taiwan and the United States re-

spond to some source and message
characteristics in the same way," said
Lapinski.
"Maybe culture isn't influential,"
she said.
In the lecture's question-and-answer period. Lapinski discussed doing
further research to investigate to what
extent her theory applies to other cultures. "Japan would be my next area to
research because it's the next obvious
collectivist country," she said.
When asked if she only labeled
people as individualistic and collectivist, or if there was an "other," Lapinski
responded that people should "think of
it as a continuum" with other dimensions.
"Over all, it's the group versus the
individual," she said.
The lecture was sponsored by the
communications department.

?

BC Students Describe Life
With Eating Disorders
By

Jean Vrola
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staff

An attentive audience occupied
McGuinn 121 last Tuesday, but the
presence behind the podium was not a

University professor or a visiting
scholar.
This time, the draw was a panel
consisting primarily of Boston College
students. The panel led a discussion
during which each member reflected on
her experience with an eating disorder.
The panel was introduced by Jennifer Tilghman, an employee of Boston College Health Services and GSSW
'01. Tilghman explained that the event
was an attempt to raise awareness about
the personal experience of having an
eating disorder.
She requested that the audience
members respect the climate of solemnity and recognize the hope present in
the stories of the four courageous young
women.

The panel was conducted in an informal manner, as each panelist shared
her story with the audience of students,
social workers, and counselors.
The first speaker, currently a junior at BC, shared her experience with
both anorexia and bulimia during the
course of her high school career.
She described dieting and exercise
as a popular trend in her high school,

"Sometimes our culture will say
'Look, you got to choose sides"," said
Prejean.
"[But] spirituality enables us to descend to a depth where we stand for
the dignity of life and we are on both
sides," she added.
Prejean found many aspects of the
death penalty that troubled her during
her visits.
"There are thirty-six-hundred
people about on death row, all of them
virtually poor. And what does that
mean? It means, what kind of defense
did they get?" she asked.
Prejean also expressedethical ap-

and, in retrospect, she labeled this as
The third panelist, also a sopho"a climate fertile for eating disorders." more at BC, experiencedher eating disShe told the audience that due to
order as a kind of a manifestation of
her low level of self-esteem, she soon the stress of the transition of starting
became anorexic. Receiving complicollege.
ments on her rapid weight loss, she felt
She explained to the audience that
the need to continue losing weight, spithe key to overcoming her eating disraling into an abuse of diet pills, and order was in the realization and admiseventually, by her senior year of high sion to herself that she had a problem.
school, bulimia.
From there, she was able to move forThe student likened this experience ward.
to that of climbing a cliff, in which she
The final speaker, a representative
went higher and higher and then just from the Massachusetts Eating Disordropped off, completely losing control. der Association, related her six-year
Fortunately, she found hope in struggle with an eating disorder. She
also offered some valuable insight into
counseling, and through her own personal conscious effort, overcame her the nature of eating disorders in general.
eating disorder.
The second panelist, a sophomore
"Eating disorders serve a specific
at BC, became anorexic in high school
function. The function differs for each
as an outlet for the stress and lack of individual, but the outcome is always
control she felt in her life.
the same," she said.
"The most amazing thing was the
She concluded by encouraging the
facade I maintained of being in control
audience to take advantage of the rethat 1 actually believed," she said.
sources available at BC for coping with
eating disorders.
She also eventually came to the realization that she had a serious probKaren Walsh, coordinator of the
lem. She now strives to find a healthy Women's Resource Center, reminded
balance between healthy eating and exeveryone that the center offers services
ercising.
for those struggling with eating disor"In retrospect, the saddest thing is
ders.
realizing how much of my life was Editor's Note: Names are not included
wasted when I was so consumed by obin litis article because of the sensitive
sessively exercising and planning my subject material discussed by the panel
meals," she said.
members.
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Reardon
editor

Brown University was the site of
heated protest from student groups last
week after The Brown Daily Herald
printed a controversial advertisement
opposing reparations for descendants of
black slaves. The paid full-page ad,
"Ten Reasons Why Reparations for Slavery is a Bad Idea and Racist Too," appeared in the March 13 Daily Herald.
A coalition of students outraged by
the paper's decision to print the ad demanded that the Hera Id donate the $725
revenue from the ad to Brown's Third
World Center, issue a formal statement
ofregret and provide free rebuttal space.
Herald editors of the independent student daily newspaper refused to answer
the demands, citing their rights to freedom of the press.
The editors did issue a formal statement on Thursday in response to thestir
caused by the ad: "We understand that
the advertisement contains content that
some may find disconcerting, but we
will not apologize for printing a legitimate advertisement that may offend
some of our readership."
Last Friday, angry protesters seized
more than 4,000 copies of the Herald
within minutes of their arrival in the distribution racks and replaced them with
fliers accusing the paper of insensitivity. Herald staffers had to restrain an
angry mob that tried to force its way
into the paper's office to destroy any
remaining copies.
The next day, the Herald reprinted
1,000 copies of the issue destroyed in
question. Staff members distributed the
paper in the campus' main dining hall
with a police escort. Since Monday, the
paper has been distributed at only four
locations. Herald staff members
equipped with disposable cameras
guarded each distribution point, hoping to discourage further thefts.
Sheila E. Blumstein, Brown's interim president, issued a statement saying that the university "supports the
Herald's right to publish any material
it chooses, even if that material is ob-

By

for the

Outraged Brown University students stole more than 4,000
copies of the Daily Herald after it published a controversial ad
jectionable to members of the campus
community." She also called Friday's
removal of newspapers unacceptable.
Ruth J. Simmons, incoming president
and the first black woman to head an
Ivy League school, did not comment.
The leaders of the minority groups involved in the coalition against the ad
deny that the removal of the paper was
an illegal act. According to Brooks
King, a Herald editor, the paper is in
the process of pressing criminal charges
against the students involved in the alleged theft.
The pivotal point of argument lies
in the paper's denial to the request for
a full-page forum for minority students
to respond to the ad. The Herald did
run columns and letters to the editor that
criticized the decision to print the ad.
Brown University is a campus well
known for a tradition of liberalism and
diversity awareness. The university
identifies about 28 percent of its undergraduates as people of color.
The Herald has no black staff members.
The advertisement, laid out in a
design resembling that of the Bill of

Rights, rejects the idea that the United
States owes any debt to African-Americans. Drawn up by conservative commentator David Horowitz, the ad argues
that the emergence of a large black
middle class makes reparations unnecessary and that it is impossible to decipher who owes a debt to whom, since
not all Americans are descendents of
slaveowners.
Of the 51 schools to which
Horowitz sent his ad, 21 rejected it and
only nine accepted it. The Herald was
the only Ivy League newspaper to run
the ad. Three publications thatchose to
run the ad have issued formal apologies. The student newspaper at the University of Wisconsin-Madison refused
to apologize on the grounds of free
speech, even after 100 protesters
stormed its newsroom and even demanded the resignation of the editorin-chief.

Boston University's Daily Free
Press ran the ad last Monday, but the
only reaction was six letters to the editor. Free Press Editor Rebecca Duran
said that most students seemed to support the paper's choice to run the ad.

spirit that so many of our faculty and
administrators possess and how they

Hale YazicioglU
heights

The Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) announced
Dr. David McMenamin, director of the
P.U.L.S.E. program and professor of
philosophy, as the sixth recipient of the
Mary Kaye Waldron Award two weeks
ago, on March 13.
The Mary Kaye Waldron Award
was established by UGBC in 1996 in
honor of Mary Kaye Waldron, a BC
student who died in 1995 after battling
cancer since the age of 15. While at BC,
Waldron was involved with the Salt and
Light Company, the Jenks Leadership
Program and was a manager of the
men's basketball team.
"She had a spirit about her, believing in caring and service to others, and
encompassing the entire individual,
very much like the Jesuit ideals that the
University stands for," said Samantha
Buchan, co-director of faculty/administration-student relations for UGBC
and A&S '01. "She had a large impact
on this campus; she was known by a
lot of people."
BC students wanted to remember
Waldron and her spirit; thus the award
is given annually to a faculty member
or administrator who encompasses the
ideals that Waldron exalted. Such qualities include service to others, challenging individuals and students, excelling
in their assigned roles and going beyond their job to impact students lives.
This year, there were over 50 nominations for the award. "It is truly a
unique award to this school because it
is the only award where professors and
administrators are both nominated and
selected by the student body," Buchan
said.
"1 was really overwhelmed by the
response of Boston College students
this year; so many people were nominated. I am grateful for the sense of

ing, has been very inspirational for him.
"Education, for him, was not his
teaching so much as it was the students'
learning," he said. "For me, looking at
a student and seeing them begin to
make the connections about what I
teach them is the most rewarding experience."
"Dr. McMenamin is completely
dedicated to his students and to what
he does. He challenges his students but
doesn't give them the answers. He
wants them to discover the answer on
their own. He pushes you to really challenge yourself and go to places you've
never really thought about before," said
Buchan.
The Mary Kaye Waldron Award is
McMenamin's most
perhaps
prestgious award, but he has also received awards in teaching excellence
as a graduate student as well as receiving awards from agencies that
P.U.L.S.E. works with.
While McMenamin did not personally know Waldron, he believes that "an
award that people believe matters so
much after someone is no longer here
really says something about how significant that person was."
McMenamin told The Heights that
receiving the Mary Kaye Waldron
Award is both a humbling and flattering experience, especially when he
thinks of the students who nominated
him.
"It is quite a meaningful award,"
he said. "It is a recognition of the fact
that the students here believe that there
is a lot more to working in a university
than merely academically educating
them."
"There are a handful of people on
this campus who should receive this
award, it was an extremely tough decision," said Buchan. "Dr. McMenamin
is such a deserving candidate and I
couldn't be more honored to give it to
him."

continue to have that effect on students
lives."
McMenamin grew up in Philadelphia and went to Fordham University
in New York for his bachelor's degree
in economics. Upon graduating from
Fordham, he worked for an international shipping industry company for
three-and-a-half years.
McMenamin then went to
Villanova to obtain his master's degree
in philosophy and to the Washington
Theological Union to get his master's
degree in theology.
After graduation, he began to work
at Villanova, as both a philosophy professor and part-time faculty for the student life division at the university.
McMenamin helped start a drug and
alcohol program as well as being cofounder of the Villanova Center for
Peace and Justice Education and the
Center's Journal for Peace and Justice
Studies.
He also helped establish a student
retreat program and helped lead those
retreats. McMenamin remained at
Villanova until 1987, when he began
to work on his doctorate at BC.
While working on his doctorate, he
taught Philosophy of the Person and
Logic. When the position for director
forP.U.L.S.E. opened up, McMenamin
was chosen for the position. He is currently in his ninth year as P.U.L.S.E.
director.
The P.U.L.S.E. program is an option for students to complete their core
requirements in philosophy and theology in two semesters for 12 credits. The
courses are accompanied by at least 10
hours of community service per week.
McMenamin told The Heights that
his historical heroes are the Hebrew
prophets, Jesus and Martin Luther
King, Jr. He also admires his high
school math teacher, who loved teach:
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P.U.L.S.E. Director David
McMenamin Receives Mary
Kaye Waldron Award
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NO FEE
EXCELLENT SOUTH STREET LOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUSONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MIN.)
BUILDING IS ALL BC STUDENTS.
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2001.

ONE, TWO AND THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
FROM $1025 TO $2100 INCLUDES HEAT AND HOT

WATER.
LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS WITH
DISHWASHERS, REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES. MOST
KITCHENS HAVE MICROWAVES. OWN PRIVATE
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on, but the crowd did not seem to mind.

According to Vincent Lake, executive director of theAHANA Leadership
Council (ALC) and A&S '01, "There
was a power surge that resulted in an
interruption of the music for about a
minute. But that was all remedied very
quickly, and people were soon able to
dance again."
The Class of 2001 received special
treatment in the form of a free drink at
the ball, since this will be their last
AHANA-sponsored event at BC.
Tickets for the event were sold all
last week and students thought the price
of $25 was reasonable.

event we've had in a while at BC," Lake

added.
At orientation sessions last summer,
a special skit was devoted to dispelling
the notion that the AHANA Ball was
only for AHANA members.
Orientation leaders acted out a skit
that exhibited to the incoming freshmen
class that AHANA was not an exclusive organization that discriminated
against non-members in their events,
but rather welcomed them.
The AHANA Leadership Council
also sponsors theAHANA Boat Cruise
in the fall.
ALC is a division of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) and sponsors many events
throughout the year.

Colloquia Features Latino Studies
from

A

2

Continued

VanHell said that these findings
show that acculturation is resolved
multi-dimensionally, and is the result
of the individual's context, personality
and abilities.
She added that she found an inverse
relationship between the level of
"familism" and a person's socioeconomic status.
Contrary to her expectations,
VanHell stated that she also found that
a high level of "familism" did not necessarily mean a high level of social support. She commented that, because of
this, "questions are raised regarding
'familism' and social support among
different generations, because

'familism' incorporates respect for elders and obedience to parents."
VanHell concluded that social support is found more within the same generation and not across generations. She
attributed the change in social structures
to advances in communication, such as
television.
"These changes are being found all
over the world," said VanHell. "This
definitely demonstrates a need for further research in this area."
Jackie Lerner, professor of counseling, developmental and educational
psychology in the Lynch School of
Education and a facilitator of the Colloquia, stated that "while Hispanics are
the fastest growing minority group in
America, they also have the highest

Officer responds to
Carney Hall to assist an unconscious
student. After first aid, she advised
her history of heart trouble.
10:10 a.m.

Allie Weiskopf
assistant news editor
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Sergeant observes an
intoxicated female exiting the
Middlemarch Ball.Afterfirst aid she
was transported to the Infirmary.
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Wed. 4/4: Take Back the Night ?O'Neill Plaza, 6:30 p.m.
Rally and march in support of survivors of sexual assault including personal
stories from Boston College students.
Thu. 4/5: P.O.W.E.R. Brown Bag Lunch
WRC (McElroy 213). 12p.m.
?

Karen Walsh and the Women's Resource Center present Positive Outcomes
Within Every Relationship.

5:57 pjn. Officerconfiscates a thirtypack of beer from an underage student.

-

11:22 p.m. Officers respond to a
female screaming in Walsh Hall, and
find several underage students playing a drinking game. The alcohol is
confiscated.
11:40 p.m.

-

Officer reports stop-

ping several non-students in the

CommonwealthAvenue garage for

possession of alcohol. The alcohol
was destroyed onscene and trespass
warnings are issued.
March 18,2001
1:29 a.m. Sergeantobserves a student shoplifting a Powerade from
the Lower Campus Dining Facility.
The student is identified, the itemis
paid for and a report is forwarded
for the incident.
-

-

3:19 a.m.

-

Officer/EMT responds

to Fitzpatrick Hall to assist a student

6:15 p.m. Officer observes two underage BC students on Upper Campus
removing alcoholfrom a vehicle. The
alcohol is confiscated and the report
forwarded to ODSD.
-

11:49p.m. Control receives the fire
alarm for Rubenstein Hall. Officers
respond and report smokedetectors
activated. Newton Fire responds.
-

with flu symptoms. After first aid.
she declined medical assistance.
3:54 p.m. Student reports that on
several occasions her car has been
moved. She will have the lock
changed.
?

March 17, 2001

6:59 pjn. Officer files a report of a
harassing phone call in the Mods.

12:23 a.m. Control receives a call
from the Infirmary. The nurse states
that a female student who was

7:53 p.m. Officer confiscates three reports that her laptop has been stothirty-packs of beer and a bottle of len from her room. A detective will
champagne from an underage student. investigate.

-

4:44 p.m.
-

?i

-

Student in Ignacio Hall

-

Senate to Promote Recycling
By

?...?_

Tue. J/27.' Drawing the Shades Cabaret Room. 8 p.m.
A dramatic presentation (akingan emotional and personal look at sexual assault.
Wed. 3/28: Clothesline Project Dustbowl, allday
Victims of domestic violence share their stories through artwork on T-shirts.
Thu. 3/29: "Reim'enting Your Life" with Rosalie Sonets Gasssun 100, sp.m.
A legendary folk singer and storyteller shares her life experiences.
Man. 4/2; Know Your Rights: A Panel Discussion
Higgins 310, 7p.m.
A discussion with BC administrators and representatives from the Boston Area
Rape Crisis Center geared toward understanding those rights as they relate to
sexual assault and the policies which thoserights. .
Tue. 4/3: Roselind Wiseman
Higgins 300, 7p.m.
An interactive presentationempowering women and men to help stop the culture

Officer identifiesa peran open container of alcohol outside Edmond's
-

-

11:14 a.m. Officer responds to
O'Connell House to assist a student
5:36 p.m. An officer confiscating who injured her eye while decorating
alcohol from underage students in for Middlemarch. She was transported
the Edmond's parking lot observes to Mass. Eye and Ear to have a piece of
an unauthorized parking sticker on woodremoved from her eye.
the vehicle.
2:53 pjn.- Sergeant reports he has ob6:47 p.m. Officer deserves two served a man with a gun threatening
underage males carrying alcohol another man in the Lower Campus
outside Walsh Hall. The suspects are parking lots. Officers responded and
identified as one BC student and one apprehended the subject. A group of
non-BC student. Alcohol and a students wereidentifiedwho stated they
Maryland license are confiscated.
were making a movie.An illegalpellet
gun and other items were confiscated.
10:19 p.m. Officer observes a female lying in the snow outside 3:28 p.m. Sergeant observes an inO'Connell House, Afterfirst aid, she toxicatedfemale. After evaluation, she
was transported to the Infirmary, :
was transported to the Infirmary.

Kari Russ

heights

;

?«

Hail.

11:12 p.m.

with negative results.

was transported to St Elizabeth's.

11:15 p.m.

the Plex parking lot.

had left the area without authorization.
Officers searched the area and her room

-

dropout rate." Lerner added that
VanHell's research is particularly interesting because it highlights Latino students who have succeeded beyond
high school.
"We need to find out more about
these individuals who seem to have
adjusted in spite of pulls in various directions, to reassess the whole issue of
how these kids got to this point," Lerner
said.
"These students have beat the odds
in terms of higher education," she
added.
The Latino Studies Colloquia was
sponsored by the Office of Academic
Vice President, the Dean of Faculties,
the Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
and the Office ofAffirmative Action.

-

son in possession of

-

-

9:41 p.m. Officer confiscates alcohol from an underage student in

8:11 a.m. Nurse at the Infirmary reports that an intoxicatedfemale student

-

Concerned About Rape Education (CARE)
to Stop the Violence Against Women Series
-

Over the next two weeks, the Undergraduate Government of Boston
College (UGBC) will work to raise
awareness about violence against
women through its Concerned About
Rape Education to Stop the Violence
Against Women (CARE) series.
"We've felt a lot of apathy on campus as far as women's issues," Yesenia
Garcia, UGBC co-director of women's
issues and A&S '03, told the
UGBCCabinet last Sunday night.
Last week, UGBC distributed yellow flyers bearing the "CARE to Stop
the Violence Against Women" logo on
the front and the schedule of events for
the series on the back and asked students to place the flyers in their windows to show their support of the cause.
"I don't like bring attention to these
alarming statistics, but one in four
women get raped," Garcia said. "Imagine your mom, your sister, your cousin
and your girlfriend. One of them will
be raped or experience some sort of
sexual violence."
Last week, Cabinet cancelled its
meeting to perform dorm walks as part
of its Free Your Mind Campaign. According to AlvinBarnett, UGBC president and A&S '01, "the campaign was
brought about after the last Board of
Trustees presentation as way to bring
what we shared to the students."
"The walks were really successful,"
he continued. "They went really well
because we had one-on-one conversations with students."
While completing their dorm
walks, Cabinet members collected signatures for a student notice of non-discrimination. Since the school's version
does not include sexual orientation,
UGBC is drafting its own version to include the clause.
"It's not necessarily challenging the
administration's stance," said Barnett.
"We need to take this on ourselves as
students. Boston College isn't the administration; it's the students."
At last Sunday's Cabinet meeting,
Webb thanked members for collecting
the signatures. "I want to congratulate
you guys for the time you spent," she
said. "You may not see the changes
right now, but you made an impact."
UGBC's creative committee is
working on taking the signatures and
turning them into a large mural to display on campus in mid-April, according to Barnett.
"We want to physically show solidarity and post the signatures on a wall
in Robsham with the charter statement.
We're also thinking about something
mobile that we could move into the
Dustbowl when the weather becomes
nice," said Barnett.

-

4:41 p.m. Officer/EMT responds
to a student who had injured her
ankle at the Plex.After first aid, she

UGBC Spreads Women's Violence Awareness
By

brought there for being intoxicated has
fled the Infirmary without permission.
An officer locates her at the Main Gate.

.

problem, along with a lighting glitch,
occurred a few times as the night went

"For what was included, it was a
very good price," said Jenny SmithRuiz, A&S '04.
"The music was great, and it was a
great blend of Latin and hip hop," she
added.
Students were even escorted to and
from the Park Plaza by coach buses that
left from Conte Forum until just after
nine p.m. and returned students to
Conte at the end of the night.
"The evening went better than 1
could have possibly imagined it would.
I would like to thank Eric Ryan, Jessica Muriel, Sung-Ju Song, Chris
Darcy, the administrators and everyone
else who helped to organize it," said
Lake.
"I think it was the most diverse

March 16, 2001
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Annual AHANA Ball Once
Again Draws Rave Reviews

editor

In a meeting last Sunday evening,
the Senate of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC)
passed one resolution, approved cosponsorship of Fiesta Mundial along
with the Organization of Latin American Affairs (OLAA) and discussed
amendments to UGBC executive bylaws implemented by the Office of the
Dean for Student Development
(ODSD).

A large portion of the meeting was
taken up by discussion of ODSD's
amendments to the executivebylaws of
UGBC. Some of these amendments
included the establishment of an academic affairs department and the requirement that UGBC Cabinet post its
minutes on www.ugbc.org following
each meeting.
"The minutes are an extremely
valuable thing because it lets the student body know what's happening,"
said Mark Dumas, A&S '01.
Other amendments to the bylaws
stated that each departmentmust report
to its corresponding committee in or-

abstention, to enact the new bylaws
with some minor revisions.
The discussion then turned to
UGBC Senate co-sponsorship of several upcoming campus events.
Roystone Martinez, vice president of
OLAA and LSOE '02, formally requested financial help from the Senate
with Fiesta Mundial, an OLAA event
to take place this Thursday, March 29.
Martingz said that $2,000 from the Senate would cover OLAA's remaining
expenses pertaining to the event.
However, Tom McGuinness, chair
of the finance committee and A&S '01,
reported that the Senate has only $2,900
available for the co-sponsorshipof several different events.
Martinez was informed of a rule
which states that campus organizations
must seek funds from the Student OrganizationFunding Committee (SOFC)
before requesting such aid from the
Senate.
Martinez replied that he planned to
meet with SOFC the next day. Due to
the proximity of the event, however, the

poned until the next Senate meeting so

that more information could be acquired regarding the event.
The first readings for co-sponsorships of World Fiesta, Fight for Freedom and Black Family weekend were
suspended as well.
The Senate also

vulcu lu

appiovc

Resolution 543, which addresses [he
issue of recycling by Boston College
Dining Services, stating that "the two
million pieces of polystyrene platewarc
used by Boston College Dining Services each year causes an unwelcome
environmental hazard because of its
non-biodegradable nature."
The resolution further asks the administration to "make reducing the
waste produced by Boston College Dining Services its number one environmental priority, and immediately begin
taking measures to stop this ecological
hazard."
BCDS had previously recycled its
polystyrene plateware until administration put an end to the policy three years
ago.
The last issue to be addressed by
the Senate was that of revisions to the
election code.
It was decided that the final reading regarding election code revisions
would also be postponed until the Senate meeting next week.
UGBC Senate elections are to be
held in mid-April.

der to establish a better working relationship between the two, and also that
the Senate be given more input into the
structure, removal and addition of positions in the Cabinet.
The Senate voted 22-0, with one

Senate voted to bypass said rule and
voted 17-2 with four abstentions to approve the allocation of $750 to co-sponsor Fiesta Mundial with OLAA.
UGBC Senate co-sponsorship of a
convention of the College Democrats
of Massachusetts to be held at BC April
8 was also discussed.
The final vote, however, was post-
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Another Drop in the Bucket
Darkness,

flooding, deafening noise no, this
isn't the eleventh plague of Egypt, just business as usual for residents of Upper Campus.
Since the beginning of this semester, freshmen and
sophomores living on Upper Campus and College
Road have been voicing their frustrations about construction projects in and around their dormitories. The
administrationhas tried to make amends with the students by holding informational sessions after the fact
and offering chowder and Celtics ticket raffles, but
these efforts have not addressed the issues at hand.
Last week, the problem was compounded by the
weather.
The spring nor'easter that drenched the region for
two days flooded many areas of campus, including residence halls. Water damaged personal property, made
some rooms temporarily uninhabitable and increased
the feeling that the residents of Upper Campus and
CollegeRoad are BC's "forgotten children," since time
and time again students living there must divert attention from their studies and other pursuits in order to
confrontproblems with their dorms. While the weather
is beyond the control of the administration, the manner in which the problems are handled is not.
The construction on Upper Campus and College
Road only exacerbated the flooding problem. For one
room in Roncalli, the scaffoldings erected outsideacted
as a funnel, channeling rain against the window. The
water leaked through the windowframe and accumulated in the room to ankle-deep levels. The occupants
were forced to move possessions ofvalue off theirfloor
and onto theirbeds. Because of this, they were unable
to sleep in their rooms for two consecutive nights.
Flooding became a problem not only for residents
of dormitory basements, but for top-floor dwellers as
well. In some dorms, such as Fitzpatrick, residents of
the third floor experienced leaking roofs during the
heavy rain as well as due to melting snow. In Newton
Campus' Duchesne Hall, residents experienced dam...

age to items such as books and clothing.
In addition to flooding, the heavy rains also caused
poweroutages throughoutUpperCampus. Among the
inconveniences the power outages caused, missed
classes were not an insignificant problem. Many students' alarm clocks were on the blink, thus diminishing attendance at Thursday morning classes. The
power, which went out around 3 a.m. on Thursday
morning, was not restored until approximately7 p.m.
The power outages and the delay in its restorationfurther inconvenienced a subset of the student body that
has already had to endure innumerablehassles.
As if the inconvenience of the Upper Campus situation were not enough, the power outage also created
an unsafe environment for anyone in the buildings. The
power was out long enough for the batteries in the emergency lights to die, thereby plunging theresidence halls
into an even deeper darkness.
If taking extra precautions to prevent such incidents
was not feasible, residents should have at least been
warnedabout the possibility ofleaks so they couldhave
movedtheir possessions, including valuables like computers, off the floor and away from areas where water
damage was likely.
If the Office of Residential Life is hesitant to take
such measures, then it should learn from the ongoing
fiasco with the Upper Campus Construction Project:
Communication is essential. Even if the news is bad,
students want to know what the University is doing
about it.
While control of the weatheris beyond the scope
and responsibility of the administration, the handling
of problems that arise due to it is not. The additional
cost and effort required to reduce the possibility for
problems to arise with the construction project are well
worth it since, if problems persist in an area of campus
typically inhabited by underclassmen, the University
runs the risk of marginalizing a large part of the student body
more than it already has.

It's
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By Jon O'Connor, Heights Staff

LETTERS
Seniors Want Others to Learn From Their Mistakes
To the Editor:

We would like to share with you
an experience that we never envisioned would occur during our senior year.
This is an experience that could
happen to anyone here at Boston
Collegewho chooses to throw a registered party and does not take into
account the repercussions of violating the Social Gathering Policy.
On the night of January 30, we
decided to throw a registered party
in our apartment in Ignacio Hall.
Just like any other party, we> invited
Of course, the intricacies of thedilemmamake this
all of our friends to the gathering,
scenario much more complicated. The offensive natwo of whom were freshmen who
ture ofthe Horowitz ad (Horowitz goes so far as to
were both under the age of 21.
suggest that welfarehas madeamends for slavery and
Unfortunately, one of these
that blacks owe America more than the country owes
freshmen
consumed an excessive
them) is objectionable, to say the least. But acting
amount
of
alcohol to the point of
Brown University President Sheila Blumstein got it
unconsciousness.
statement,
"Consistent with
right when she said in a
Subsequently, BCPD was notiitscommitmentto thefree exchange of ideas, the University recognizes and supports the Herald's right to fied and EMTs transported the
publish any material it chooses, even if that material is freshman to St. Elizabeth's Hospiobjectionableto membersof the campus community." tal.
Once outside parties be they federal governments,
Thanks to the drastic measures
state governments, university administrations or vigitaken by the BCPD and EMTs, the
lante social activists begin to monitor and regulate freshman fortunately recovereddurthe content of student newspapers, thereby restricting ing the night.
the freedom of the press, they violate one of our nation's
We were incredibly lucky. Inmost cherished legal and social principles.
stead of just being responsible for
Last week, after Brown's administration conserving alcohol to minors, we could
demned the removal of the newspapersand editors at
responsible for serving
the Heraldrefused to back down (even reprinting an have been
and, God forbid,
alcohol
to
minors
additionalthousand copies of the edition in question),
the
death
of
an
individual.
activists engagedin peaceful, non-destructivedemonAs one might expect, the freshstration. At Harvard, marchers opposing an article in
The Crimson discussing the school's Asian-American manreceived disciplinary action for
culturerallied outside the paper's offices. These types drinking underage. The Dean recof exhibitions are exactly the kind ofexercise the Conommendedthat the Student Judicial
stitution seeks to preserve and, along with an indeBoard hear our case. This meant
pendent press, represent the type of civil action upon that we would have to present our
which this country was founded. If demonstratorshad case, along with any witnesses we
pursued this method of voicing their disapproval in deemed necessary, to a selected
the first place, they wouldhave avoided breaching that group of our peers who would in
spirit of freedom.
turn decide our disciplinaryfate. In
Protesters were right to decry the advertisement; addition, the BC police officer who
Horowitz's words and ideas are simply too offensive
responded to thecall was also given
and ignorant to escape notice and opposition. And
the opportunity to present his case
maybe editors at the Herald were wrong in allowing
us.
against
the ad to run. But by depriving the Brown University
outcome of this hearing is
The
community of the right to read about relevant campus
not important. What is important is
issues, those who confiscated the papers acted both
the fact that no one should put himillegally and immorally.
self
or herself in a position to have
Boston University's Daily Free Press also pubto meet with the Dean or the Stulished the advertisementand the BU community's resemester,
action was barely palpable. Each
The Heights dent Judicial Board.
receives requests for ad space and even editorialcovEven more important is the fact
erage of controversial subject matter. Some is printed, that we consciously decided to
some rejected, but because The Heights, like The serve alcohol to a minor who could
Daily Free Press, The Alligator and The Daily Herhave quite possibly died from that
ald, is independentof University administration the very alcohol that we served, and we
decisions about what and what not to print are made
by the editorial board.
Printing controversial subject matter has helped
Contributors
bring this nation to where it is today: recognized for
its democracy and the freedoms it allows defends for
Nolan Kelly
itscitizens. If the laws allowedfor those disagreeing
Abby
Lockhart
with a certain opinion to destroy or obscure all expresJon O'Connor
sions of that opinion, then we would find ourselves
Janet Rutledge
either with anarchy or with a society dominated by a
single, uniform way of thinking.
?

A Pressing Concern
been open season on college newspapers lately.
From court injunctions limiting editorial control to
newspapers being stolen en masse from newsstands, student journalistshave found themselves battling infringement on the very qualities that make them
a valuable part not only of a college campus, but of a
functional democracy as well. Just down 1-95 in Providence, events unfolding at Brown University over the
past few weeks once again illustrate the fragility of
the First Amendment and remind us that we must be
vigilantin its defense.
Nearly 4,000 copies of The Brown Daily Herald
were physically taken out of circulation by a coalition
of student associations reacting to an advertisement,
entitled "Ten Reasons Why Reparations for Slavery is
a Bad Idea and Racist Too," placed in the Herald. Outraged by what they viewed as racist content, protesters
attempted to enter the newspaper's offices and seize
the remaining copies of the issue.
While the reasoning behind the advertisementis
clearly suspect and the Herald editors' decision to run
the ad is questionable, the protesters' actions speak to
a more problematic and troubling issue. Although the
advertising copy in a newspaper does not expressly
convey the opinions of the paper's editorial board,
boards do reserve the right to reject ads based on their
own discretion. In this case, perhaps the shot-callers at
the Herald erred in not omitting the controversial ad.
Nonetheless, the mob'sremoval of material,in this case
a student newspaper, designed to inform and educate
the public attacks the Constitution at its root.
In January, the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear
a case filed by The Pitt News, the University of
Pittsburgh's student paper, that challenged a Pennsylvania state law forbiddingbusinesses placing ads promoting alcohol use in student newspapers. Two weeks
ago, a student paper at the University of Wisconsin
withstood protesters storming its office and calling for
its top editor's resignation after the publication printed
the Horowitz article. Last week, The Independent
Florida Alligator, the student-run daily at the University of Florida, filed a court motion in its ongoing battle
against a proposed bill in the state legislature which
would prevent the paper's editors from even seeing
the autopsy photos of race car driver Dale Earnhardt,
let alone printing them.
The irony in the situations at Brown and Wisconsin is that the very activists who snatched the editions
out ofcirculation people often arbitrarily labeled "liberals" are frequently the ones backing the very principle that they are now attacking. A notoriouslyliberal
campus, Brown is now a hotbed of emotionally-charged
debate over issues like race, freedom of the press and
the broadly named "community values." The First
Amendment exists to provideprotection for all opinions not just the politicallycorrect ones. The activists at Brown would cringe and grow furious over the
comparison, but what's the real difference between
newspaper-theft and book-burning?

Expanding our minds at Brown

is not worth it to break those rules.
would have been responsible.
We would have been the ones
-Michael Carpenter, CSOM '01
who would have had to apologize
Walter Deguglielmo,A&S '01
to her parents, because we were the
ones who had decided to break the
Andrew Khatri, CSOM '01
Wolenski, CSOM '01
Joseph
rules.
drinking
know,
As we now
the
laws are there for a reason and the Editor's Note: According to its auBoston College Social Gathering thors, this letter was written as part
Policy is therefor a reason.
of the sanctions imposed against
you
Before
decide to throwyour them by AssociateDeanfor Student
Development Paul Chebator.
next party, take a lesson from us: It
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Public Chalkboard Would Benefit BC LETTERS
School Shooters Too Easily Forgiven

ANNIE BARRETT
I can say whatever I want in this
space. Is that not a beautiful thought?
The First Amendment is the most
crucial amendment. Crucial, that is, to
anyone with something to say. Our freedom of expression reigns proudly over
specified societal norms, the doctrines
of public figures, and simple school
rules. Free speech is the one liberty that
has created the most heat throughout
history; for that reason, it is also the one
left most untouched by the government.
The law is a scapegoat for our public
diversions and prompts us to reveal the
truth, or untruth, as the case may be.
We will speak, write, live, and breathe
our independence every moment, or die
trying.
Charlottesville, VA, home to the
University of Virginia and minutes from
Thomas Jefferson's Monticello estate,
has long been flooded with such
Jeffersonian idealism. Soon, this outlook will take the form of a slate wall
50 to 90 feet wide and six to seven-andone-half feet high. Tentatively called the
"Community Chalkboard," the structure will be leased by the Thomas
Jefferson Center for the Protection of
Free Expression.
The Center's Web site explains its

mission: "To bring tangible and daily
embodiment of the concept of free expression to the citizens of
Charlottesville in the form of a monument commemorating that all-important
freedom."
The chalkboard's major imperfection should be clear. Bigotry, ignorance
and immaturity will appear, and the
board's opponents will pronounce the
project as a failure. That isn't possible.
It is just the diverse array of words and
images, ranging from the racist, to the
obscenely sexual, to the pretty tulip
squeezed in between the two that will
render the chalkboard a success.
For, like it or not, the chalkboard
will reflect humanity. If humanity
shows its face as bigoted, ignorant, and
immature, so be it. At least we'll know
for sure. Looking the nastiness and hatred within our collective self, right in
the face will hurt. The result might
make us want to spit.
Let's spit, then. All over the place.
Would this not be more productive than
just standing around?
The American public, it might be
argued, should not have to bear witness
to what could very well be "offensive,"
written proudly and, for a time, perma-

nently, in their own neighborhoods. But
is something like the Internet, a current
trend absolutely devoured and savored
by millions of us, that much different
from the chalkboard? Both are entirely
democratic entities open to the public.
Each forum is blind to what will be
stamped all over it. Because its content
is uncensored, the impetus for reaction
rests within the community.
The problem with the above analogy, of course, is that while the "offensive" sections of the Internet must be
sought out, the Community Chalkboard
will be difficult for regular passers-by
to avoid. Like the Internet, though, we
must focus on the positive aspects of
the project as well as the negative.
Just as cyberspace has proven an
invaluable source for research, entertainment and communication, the
chalkboard will be adorned with art and
poetry, raise serious social issues, and
foster community interaction. The positive consequences should, with any
luck, overshadow the chalkboard's
flaws.
I like the public chalkboard idea.
In fact, I like it so much that I don't
think it would be a bad idea for Boston
College to erect a similar tablet.

Sure, it's a wild idea that will never
the Jesuits would cower, the student
body would react
or at least watch a
few peers do so. So, I repeat, let's do it.
During the board's first day, an anti-gay
slur might appear placed, due to its
creator's cowardice, during the wee
hours of the morning. We should all
hope it would. Because the next morning, in broad daylight, that same message could be explicitly torn to shreds
and bordered with rainbows, just as it
should be.
Instead of wondering what everyone is thinking, instead of placing what
could be false blame on different students or organizations for harboring
certain opinions, we could see what's
on BC's mind right in front of us. If a
horrendously narrow-minded word
grouping was glaring us in the face, so
out in the open, we may actually have
to do something about it.
Can you imagine?
So let's have it, BC. What are we
thinking?
...

-

Annie Barrett is the Assistant Features
Editor of' The Heights and a sophomore
in the College of Arts and Sciences.

Quality, Not Quantity in Education
SHAUN FILIAULT
For the past few years Boston Coleach respective institution.
Most BC students are currently relege has been engaged in a steady climb
up the mountain of academia. The Uniquiredto take five courses for a total of
versity is consistently ranked as one of 15 credit hours each semester; some
the top 50 universities nation-wide in students are even gallsy enough to atthe U.S. News and World Report yearly tempt six courses in a single term. While
ladder, professors are engaging in very
this allows students to take a large numnote-worthy research on the Heights ber of courses, follow a massive core
and a large number of undergraduates curriculum and even attempt double and
are winning recognition by some of the
triple majors, a five course workload
world's top fellowship programs. Truly, allows for one other, not-as-desirable
Boston College is becoming a worldattribute: Students can spread themclass institution with amazing students selves out too thin.
and an incredible faculty.
It is difficult to truly focus on a
As a result of this fast-and-furious course and absorb the breadth ofknowlascent up the ladder, Boston College
edge extolled in a semester when one
can now be said in the same breath as
has four other, equally rich courses in
such well-recognized universities and which to engage. This, combined with
colleges as Harvardr-Dartmouth and the high-level of activism that characMIT. Ycf, while those" irJstira*ti!W octerises student! on the-Heights, can eicupy the uppewegions of the rankings, -tfiferTead to less-than-quality course
BC typically finds itself somewhere
work or students that are plagued by a
near the middle.
high level of stress. Both of those are
While a number of factors contribclearly undesirable, and both are traits
ute to that difference alum of those
that all students have exhibited from
institutions give more to their alma time-to-time: It is only natural to have
matters, their acceptance rates are somethat happen when one is trying to keep
what lower than BC's and their laboraup with and fully understand five
tories are more state-of-the-art another courses, giving time to a sports team or
factor can come into play: the quality club and, at the same time, trying to
of the academic program available at have some semblance of a social life
-

-

so as to stay sane.
Yet, if one looks at Boston

College's peers in the top 50, especially
thoseranked higher in the rankings, one
will quickly realize that most of those
institutions require their students to
enroll in four courses each semester;
and, if one were to look at such notables
as Oxford and the Sorbonne, students
at those universities only take two, very
intense courses each semester. Those institutions realize that the quality of
course work is far more important than
the quantity of course work in which a
student engages. Even here at BC,
freshmen and sophomores in the Honors Program are only required to take
four courses each semester due to the
intense nature of the Program; it is understood that for students to fully appreciate and understand the course content they cannot be weighted down with
a fifth course.
By taking fewer courses Boston
College students will be given a greater
opportunity to interact with the materials in each class. Thus, while BC students may not be able to claim as wide
a range of knowledge as their colleaguestaking five courses, BC students
could certainly claim to have greater

To the Editor:

happen. The administration would flip,

faculty with that material with which
they have been acquainted. Four
courses would ease the burden on those
involved in university life by allowing
them to participate in their worthy activities without as much of a course
burden hanging over their heads, and
thus not only be given a chance to perhaps apply their knowledge and skills,
but create a more comfortable community and truly live up to the credo "Men
and women for others."
Boston College is doing a large
number of things right academically
and the results of that effort are undeniable. Yet, it is time for the University
to step away from the long-held tradition of a five course workload not only
to increase its own academic prestige,
but to create more knowledgeable students who have contributed to their
university and community in a meaningful and long-lasting way. For, ultimately, such is a characteristic of a truly
world-class institution: a knowledgeable and active student body. Four
courses would better allow for such.

Shaun Filiault is the Assistant Copy
Editor of The Heights and a freshman
in the College of Art Sciences.

One Saturday Night

Last week, Kilian Betlach wrote in
The Heights ("School Shooters." AB,
March 3): "1 don't condemn Andy Williams. I don't condemn him for taking
his father's .22 caliber pistol and opening fire in his Santana High School last
week, killing two and wounding 13...
I think he ? like all other perpetrators
of school shootings ? is a confused,
put-upon kid, a victim himself of a repressive social structure."
Really? Have we become so relativistic and, dare 1 say it, Clintonesque
in our cultural predilection to evade personal accountability that we are willing to pass all responsibility for a multiple murder onto "a repressive social
structure?"
Mr. Betlach lets Mr. Williams off
the hook
morally and socially, but
not criminally
for his crimes. Instead,
he blames something else: guns and
conformity. Guns and conformity killed
two Santana High students, not Andy
Williams ?a dubious contention.
First, guns. It's de riguer to heap
the burden of crime on the existence of
guns. Mr. Betlach calls guns the "real
commonality" between the various incidences of school violence.
Moreover, "it is almost undebatable
the greater access to guns is directly correlated with greater levels of gun-related crimes." This is like saying that
drunk driving and vehicular homicide
are the real commonalities of drunk
driving deaths and that greater access
to alcohol is directly correlated with
greater levels of alcohol-related crimes.
So let's ban booze
and pedantic assertions.
Many Americans like their right to
own a gun just fine. They like it so much
that it cost Al Gore the election; Tennessee, which should have been a home
run for Gore, went to Bush for this reason. No one is worried, as the inestimable Homer Simpson put it, that the
King of England will go pushing us
around, and that's why we need guns. J
am concerned that, if the left has its way,
the local police will come knocking on
my door, demanding my gun against my
will and in violation of the Constitution. As for other good points, Mr.
Betlach has kindly made them for me:
"massive numbers of unregistered guns
'on the street' would render any [gunrestriction] legislation useless." He
adds, "the fact [isJ that school violence
in general is on the decline." If so,
what's all the fuss about?
Second, let me address the other
alleged cause of the Santana High murders: conformity. "In America, there
exists an extremely pervasive social
structure that very clearly rewards certain behaviors and the individuals who
engage in them, to the often painful
exclusion of everyone else." This handwringing about how tough it is for the
?

?

?

non-conformist to make it in America,
about how "simple taunting has become
... class warfare," about how our society "oppresses] [its deviants] in the
manner ours does," is symptomatic of
a far more important cultural development: the decline of personal account-

ability.
Mr. Betlach is, of course, haranguing the J. Crew and Abercrombie
crowd. You know, those foolish politicians, lawyers andbusiness people who
wear suits to work (now that the dotcoms have crashed, beanbag chairs are
out, Brooks Brothers is back in). They
drive Jettas, root for the Yankees, vacation on the Cape and would love to
land a job on Wall Street. Is he right
about this sense of conformity? I guess.
Most want to be part of the mainstream,
and there's certainly nothing oppressive
about that. Contrary to what Mr. Betlach
might argue, that yearning to fit-in, to
feel a part of a common culture, does
not absolve the non-conformist of the
crimes he or she may commit.
It's fashionable in America today to
blame others for one's own problems.
Everyone has their hand out at the sympathy trough. Mr. Betlach contends that
the conformists give weird kids (and
before the politically correct thugs out
there object to my use of "weird," look
it up in the dictionary) dirty looks and
make them feel like outsiders. The conformists, he implies, are Gestapo-esque
in their animus and oppression toward
thosewho dress and act out of the ordinary. Hardly.
Didn't get the promotion? It was
office politics! Didn't get the award?
The winner was a brown-noser! Got
caught with the intern? It was a vast,
right wing conspiracy! Lost your job?
It was the money-grubbing executives!
Went crazy and shot up your school? It
was my parents! It was video game and
movie violence! It was'guns! I ran out
of Prozac! It was the oppressive culture that made me feel worthless! But
above all, it wasn't me!
Nothing's ever the individual's fault
anymore and this is more dangerous to
our political culture than silly notions
that non-conformists are made to feel
like, well, non-conformists. It's not my
fault that Andy Williams shot up his
high school, and its not yours either.
It's Andy Williams's fault. There are
probably complicated reasons why
Andy Williams did what he did. But just
because you have it tough in high
school (did he really?) doesn't permit
you to take retribution and evade responsibility. He chose to kill and now
he'll pay for it. Freedom is a great thing,
and with freedom comes an ultimate
responsibility: a resolve to be accountable for your choices, even if you got a
dirty look a time or two.
-Brian S. Schubert
A&S '01

KILIAN BETLACH
All things being equal, you'd be
reading a column outlining my thoughts
on why campaign finance reform is an
absolute necessity in our current political climate. You'd be reading about why
this "leftist," as I have recently been
dubbed, voted for the conservativeJohn
McCain in last year's presidential primaries. You'd be reading about the
transparent policy kickbacks President
Bush has delivered his Big Business
benefactors during his first 60 days in
office. You'd probably be reading how
radical, widespread overhaul is necessary to restore this republic to the people
it supposedly represents. You might
even read something about my thoughts
on the threat posed by what President
Eisenhower in his farewell address to
the nation dubbed the "military-industrial complex."
But all things aren't equal, as three
BC males so eloquently reminded me
last Saturday night.
I'll reveal my lack of the expected
and traditional cool by admitting I spent
a large chunk of Saturday in The
Heights office, editing stories for Sunday layout. I escaped at about 11 and
waited for the Comm. Ave. bus at the
McElroy stop.
At some point, two cars pulled up,
blasting rap music. A window rolled
downand the passenger said something.
A girl standing nearby moved over to

the car. Behind me, a voice said: "That
bitch got jungle-fever."
Those in the car were, of course,
black and the girl was white. The three
guys behind me the one who made
the comment and the two who laughed
were predictably enough, white males
adorned in khaki pants. One wouldn't
think racial modifiers are necessary
within the context of a bus stop, but
then again, this is BC. Right?
For the record, the guys in the car
were doing nothing more than asking
directions to Lyons Hall. But maybe this
clarification and justification of their
presence next to our campus is unnecessary. Itmakes the assumption that two
cars full of black males need a reason
to be around BC, that they lack the intrinsic right to go anywhere they please.
So let's strike it from the record. Let's
also ignore the fact that the girl in question gave incomprehensibly poor directions before moving away and pretending not to hear the request for further
-

-

clarification.
It is surprisingly hard to think of
what to say next. The implications of
this event and my own upcoming condemnation should be obvious. The
rhetoric used to denounce this little, offhand bit of racism has been used again
and again by administration, by students, by this newspaper, and to repeat
it may cheapen what others have prob-

ably said better. So maybe this can move
in a new direction.
I did nothing; I stared down Beacon Street and waited for the bus.
At the risk of relating burdensome
biography, I can cite past examples
where I have challenged people like
those three. I can remember calling out
even my own roommates when they've
said something equally prejudicial. I
have never been a non-confrontational
person and my own inaction last Saturday disturbs me more than what was
actually said.
I can only conclude that the glut of
racist, homophobic and mind-numbingly ignorant comments I've heard
these last three years have served to
desensitize me.
It becomes almost impossible to
feel the same sense of outrage every
lime I hear the word "gay" or "queer"
used to describe something bad, every
time someone offers up some ethnic slur
or racial joke, every time some welldressed bigots at a bus stop attack someone different for no other reason than
because they were there.
This is the strongest, most urgent
rebuke that may be sent BC's way: this
environment makes racism seem like no
big deal. No big deal to those that think
bigotry is cute or funny, no big deal to
the girl who backed awayfrom the car,
no big deal for me who watched the

whole thing unfold and did not a damn
thing.
Ithas taken over 24 hours of reflection for all this to come crashing home,
24 hours for me to erase my opening
about the McCain-Feingold Bill. I'm
pretty angry at myself, but grateful at
least for this forum. I blew one opportunity last Saturday and am not about
to let another go by. I hope the three
guys who were at the McElroy bus stop
last Saturday read this. You know who
you are.
I think the fact that you think like
that, much less have the nerve to say it
and laugh at it is despicable. I hate that
your presence at this school reflects
upon me; I loathe the fact that we are
associated in even this small way.
Maybe you think this is no big deal.
Maybe you think I'm overreacting, that
I'm some leftist bleeding heart, constantly proliferating tired PC rhetoric.
If so, I'd like to hear the rationale behind your words; I'm sincerely interested in everything you have to say on
the matter, and I may be reached at
betlach@bc.edu or 6-2742.
But I've got 100 bucks that says you
don't even remember saying it. Here at
BC, this is all too

common behavior.

Kilian Betlach is a regular columnist
and MarketplaceEditor of 'The Heights.
He is a junior in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
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The Heights reserves the right to edit all submissions for content and style. Letters must be
signed to be elgible for publication.
?____

___

your pages.
The Op-Ed pages of The Heights
exist to provide a forum for the
ideas and opinions of members of
the Boston College community.
~

£

fSubmif;-

Letters to the
Editor
on-line at
bcheights.com or
e-mail them as
attachments to
heightseditor@hotmail.com.
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Sports of The Heights
Casey O'Connell

There's a
Difference

Somehow,

this team just gives you
a different feeling. Things have

changed this year for the Boston
College hockey team, yet things are remarkably the same.
As time ran out on the NCAA
quarterfinal on Saturday, the difference
in the 2000-01 Eagles was on display
for all to see. No, the surprise was not
that they were gracious winners that
trait had been there for years. Nor was
it at all shocking to have just seen the
Eagles play their hearts out and leave
everything they had on the ice for a full
60 minutes; that's also what we've
-

come to expect.

The biggest difference with these
Eagles was that they were all congregated around Scott Clemmensen's net
in a big happy mosh pit doing the frozen version of the basketball team's
"BC Bounce." The Eagles were jumping up and down as they had done after
the Beanpot and after both of
their Hockey East titles
were sewn up.
That's the difference this team
takes home hardware. No longer are
people able to say
that BC can't finish
people off, or that it is
unable to pull its individual talent into a cohesive team. The Eagles have
proven this year, more than any other
year since their 1998 renaissance, that
they have what it takes to put together
a full, dominant season.
Saturday's game against Maine fit
in perfectly with the season's theme
of redemption. Finally beating Boston University in the Beanpot and taking the Hockey East regular season
title for the first time since 1991 were
starters. But Maine, too, had halted the
Eagles' flight short of their goal in
each of the past two years.
When the score was tied at nil-nil
deep into Saturday's game, many
Eagle fans were no doubt thinking
about such low-scoring Eagle-Black
Bear games as the 1999 national semifinal or the 2000 Hockey East final
both close Maine wins that left BC
shell-shocked and short ofits expected
goals. When the Black Bears tied the
game a minute after the Eagles broke
the deadlock, grisly images of Niko
Dimitrakos' last-second goal at the
FleetCenter last year, which sunk BC
seconds after it had scored, entered
Eagle minds.
But Doomsday did not come. BC
rallied behind Clemmensen and held
off Maine while the Eagle offense
came up with three goals against the
very same netminder who had dominated that game at the Fleet last year.
In the statistical department, this
year's Eagles also stand out by improving on past success. BC's eight
straight wins makes up the biggest win
streak in two years. After holding
Maine to 0-4 on its power plays on
Saturday, BC has killed a whopping
86 of its last 90 penalties. In the four
years that Clemmensen(who needs 30
more saves to become the all-time
NCAA Tournament leader) and his
seven fellow seniors have donned the
maroon and gold, the Eagles have
compiled a mind-boggling 28-1-1
record during the month of March.
Unfortunately, the Frozen Four is
played in April.
But this year's BC squad has broken trends, and with the biggest challenge yet right around the corner, the
Eagles have the momentum, the team
chemistry and the talentto bring home
the title that Chestnut Hill has not seen
since 1949.
After losing in the finals of each
one of its tournaments in 2000, BC
has already gone three-for-three in
completing its 2001 preseason goals.
So as BC goes to the plate a week from
Thursday in its fourth straight Frozen
Four, it faces its final challenge of the
year with the sameapproach, the same
class and the same talent level that it
has had in years past. But the Eagles
will bring with them a triumvirate of
trophies and a new trend consistently
being able to do the "BC Bounce" following the big games.
'

-

-

-

Onward to Albany
Classic NCAA
Game Thrills
Eagles' Fans
By

Dave LaMattina

associate

sports

editor

Back

in January, the University of Maine Black
Bears packed their bags
and traveled south for a
two-game series in
Chestnut Hill. Fans and players alike
had come to expect a classic showdown
that wouldn't be decided until the
game's final minutes.
But that wasn't to be the case. Instead, Boston College easily dispatched
the Black Bears 4-1 in the first game.
Brian Gionta would score five goals in
the first period the next night, setting
records and boosting the Eagles to a 72 thrashing of Maine. After sweeping
the regular season series, it looked like
BC's quarterfinal draw
igainst Head Coach
Shawn Walsh's Black
Bears was a gift from

The 2001 NCAA Tournament

Boston Collecjk 3
M MM !

BC Downs Maine,
Fourth Straight
Frozen Four is Next
sports

Worcester,

savc performance, including key saves against the
Black Bears in the second period that preserved a

scoreless tie.
"[Clemmensen] was clearly our catalyst tonight," said BC Head Coach Jerry York. "I thought
he was terrific."
BC's firepower came, as usual, from a wideranging cast, with junior Jeff Giuliano opening the
scoring at the beginning of the third period, freshman Chuck Kobasew scoring the game-winner with
13:45 left and senior Rob Scuderi tallying to put
the contest out of reach late in the game.
All three BC goals came in the third period after Maine had dominated the second, but failed to'
pass Clemmensen's impregnable line of defense.
Going into the second intermission, the Eagles remained confident about their chances despite the
HEIGHTS PHOTO

?

Saturday night's game shaped up to
be a classic right away. The Eagles
jumped out to dominate immediately,
but Maine goaltender Matt Yeats
seemed unbeatable. BC leveled 13 shots
on Yeats, forcing the netminder to make
nine brilliant saves.
The Black Bears may haveout-shot
BC in the first period, but the chances
that the Eagles had were much better.
The sold-out crowd sensed the Eagle's
early scoring woes and, along with
York, had flashbacks to two years ago
when Maine sent the Eagles home from

editor

MA ? It can now officially be included among the
rites of spring: The snow melts,
baseball season starts and the
Boston College hockey team
goes to the Frozen Four.
With the Eagles' 3-1 win over Maine on Saturday night in the NCAA quarterfinals at the Worcester Centrum, top-seeded BC qualified for its fourth
straight trip to collegehockey's grandest stage and
kept alive its quest to win its fourth title of the season, the elusive national championship.
Before a crowd of 11,977, which included many
BC fans, the Eagles weathered the Maine challenge
and scored three third-period goals to earn their tickets to Albany.
BC senior netminder Scott Clemmensen was the
man who kept the dream alive with a sparkling 29-

God.
"For us to beat
Maine four times,
that's quite a chore for
our club. To beat a
good team four
tm times: that's a difficult task," said BC
Head Coach Jerry York.
York knows hockey in March is different than hockey in January. The histories of Maine and BC form an intricately woven tale, usually with a streak
of Black Bear Blue emerging as dominant. On the cover of the Maine media
guide, there is a picture of Niko
Dimitrakos sliding along the ice after
scoring the goal that defeated the Eagles
in last year's Hockey East Championship. In 1999, the Black Bears knocked
off the Eagles, winning 2-1 in overtime
in Anaheim in the semi-finals of the
Frozen Four.

"You look them in the
eyes and know that they
beat you, so you want to
get them back. It's great
to have them go home."
Jeff Giuliano

O'Connell

By Casey

JEFF

BRIEN

The Eagles were jumping for joy after reaching theirfourth straight national semifinal.
Anaheim. With the first period ending
without a goal, the teams headed into
the locker rooms with the fans of both
squads sitting on the edge of their seats.
"That building was lively
that's
what you want an NCAA regional game
to be like," said York. "It hasn't been
that way at the last couple of states
we've been at."
"It's always great to have the building full. It's always great to have support like that. It gets you going when
you score a goal or something good
happens for the team. The crowd's be?

hind you giving you a little more
adrenaline, it helps a lot," said captain
Brian Gionta.
But the crowd was just one element
of what ESPN would dub an "Instant

Classic."
The second period showcased both
goaltenders, but Scott Clemmensen's
acrobatic play shifted the focus to his
game. The senior netminder was off the
hook, making save after save. With each
save, Clemmensen challenged his previous for most impressive of the night.
But late in the second period,

Clemmensen's stop on Todd Jackson
would steal the show.
Jackson caught the puck alone in
front of the net and fired a shot towards
the top of the net. Clemmensen slid
along on his side, fired his glove into
the air, and tipped the puck into the
crowd.
"I stole a move out of Tim
Kelleher'splaybook. I kind ofrolled on
my side and got a piece of it with my
glove. I wasn't sure what it hit or if it
was still in play or whatnot, but I just
got a piece of it with my glove," said
Clemmensen.
With the dramatics that would later
unfold, the game was far from over, but
Eagle fans could breathe a sigh of relief: It's March, and beating Scott
Clemmensen in March has proven

nearly impossible.
Another period rolled by without a
goal. All the elements of a classic game
were there, but for those in maroon and
gold, no matter how great the storyline
is, a game isn't classic unless the Eagles
move on.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/CHRIS MINKIEWICZ

Scott Clemmensen (left) was stellar in goal, and Ben Eaves (center) was a big factor on
the offensive and defensive ends of the ice.

Jeff Giuliano would give hope to
the BC faithful with an early third period power play goal. But celebration
in the stands was short-lived. Michael
Shutte's goal less than 1:06 later elevated the game right back to a fullblown nail biter.
"Tonight's game was a typical
Maine-BC match. They played us
tough all year even though we got the
upperhand on them. I think that's how
it's been all through our career. I can't
believe the amount of intensity they
came at us with tonight," said
Clemmensen.
The furious pace of the up-anddown play may havecaused for excitement, but it wasn't until Chuck
Kobasew's goal with 13:45 remaining
that solidified the game alongside great
victories in Eagle history.
Kobasew fired a seeing-eye wrister

See EAGLES, B5

Brooks Orpik led the Eagles'
suffocating defensiveeffort.
above Yeats' shoulder to the top corner
of the net.
"The puck was just laying there and
I took it to the left circle. I think the
defenseman was screening the goalie,
he couldn't really see it. I just tried to
throw it to the top of the net, it looked
like he was going down a lot during the
game," said Kobasew.
"I didn't see the shot at all. 1 just
heard him snap it, 1 didn't see anything,
1 just heard the shot coming so my natural instinct was to drop and take up as
much net as I could," said Yeats. "It was
a perfect shot: it just grazed my shoulder, top shelf."
The Eagles would pick up another
power play goal in the time remaining,
but the outcome was already set. On
each side of the puck, there were stories that made the game so great:
Walsh's remarkable return from cancer,
the seniors' quest for one more championship and the amazing career of
Brian Gionta. But in the end, all that
mattered was the retribution on the
scoreboard.
"It's always in the back of your
mind," said Giuliano. "You look them
in the eyes andknow that they beat you,
so you want to get them back. It's great
to have them go home."
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Mackor Catches Lead for Eagles
By Roger Smerage
heights

staff

When people look for leaders on
the baseball diamond, they lend to look
in the wrong place. Many people will
say that pitchers are the leaders of a
team. .Since pitchers start only one out
of every five games, though, the true
leaders on the field tend to hide away.
They cover their faces with masks, and
squat down behind the plate: The most
important person on the diamond is the
catcher.

"I'd rather go win three
games at Virginia Tech
than worry about my
individual stats or what
other people think."
?

JeffMackor

"Jeff came into BC as a third
baseman and we converted him to the
high-profile position of catcher," says
Head Coach Pete Hughes. "He's exceeded my expectations as a catcher.
He's developedinto a leader, which you
need at that position."
Mackor. a Salem, NH native, is a
career .314 hitter, having played in over
80 games spanning three seasons. Although Mackor's performance has been
consistent over his three years at BC,

J
|

I

he is just now beginning to be recognized. At the end of last season, when
Mackor hit .307, drove in 25 runs and
hit five home runs, he was named to
the All-New England First Team.
Mackor was also voted a Big East top
prospect and Baseball America calls
him the catcher with the best arm in the
NCAA.
"It's not really a big deal to me,"
says the Eagles' catcher, who was selected as Collegiate Baseball's Big East
Player to Watch. "It's
nice to get named, but
I'd rather win and have
a good time with my
teammates. I'd rather
go win three games at
Virginia Tech than
worry about my individual stats or what
other people think."
On top of the accolades he picked up last
year, Mackor was also
the central player in an
unusual 2-6-2 triple
play. On March 7 of last year, while
playing against Valparaiso, Mackor
threw out a man at second after the batter had struck out. Then, the runner on
third attempted to score, but was
gunned down at the plate, with Mackor
applying the tag.
Before this season started,
Mackor's list of credentials had grown
considerably. But the early portion of
the season has not been easy for Mackor

g

or the rest of his

team. The Eagles (910 overall, 0-5 conference) lost five of
their first six games. After an exhibition game with the Red Sox, which BC
lost, the Eagles won eight straight
games.
"We struggled early. We weren't
coming up with timely hits." said
Mackor. "We went down to William and
Mary, played a doubleheader and split.
We weren't able to get runners into scoring position. But it was good to get that
first win under our belt.
We went down to
Florida and won eight in
a row. I didn't really hit
that well down there,
but we won, so who
cares?"
But, struggles have
returned to the Eagles'
Although
dugout.
Mackor recently led the
team in a three-game
stint against Virginia
Tech, BC dropped all
three games. Mackor hit
.583 on theweekend on seven hits, three
runs scored, a double and an RBI.
"I hit pretty well down there, and
things turned around,but we got swept.
They are a pretty solid team," he said.
This past weekend, the Eagles lost
two more conference games to West
Virginia, 8-0 and 8-7.
This season, Mackor leads BC in
both fielding chances, 127. and putouts. 109. His stolen base against aver-

t

?

?

age, however, is up from 39.7 percent
to 69.7 percent. Yet Mackor still is the
cornerstone of the team. This season,
he is batting .290 in 62 at bats. Mackor
has driven in nine runs and scored seven
himself.
"He's a huge reason why we've become a successful program. As far as
work ethic and love for the game, he's
one of the best I've been around," said

Hughes.
Mackor is not worried about the
Eagles' early problems however.

"As the catcher, you
have to be the central
figure on the field."
?

JeffMackor

"The rest of the season we need

people to step up and get hits and runs
and have the pitchers throw strikes. But
I think we're going to be all right," he
said.
If the team is going to rebound and
put together a winning season, Mackor
knows how important his role is.
"As the catcher, you have to be the
central figure on the field. You have to
be heads up. Everything is coming from
you. You have to give signs to the second baseman and the shortstop for pickoff moves and call the pitches for the
pitchers. You have to be the one making everyone aware of where the ball is

ABOVE: HEIGHTS FILE PI lOTO / HADLEY WRIGHT: LEFT: PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.SCEAOLES.COM

The baseball team hopes

to

break

going. It's pretty important for me to
be in the game and aware of what's
going on," he said.
If this Eagle has his way, his awareness on the field willlead his teammates
to the Big East Tournament and maybe

l

'?'?

out

of its conference struggles.

even further. Mackor simplified his philosophy of the rest of the season in one
statement.
Citing the fact that his team is only

halfway through its schedule, Mackor
said, "I'm not worried."

BASEBALL GETS
FIRST BIG EAST
VICTORY

:i'jjlg-

By

Catherine Bracy
for the

heights

The baseball Eagles took
their first win in the Big East after they split a doubleheader at
Georgetown on Sunday after
dropping two games on Saturday
to the Mountaineers of West Virginiaby scores of 8-0 and 8-7.
Mountaineer pitcher Shane
Rhodes dominated game one of
the Saturday series. The West Virginia ae&biew-ily the Eagle bats,

patters and
yielding only four hfts in seven
innings. On the mound for BC
was Jed Rogers, who bad a Career-high seven strikeouts, but it
wasn't enough to motivate the
Eagle batters as they were shut
out for the first time this season.
Looking to rebound andpick
up their first conference win, the
Eagles took the field for game
two of the doubleheader. The
Eagles took a 7-4 leadin the second game after a five-run fifth
inning behind the bats of Brian
Maccbi and Brian Durkin.
Macchi knocked a two-run homer
and Durkin, who was last week s
Big East Offensive Player of the
Week, had a two-run double.
On Sunday, BC claimed its
s first conference win of the year
in an 8-6 win in the nightcap
against the Hoyas. BC freshman
Josh DiScorpio was the hero for
BC, coming up with a two-out,
three-run double in the eighthinning that gave the Eagles a commanding 7-3 lead.
BC takes a 10-11 record into
its game against Holy Cross tomorrow at a location that was not
yet determined on Sunday night
when The Heights went to press.
, striking out eight
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Magical Hoops Season Won't Be Soon Forgotten
By

Jake Berry

assistant

sports

editor

The

men's basketball team
concluded its season on Saturday, March 17, with a loss
in the second round of the
NCAA Tournament, coming at the
hands of the Trojans of Southern California. With the conclusion of the game
came the end of one of the most dramatic turnarounds in the history of collegiate basketball. Sporting an unblemished home record and a Big East conference-leading 13-3 divisional mark,
the Eagles became the first team to go
from last place in the Big East to conference leader in a single season.
But, with the NCAA Tournament
loss having not been decided until only
seven seconds remained on the game
clock, many college basketball fans will
forever remember the single play that
ended the tournament game. Yet, for the
Eagles and the Boston College community at large, the memory of this recordbreaking season will long outlive the
remembrance of the single play that
grounded the team's tournament run.
At the start of the season, 2001 was
not expected to be such a memorable
year. Even seven consecutive wins to
start the season were not enough to
draw the attention of BC fans as unfavorable pre-season predictions and
nameless opponents contributed to a
lack of home support in the season's
opening weeks. Wins over local programs such as Brown and Holy Cross
were not enough to garner significant
notice on campus. On their way to one
of the best starts in school history, the
Eagles won their first eight home contests before filling even half of Conte
Forum.
It was not until BC had assembled
a perfect record of 9-0 that attendance
at Conte Forum surpassed even 4,000,
approximately one-half of the arena's
seating capacity.
Despite winnning each of their first
10 games, skepticism surrounded the
Eagles' recent success. Critics ques-

HEIGHTS KILE PHOTO

Kenny Walls started all 32

games for the 2000-01
Eagles.
tioned the strength of BC's schedule
and the legitimacy of its opponents. On
January 3, however, a capacity crowd
welcomed to Conte Forum the nationally-ranked Connecticut Huskies. At the
time, the Huskies had put together a
record of 10-2 and were ranked 10th in
the country. UConn had not lost to BC
since 1988and was in search of its 24th
consecutive win over the Eagles.
Shooting 68 percent from the field
in the second half, the Eagles built on a
one-point halftime lead. A 23-5 run
midway through the second period
broke the game open, helping the
Eagles to obtain a 23-point lead at one
point in the half. UConn never trailed
by less than 12 down the home stretch,
and BC finished the game with an 8568 win. This win served as BC's first
Big East triumph of the season and
marked the team's first win over a nationally ranked opponent since 1998.
The victory proved especially significant when it upped BC's record to
10-0 and helped to crack the Associated Press' Top 25. The Eagles' num-

ber 25 ranking, released January 8,
marked the team's first appearance in
the Top 25 since January 20, 1997.
Along with the team's average home
attendance, BC's national ranking
would continue to rise throughout the
remainder of the season.
Following a win over the Miami
Hurricanes, the Eagles' season-long
winning streak was halted at 11, suffering a loss at the hands of St. John's
University at New York's Madison
Square Garden. With less than 20 seconds remaining in the game, St. John's
freshman Omar Cook converted on two
free-throw attempts and came up with
a game-saving block, handing the
Eagles their first loss of the season.
With another win over Miami in between, BC suffered its second loss of
the season only days later when it traveled to Durham, NC to take on the number two-ranked Duke Blue Devils. After hanging tough into the second half,
Duke's Jason Williams proved to be too
much for the overmatched Eagles. Finishing with a career-high 34 points.
Williams led the Blue Devils to a 9775 dismantling of BC.
Wins over Big East competitors
Rutgers, Villanova and Virginia Tech
helped to improve the Eagles' divisional record, heading into a crucial
match-up with Big East rival Syracuse
on February 7. The Orangemen served
as the second top-10 competitor to
come to Conte Forum this season.
Heading into the game, Syracuse
was ranked ninth in the country with
an overall record of 17-4, 6-2 in conference. However, following a twopoint loss to the Eagles, the
Orangemen's divisional record and national position worsened slightly.
With the game tied at 58 in theclosing minutes of the game, forward
Xavier Singletary added two points on
a lay up off of a feed from guard Kenny
Harley, putting the Eagles up. Foul
shots from seniors Harley and Jon
Beerbohm clinched the game with under ten seconds remaining, causing the
fans to storm the court on account of

"The thing that I was
most pleased about was
that I thought we played
at a certain level of
intensity that we were
able to maintain
throughout the year."
Head Coach
Al Skinner
?

the vital Big East win. Bell and Harley
scored 12 points apiece helping the
Eagles to the 65-63 triumph, their second victory over a top-ten opponent of
the season.
Following the Syracuse win, BC
defeated Virginia Tech 83-59 and
cracked the nation's top ten for the first
time since 1983.
At this point in the season, the 10th
ranked Boston College Eagles led the
Big East Eastern division with a divisional mark of 9-1, while holding an
overall record of 19-2.
Two losses within the team's next
three games, including a last second
defeat at Notre Dame, put BC's reign
over the Big East in question. However,
a pair of wins against Providence College as well as late-season victories over
St. John's and West Virginia helped the
Eagles clinch first place in the Big East.
With these wins, BC completed the
regular season undefeated on its home
court, setting a new school record for
home wins in a season.
"There were obviously a lot of
highs throughout the season, beating
Connecticut, beating Syracuse, a lot of.
things," said Head Coach Al Skinner.
"There were many tremendous accomplishments that happened for this team.
There were so many things that occurred throughout the course of the year
that could be called the high point."
Heading into the Big East Tourna-

ment, however, the Eagles were still not
viewed as the team to beat in the Big

East. With tough competitors including
Georgetown, Notre Dame and Syracuse
in the tournament, BC was still not receiving the respect of which the team
felt itself worthy.
Wins over Villanova, Seton Hall
and Pittsburgh on consecutive nights
earned the Eagles the Big East Tournament championship, not one of these
wins coming by less than 14 points. At
the conclusion of the tournament, Bell
was named the tournament's MostValuable Player, while both Beerbohm and
Singletary were named to the All-Tournament Team.
The tournament win assured the
Eagles of a bid to the NCAA Tournament and helped them to earn the third
seed in the Eastern Division.
The NCAA Tournament promised
great things for BC, but off nights
against both Southern Utah and Southern California ended the Eagles' run
early. BC shot poorly in its first-round
matchup with the Thunderbirds of
Southern Utah, and barely escaped with
a 68-65 win. The win, however, advanced the team to the second round of
the tournament, setting up a contest with
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Kenny Harley developed
into an instrumental leader.

the USC Trojans. A lack of rebounding
and weaker shooting put the Eagles
behind for most of the game. However,
a strong effort by Bell kept the Eagles
in the contest until the closing seconds.
Down by three with 7.8 seconds remaining, Harley could not convert on a
layup attempt, resulting in a 78-75 loss,
ending the Eagles magical season.
"We had a great understanding of
what we needed to do for us to be successful," said Skinner. "That was an
education. The guys took time to learn.
They took the time to watch films. It
took preparation.
"They were willing to listen to each
other and, the bottom line, they were
willing to help each other. Those are
the things that allowed us to overcome
some of our shortcomings."
Skinner continued. "There were
many terrific moments throughout the
season, there was no particular high
point," he said. "The thing.that 1 was
most pleased about was that 1 thought
we played at a certain level of intensity
that we were able to maintain throughout the year, and that was extremely important for us. We played 32 games and
I don't think that there was one game
that anyone felt like we phoned the
game in. We came out and played everyday. We played hard, we played aggressive and that is the mark of a good
basketball team."
No matter how disappointing a conclusion many may view the season to
have, it is impossible to overlook the
countless achievements compiled by
the Eagles' team. Citing the team's lop-10 finish, 27-5 overall record, Big East
regular season title, Big East Tournament championship and numerous
school and conference records, this season was, clearly, among the greatest
seasons in the history of Boston College basketball. These countless accomplishments have restored prestige and
honor to the basketball program and
will not very soon be forgotten by the
members of the Big East Conference
or by anyone in the Boston College
community.

Men's Lax Looks to Improve
By

Eagles have reason to believe that they
can make a serious impact on their
league-this year.
"So far it has not been going well
for us but we have been working hard.
Doing all of the small things will hopefully make us more successful." said

Andrew Smith

heights staff

The Boston College men's lacrosse
opened up the season with
three straight losses, including two
against highly ranked Harvard and
UMass. The Eagles opened the season
on March 3 with a 15-2 loss to the University of Hartford.
On St. Patrick's Day, a very tough
Harvard team was their opponent.
Harvard completely dominated the
game with a 21-5 victory. In their last
battle, the Eagles faced off against the
tenth-ranked UMass Minutemen and
fell 23-2. Despite these early losses, the
team has

senior captain Dan Doucette.
After a 2-9 campaign last year, the
team is entering its final two years as a
varsity program. Due to.NCAA regulations, there must be equal expenditures on men's and women's programs
at every school. The men's lacrosse
team will become a club team in 200203 to help comply with these rules.
Arguably, the most important thing

for a team is leadership. The Eagles
certainly have that leadership in senior
tri-captains Mike Adair. Dan Doucette
and Brendan Sullivan. Adair's phenomenal offensive skills are expected to
carry the offense this year. Senior Andy
Koch, Nick Hayman and Chris Black
round out the starting attackmen.
Sullivan and Doucette provide the
leadership necessary on defense, especially for a struggling team like Boston
College. Tate Bevis and Brendan Brady
are two other solid defenders. The starting midfielders rotate between James
Garth, Taylor Whitman, Tom Smith and
Bryan Albano. The last line of defense
is sophomore goaltender James

Karambay who was bombarded with 3?

shols in the loss to Harvard.
"I'm happy as long as we win. I
think we can finish over .500 this yeai
because the beginning of our schedule
was filled with tough teams. If we continue to improve, I think we can win
out," said Doucette.
The team hopes that the senior leadership along with the experience gained
from playing a difficult schedule early
on, will turn them into a force in the
league.
After dropping a 15-9 decision to
Albany, the Eagles face Quinnipiac tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. at Alumni Stadium.

2001 MEN'S LACROSSE ROSTER
The women's lacrosse

team

hopes

to

at really

Allie Weiskopf

heights

editor

The Boston College women's lacrosse team discovered the feeling of
triumph at Alumni Stadium last Sunday, winning its first game against the
Villanova Wildcats 11-9.
"We won because played better for
60 straight minutes without any lulls,"
Head Coach Shari Krasnoo said. "We
played with a lot of heart, we played
better lacrosse, we worked together, we
played good defense, and most importantly, we worked as a unit."
Although the Wildcats opened the
game with two goals in the first two
minutes, the Eagles shortly rallied back
with four goals.
"We also had others players step up
at the end," Krasnoo said. "The ball
bounced our way more today than in
past games, and we played to win."
Leading the team, freshman Rachel
Bausch scored four goals, followed by
junior Lauren Miller with three goals.
and junior Chrisse DeMichele with
three goals. DeMichele netted two unassisted goals back to back with 9:31
and 9:24 left in the second half.
"Chrisse stepped up big," Krasnoo
said.
Leading the defense, freshman
Rachel Zeller, the team's only goalie,

collected seven saves.
'Zeller had some really key

saves

?

important times," Krasnoo

said.
Freshman Tara Morley also stepped
up to defense against Villanova's top
player, Cecily Pierce.
"Morley shadowed their best player
really well," Krasnoo said.
Earlier last week, however, the
Eagles feel to Hofstra and Holy Cross.
Hofstra defeated the team 13-5 although DeMichele and Miller both
scored two unassisted goals during the
first five minutes of the game.
"Hofstra was a very talented team,
ranked in the top twenty," Krasnoo said.
"They had a lot more experience and stronger players. They also
had a very balanced attack."
The Eagles fared better against
Holy Cross, losing 11-9 to the Crusad-
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Leading her third game as the top
scorer, Bausch netted three goals. With
only 1:23 left, Bausch scored her second goal, sending the game into overtime. Despite the Eagles attempt to win
the five minute overtime period, scoring two goals, the Crusaders rallied
back with four goals.
"We didn't perform at the level we
should have," Krasnoo said. "In the past
we' ve gone eight-and-ten against them,
but we made some mistakes and lost."
The Eagles return to action when
they host the Georgetown Hoyas tomorrow at Alumni Stadium at 3:00 p.m.
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WOMEN'S LAX BREAKS INTO WIN
COLUMN WITH VICTORY OVER 'NOVA
By
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Men's Tennis Downs URI, Evens Record
By

Shaun FILIAULT

HEIGHTS EDITOR

Despite some close calls, the Boston College men's tennis team cruised
to a 7-0 mauling of the University of

Rhode Island Rams last Saturday afternoon at the Plex.
The doubles matches were far and

away the tightest matches of the day.
While the BC tandem of freshman Justin Slattery and senior Jason Cowett
marched to a quick 8-3 decision over
Dave Gutstein and Kevin Colozzi of
URI, the other two contests proved to
be considerably more difficult.
In the number two doubles match,
freshman Brad Anderson and senior

captain Matt Stutz split games with the
team from URI, with a plethora of service winners and double faults proving

force the tiebreaker that went their way,
7-5. Third doubles proved to be equally
interesting, as BC's team of junior Tim
Brcnnan and freshman Paul Colahan
came together to post a hard-fought 97 victory.
BC Head Coach Rob Miller was
less than pleased with the performance
in doubles, despite his squad's taking

to be vital to the contest. The tension
reached a climax after Anderson hit a
forehand volley past the baseline to give
URI an 8-7 advantage.
After that low point, the Eagle
squad steadied itself to come back and

This Week in BC Sports
Tue. 3/27
Wed. 3/28
Wed. 3/28
Fri. 3/29
Sat. 3/30
Sat. 3/30
Sat. 3/30
Sat. 3/30
Sat. 3/30
Sat. 3/30
Sun. 3/31

Softball at Fairfield (2)
Women's lacrosse vs. Georgetown
Men's lacrosse vs. Quinnipiac
Men's tennis at Marist

2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Softball vs. Rutgers (2)
Women's golf at Lady Eagle Invitational

TBA

Men's tennis at Rutgers
Women's lacrosse vs. Virginia Tech
Men's lacrosse at Marist

11:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.

The 13-9 Eagles play the Stags in a non-conference doubleheader.
With arecord of 1-4, women's lacrosse looks for its second win.
The men's lacrosse team goes for its first victory against the Braves.
Men's tennis (7-8) travels to New York for a match with the Red Foxes.
A Big East doubleheaderbetween the Eagles and the Scarlet Knights.
Women's golf opens the spring season in OstervilJe. Massachusetts.
The Eagles look to improve upon their 1-0 conference record.
The Hokies come to Chestnut Hill for a Big East game.
Men's lacrosse heads to Poughkeepsie for a game.
Ranked 66th in the national poll, women's tennis takes on the Bulldogs.
The 9-10 baseball team plays on Saturday and Sunday at noon.
Softball hosts the Wildcats for a pair of conference games.
The Eagles travel to Washington, DC to start off the spring.
BC, 7-5 overall and 3-1 in Big East, travels up to Hanover, NH.
A single game for the Eagle hardball team.
The Catamounts are in town for an evening match-up with the Eagles.

12:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.

Women's tennis vs. Yale

1:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
Softball vs. Villanova (2)
12:00 p.m.
Men's golf at GeorgeWashington Invitational TBA
12:00 p.m.
Women's tennis at Dartmouth
12:00 p.m.
, Baseball vs. Pace
Men's lacrosse vs. Vermont
7:00 p.m.
Baseball vs. Pace (2)

Sun. 3/31
Sun. 3/31
Sun. 4/1

Sun. 4/1

Mon. 4/2
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The Eagles evened their record
at 8-8 by defeating URI.
tiebreakers during the fall.
"This is a match we should win,"
said Miller of the contest against Rhode
Island. "But we need to keep improving. The hardest part of our season is
coming up, including the Big East
teams. We need to do well to make the
Big East tournament and the ECACs in
the fall."
The Eagles, now 8-8 on their 20002001 campaign, will be hosting Hailford today in a make-up match. They
will then travel to Marist on Friday.

Strong singles play helped BC

WOMEN'S TENNIS SKYROCKETS TO NEW HIGHS

fIHS

By

Dave LaMattina

associate sports editor

The women's tennis team continued to roll despite lingering injuries
to two of its top players. On Sunday
the Eagles defeated Seton Hall in an
important match that brought BCs regional record to 7-0 and its conference
record to 4-1.
"It was a nice win," said Head
Coach Nigel Benfley, "We still seem
to be surviving withouttwo ofour top
players. We'll be excited to get them
in the lineup."
The task of sinking the Piratesfell
to the singles playing at the one, two,

three and five spots. Cynthia Tow won
her match at first singles. Kiren
Fernandofollowed suit at the two position as did'her sister Anisha at the
third spot. Emily Hellburg completed
victory
the singles wins,
at the fifth spot. In doubles, Kiren
Fernando combined with Tow to capture a win at number one doubles.
Hellberg picked up her second win
of the day when she paired with
Brooke Moldenhauer for a win at

i

customers.

I

the team point.
"We were very lucky to scrap out
doubles. Fortunately, after that the guys
were motivated more," said Miller.
Such motivation showed in singles
match play, as the BC men stormed
through the first three singles matches
by a combined score of 36-7. The fifth
singles match was also won easily by
scores of 6-1 and 6-2 in favor of the
Eagles.
The fourth and sixth singles
matches, however, were not so easy. In
his varsity singles debut, fourth-ranked
Brennan sailed through his first set with
ease, 6-2. But, in the second set, a streak
of unforced errors allowed Brennan's
opponent, Colozzi, to start trading
games with him until the set was tiedup at six games each. The tiebreaker
proved to be equally difficult to finish;
though Brennan ended up on top, 7-5.
Brennan cites his difficulty in the second set to fatigue.
"1 was a little tired," he said. Nonetheless, he was excited about his first
singles victory as an Eagle. "I am really happy about the result," said
Brennan of the victory.
Drama marked the sixth singles
match between BC's Marc Lucero, a
junior, andRhode Island's Karl Anions.
Antons started off strong and quickly
boasted a 4-1 lead in the first set. Lucero
picked up the pace and forced a
tiebreaker, which he won 7-5. Lucero
breezed through the second set without dropping a game, despite a minor
injury, to take the match 7-6 (7-5), 6-0
and give the Eagles their seventh team
point of the day to complete the sweep.
Miller cited the maturity and mental toughness of his squad as the reason they were able to pull off the match.
"We have experiencedplayers who
stay with it and play well and play
smart," he said.
He also pointed out the team's improvement in tiebreakers, as the team
took all four played during Saturday's
meet. This is in stark contrast to the
team's lackluster performance in
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Eagles Fly to Albany
Continued from Bl
building drama and increasing fears that
Hobey Baker finalist Brian Gionta and
the BC seniors could have been playing in the maroon and gold for the final
time.
"The seniors all knew that this
wasn't going to be our last game," said
Gionta. "We were disappointed in our
second period we came out a little flat
and we knew that we had to come out
in the third and get back to what we
were doing in the first period."
The first period remained scoreless,
but BC got the better of the play and
Maine was lucky not to be down early.
The Black Bears did not have a single
shot on goal for the first 7:40 of the
game and BC had a few great chances
to put one by Maine goalie Matt Yeats.
Eagle freshman Ben Eaves started the
game on fire and had two great chances
in the first three minutes, only to be
foiled by Yeats.
BC was aided by two Maine penalties in the first ten minutes of the game,
but the scoreboard was stuck on nil after two quality Eagle power plays.
-

HEIGHTS PHOTO / CHRIS MINKIEWICZ

-

BC finished off yet another
perfect March.
"In the first ten minutes, we had a
half-dozen tremendous chances to
break the game open, but we couldn't
get it by them," said York.
Clemmensen was able to keep
Maine's best first-period chance out of
the net with a sprawling save of a shot
by Dan Kerluke with 3:26 left and the
Black Bears on a power play.
The second period belonged to
Maine, but Clemmensen - who needs
just 30 more saves to become the alltime NCAA Tournament leader had
all of the answers to keep the game
-

Brooks Orpik led BC's physical charge against Maine

scoreless going into the third.
"Clemmensen bailed us out in the
second period and that was what gave
us a chance in the third," said Gionta.
Despite the BC goalie's heroics,
Maine was still millimeters away from
taking the lead when Doug Janik's shot
ricocheted off of the inside of the post,
5:32 into the period.
Clemmensen saved a great bid from
Michael Schutte with 13:07 left in the
frame, and deftly snagged shots with
his glove twice in the last six minutes
of the period. Clemmensen's finest moment came with 1:41 left in the period
when he somehow found a way to flip
a point-blank chance from Todd Jackson into the stands.

National semifinal:
BC vs. Michigan
April 5, 2001
7:30 p.m. ESPN2
"I stole a move out of [backup
goalie] Tim Kelleher's playbook there,"
said Clemmensen of the acrobatic save.
Clemmensen added that when he
faces a lot of shots, as he did in the second period, it helpskeep him on top of
his game.
"I think [facing a lot of shots] keeps
you in the game a little bit more," said
Clemmensen. "We had a couple of
breakdowns in the second period, but I
just tried to make the saves and play
whistle-to-whistle."
Besides Clemmensen's play, the
most significant event of the second
period was a penalty on Kerluke with
8.7 seconds left that created the power
play on which the Eagles eventually
scored their first goal early in the third.
"We were really focused on getting
a power play goal early [in the third],"
said York. "We had a good feeling [between periods]. We were confident and
we knew that we were going to play
well."
It did not take too long for the
Eagles to translate their feelings of confidence into a goal, as Giuliano broke
the ice amere 35 seconds into the final
period, sending the Superfan-heavy
crowd into hysterics with a power play
goal. Giuliano pounced on a rebound
off of a shot by Marty Hughes and

Krys Kolanos' two assists were a key part of the BC offense against the Black Bears
flicked the puck into the net high on
Yeats' right side.
"We really wanted (o score the first
goal," said Oiuliano. "We had the momentum and they were already tired
[because Maine had played the night
before]."
But the first BC lead was to be
short-lived. Schutte tied the game a
mere 1:06 after Giuliano's goal, with a
fake that caught Clemmensen and
brought the game back to even. But
Giuliano and the Eagles did not get
rattled.
"Even though they came back and
scored, we didn't panic and our game
plan stayed the same," said Giuliano.

"We just knew we had to keep going."
The Eagles got a scare just a minute
later, when Maine had a goal disallowed
due to a high stick.
But BC took the lead back for good,
2-1, with 13:45 left courtesy of
Kobasew's seeing-eye shot from the
point that found a home in the roof of
Yeats' net. Kobasew collected a pass
from Krys Kolanos and fired it on net
as Kolanos set a perfect screen on the
Maine goalie to give Kobasew his 24th
goal of the year.
"I didn't see the shot at all," said
Yeats. "It was a perfect shot; it just
grazed my shoulder and went top shelf."
Scuderi capped off the scoring and

Scott Clemmensen came up big in the second period

Sports Shorts: Softball,
KiESflfciy
Rowing and Fencing
H-StUBS
By Casey

On Sunday, BC dropped a tough
opening game to the Hokies, losing by
a score of 2-1 despite out-hitting Virginia Tech 4-3. Malandris pitched six
innings for the Eagles and allowed no
earned runs. In the second tilt, the
Hokies got to Ryan early and cruised
to an 8-0, five-inning win.
The Eagles have been hampered by
not being able to play any games at
home yet. Games scheduled to be
played at Shea Field last week were
postponed. Today's contest against
Fairfield was initially scheduled to be
a home game, but poor field conditions
forced the Eagles to play a road game,
scheduled to start at 2:30 this afternoon.

O'Connell
editor

sports

Softball
The Eagles lost their first two Big
East conference games on Sunday on
the road to Virginia Tech. BC fell by
scores of 2-1 and 8-0, bringing their
record to 13-11 overall.The Eagles had
swept by Radford on Saturday, 5-4 and
12-0.
In Saturday's action, Kim Ryan
struck out 11 batters to lead BC to the
win in the first game against Radford.
The Eagles took a 5-1 lead in the top of
the seventh, but Radford rallied back
before BC pitcher Tekae Malandris
came up with a key strikeout to save
the win. In the second game, BC scored
eight runs in the first two innings to
cruise to the easy win. Jennifer Asbury
drove in two runs during the onslaught,
and Malandris, Summer Jarratt and
Carla Blumfield also picked up RBIs.

i

-II \u25a0

Rowing
The Eagles started off strong on
Saturday with a good showing in their
first-ever varsity meet. BC participated
in the Jesuit College Invitational on the
Cooper River in Camden, NJ.
The Eagles' day was-highlightedby

squad, as .the Eagles topped host St.
Joseph's, Holy Cross, Fairfield and
Loyola College. The second varsity
eight team also took top honors. The
Eagles' two novice squads also won
their races. BC took second place in the
varsity four competition.
BC returns to the Cooper River on
Saturday to race in the Knecht Cup,
hosted by Villanova.
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"Construction, Transgression, Destruction"

BHPB

#
March 30. 2001. 3:00 P.M. Fulton Hall 230 w
" ;* *"
rj
v :
? ; Keynote Address:
Professor Geraldine SHERIDAN "An Other Text: Visual Representations of
Working Women in tine Enlightenment"
(University of Limerick-Ireland)
Friday.

I

Wellesley College

Boston College fencers Paul Taylor and Regina Lennox represented BC
at the NCAA Division I Championships
last weekend in Kenohsa, WI.
Taylor, a freshman, picked up eight
wins last Thursday and Friday. Taylor
came in 18th place out of 24 in the foil
competition. Lennox, a senior, earned
five wins on Saturday and Sunday, good
for 22nd place. In the team standings,
the Eagles finished 23rd in the nation.
St. John's won the NCAA title.

The Graduate Community of the Department of Romance Languages &
*«JLtealUies invites you to their Ninth Annual Graduate Student Conference on
. *\u25a0\u25a0
Romance Studies at Boston College

;

I

a first-place finish by the varsity eight

triggered a Maine self-destruction with
a one-timer goal on a power play with
2:29 left. Scuderi took a feed from
Brooks Orpik and blasted it through
Yeats' legs to give BC a 3-1 lead.
Following the goal, Maine Head
Coach Shawn Walsh was ejected following a harangue directed at the referee. Walsh's game misconduct created
another power play for BC and the
Maine was unable to mount any threatening attack as BC held on for the win
and its 17th trip to the national semifinals.
"I don't have any regret in losing
to a great team like Boston College," a
humble Walsh said after the game.
'They were justa great team. We played
as well as we could play."
The Eagles now have almost two
weeks to prepare for the Frozen Four
in Albany, where they will face off
against Michigan on Thursday, April 5
at 7:30 p.m. Fresh off of an emotional
win over Maine and bringing heaps of
experience into the Frozen Four, the
Eagles feel up to the task of bringing
home another title to go alongside their
Beanpot and Hockey East regular season and tournament trophies.
"As a team we can all understand
the feeling of urgency," said
Clemmensen. "The experience kind of
carries us through every year and we're
hoping that persistence will pay off."

~
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Saturday.

March 31. Fulton Hall
\

Sessionsfromlotosin:

postgraduates, and eligible commuting

French and Francophone, Hispanic & Italian Studies
i'

;
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*»\u25a0
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Concert at Bapst Library,-Saturday March 31, 2001,7:00-8:30 P.M.
,
-\u25a0.;?:
\u25a0 "
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high school juniors and seniors
-'"=:

?

'

i

Judith R. COHpN, Ph.D. "Medieval and Traditional Sephardic Music: Songs of the
Sephardic Diaspora"

For more information, contact the Department of Romance Languages and Literatures, Lyons
304, (617) 552-3820, romrev@bc.edu , or visit the conference website http://www.bc.edu/romrev

WEUESiEY Couege Summer Schooi

?

106 Central St. .Wellesley, MA 02481-9440

phone: 781-283-2200 e-mail:summerschool
?

@ wellesley.edu

I wm^w.wellesley.edy/SummerSchool
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Eagles Have Good Four-tune

The

Heights

Marketplace
Careers

Technology Business
Tuesday, March 27, 2001

Strictly
Business
Shanley

Bill

The Federal Reserve announced it
would cut interest rates by fifty basis
last Tuespoints one-halfpercent
day. This would seem to be good news
for the stock market; lower interest rates
mean people have more money to spend
on other things like consumer goods,
housing and investments.
Yet, the stock market, which had
been up modestly earlier in the day,
began falling immediately after the decision was announced. After a brief
period of stabilization, it experienced a
dramatic drop and the Dow Jones Industrial Average (Dow) closed down
over 200 points. It's no coincidence that
the same people who bid up stocks like
Priceline (PCLN), EToys (ETYS) and
numerous other dot-bombs are the ones
who are selling quality companies.
When the Federal Reserve Board
makes a rate cut, interest rates do not
magically fall throughout the world.
The Fed has been cutting rates for the
past few months and lower interest rates
have not had an opportunity to work
their way into the market. Market pundits have virtually assured the public
that Greenspan and Company will continue to lower rates because the stock
market continues to fall. This is an unrealistic assumption.
First off, some companies should
decrease in value. Companies with no
earnings and no sign of earnings anytime soon should have low stock prices.
While the last year has restored some
rationality to the stock markets, there
are still good companies that are oversold and some lousy companies that are
overbought. People who have invested
in these overbought companies should
not rely on Alan Greenspan to make up
for their poor business decisions, just
as the Las Vegas casino gambler should
?

noi

rc!v

?

on Greenspan in

make up for

his losses at the table.
Why did the market continue to fall
when interest rates were cut? Many
pundits had decided a 75-basis-point
cut was most appropriate, and when it
wasn't forthcoming the market sold off.
In truth, it's almost impossible to know
at this stage whether a 75-basis-point
cut or maybe evena 100-basis-pointcut
is most appropriate. The .fact of the
matter is that until the previous interest
rate cuts are given time to work into the
economy, these cuts are just a game of
emotions, something with which nobody but day traders and institutional
investors should be concerned.
When the market is depressed as it
is now, it is extremely difficult to pick
stocks that will go up in the short term.
This makes day trading which was all
therage of the '90s nearly impossible.
However, it is much easier to pick good,
solid companies, which will appreciate
in value over the long term. During the
dot-com boom, one could literally pick
any Internet-based company and it
would increase in value over the short
term. But if one held those stocks for
the long term, they would probably be
close to worthless.
No one knows if the market will hit
bottom tomorrow, next year or maybe
even five years down the road. Regardless, if one has a long-term investment
strategy, this represents an ideal opportunity to purchase solid companies at
prices that are much lower than they
were just a year or two earlier. College
students
most of whom have a long
time to go before relying on their savshould
ings to finance retirement
thus be the ones leading the charge into
good, solid companies.
The key is to invest in companies
which will be around for the long haul.
Priceline (PCLN) is much cheaper [by
about 99 percent] than it was a year or
two ago, but that doesn't mean it's a
good company. Find a good company,
with strong management and low debt,
gather excess money and invest it then
leave it there and don't panic. Even if
the market goes down 1,000 points tomorrow, an investor is still in a better
position than are most equity buyers
who bought during the boom time of
the late '90s.
In fact, if the market does fall 1,000
points tomorrow, one should scrounge
up every penny he or she won't need
for the next ten years and invest in good
companies. Don't waste time buying
bonds, options and the like. If the
money won't be needed for ten years,
one can afford the risk levels of the
stock market
It's a simple game: Buy low and sell
-

-

?

?

Parking Crunch Prompts Permit Cutbacks
An Investigative
Series on
Parking at BC
By Larry
heights

Griffin
editor

This is the first installment in a
four-part series.
"Senior parking? No," wails the
Web site of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC). "You
waited patiently for the past three years
... You look forward to your last football season, Senior Week and on-campus parking. Two out of three isn't bad
the rumor on Middle Campus is that
seniors have a better chance of seeing
[University President] Father Leahy in
drag than getting a parking permit."
The metaphor may be extreme, but
the "rumor" is fact. More than 500 student commuter parking permits
the
majority of the permits allocated to undergraduates will not be issued next
fall. Students don't like it, but administrators argue they have no choice and
that the University is in between a rock
and a hard place.
The most detailed information
available about the new policy is buried in the Office of Student Services'
Web site. An "important notice" several pages into the Parking Permit Services page states that as of the fall 2001
semester, undergraduate students living
off-campus within a one-mile radius of
public transportation lines are not eligible for a campus parking permit.
Thus far, the University has done
little to get the word out about the new
...

-

policy besides posting the information
on the Web site and mentioning the
changes in a letter sent to parents.
Clearly, many of the approximately
1,200 undergraduates living off campus next year may not be aware of the
change and would have found the news
useful when making arrangements.
Aside from an article that appeared in
The Heights ("Sticker Shock," Al, September 19, 2000 ), little about the
change has been revealed.
The Chestnut Hill campus has approximately 3,294 parking spaces available, which serves approximately
14,500 students and 3,500 faculty and
staff, according to the Boston College

Seniors have a better chance of seeing
Father Leahy in drag
than getting a parking
permit." UGBC.org
"...

?

-

Master Plan. Buildings and Grounds
parking surveys reveal that the Lower
Campus is home to 85 percent of these
parking spaces, approximately 2,694
spaces, while Middle Campus is a distant second with 485 spaces. The rest
of the spaces are distributed among
Upper Campus, College Road and
Hammond Street Triangle.
According to Student Services, students who park vehicles on campus
between 2:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. must
register their vehicles with the University and obtain a permit. Approximately
350 resident permits are available to

Development (ODSD).
The remaining permits
are given to students who
need a car for academic
purposess, including approximately 100 permits
for the Lynch School of
Education (LSE) and 50
permits for the School of
Nursing (SON). Internship-heavy departments
within the College of Arts
and Sciences and the
Carroll School of Management also receive about
five permits each. "We like
decision-making to be
close to the source," said
Louise Lonabocker, director of student services. No
significant changes are expected next year for the
resident permits that currently cost $250 per semester.

Undergraduates living

The graphic depicts the approximate numbers of available parking
spaces on Lower Campus [in blue] against the numbers of those available spaces that were faculty and staff "reserved" spaces.

off campus were eligible to
apply for"C" commuter
permits this year. Last year, Student
Services distributed 2,887 of the "C"
permits, which allow vehicles to be
parked on campus between 2 a.m. and
3 p.m. on weekdays. The cost of "C"
permits was increased from $85 last
year to $250 this year.
Under the new parking policy, undergraduates who live within one mile
of MBTA transportation-including all

residing in Allston, Brighton, Boston,
Brookline and Chestnut Hill will not
be eligible for"C" permits next academic year. The policy change will result in a significant decrease in the number of "C" permits according to
Lonabocker, who expects at least 500
fewer "C" permits will be distributed
under the new policy. "We want to see
parking spaces go to true commuters,"
-

said Morse.
Graduate and law students can obtain "L" permits for $125 per year, allowing vehicles to be parked on Lower
and Newton Campuses. There will be
no change in the cost or availability of
these permits next year.
The University provides approxi-

See PARKING, C4

The Oscars: Tinseltown Meets Wall Street
By

Many factors go into determining
exactly what effect an Academy Award
nomination will have on a studio's
stock. Typically a nomination such as
Best Picture will carry the most weight
in affecting value. According to Sam
Craig, a marketing professor at New
York University's Stern School of Business, "The Best Picture is the one that
benefits the studio to the greatest extent. It's a strong signal that this is considered one of the five best pictures of
the year."
In this year's race for Best Picture
there are four studios in the running.
Sony Pictures, a division of Sony
(SNE), garnered a nomination for its
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. Walt
Disney Company's (DIS) Chocolat and
USA Networks' (USAI) USA Films'
Traffic also received nominations. The
big winner in terms of nominations was
Universal Studios, a division of Vivendi

Brian Denitzio

heights

editor

The Academy Awards are not just
the biggest night in Hollywood: The Oscars have transcended the saturated
genre of award shows and are now as
much Wall Street as Tinseltown.
The Academy Awards broadcast rivals the Super Bowl for the most lucrative evening in television advertising.
In fact, some say that advertising during the Oscars may actually yield
greater returns. Beyond that, studios and
production companies have been able
to parlay an Oscar nomination into a
cash cow that shows none of the warning signs of hoof and mouth disease.
The Academy Awards have been
dubbed the "Super Bowl for women"
by www.cnn.com because roughly 60
percent of the more than 46 million
American viewers are women. Accord-

MIT Prof Explains the
Real Deal With Microsoft
By

Mike Smith

for the

heights

Franklin M. Fisher, Ph.D., a professor of economics at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), gave a
lecture on the Microsoft antitrust case
last Monday at Boston College. Ap-

proximately 60 students and faculty attended the event, which was sponsored
by the economics department.

Fisher is a noted economist who
served as IBM's chief economic witness in its antitrust cases during the
1970s as well as the government's economic witness in its recent case against
Microsoft.
Fisher began the lecture, entitled
"What the Microsoft Case Was Really
About," by explaining that in his opinion, it is impossible to understand the
Microsoft case without understanding
the history of antitrust law., Fisher ex-

-

high.

students based on special
need. A limited number of
resident permits are distributed to disabled students, athletes and student
groups through the Office
of the Dean for Student

Dr. Fisher, a professor of economics at MIT, testified against
Microsoft in the federal government's antitrust suit.

users,
Microsoft could drive up prices without losing customers to competing companies.

See OSCARS, C4

Enigmatic

plained that the Sherman Trust Act of
1890 made it illegal to monopolize or
to conspire to monopolize.
The case was largely based on the
idea that Microsoft had a monopoly on
PC operating systems as a result of its
Windows products. Since Windows
was dominant among PC

(V), which received (wo nominations
in the Best Picture Category for Erin
Brokovich and Gladiator.
In addition to the highly coveted
Best Picture nomination, there are other
smaller categories that indirectly lead
to increased revenues for studios. By
giving them all-important bragging
rights and helping land more substantial stars for future works, awards in
lesser categories could translate into
future success at the box office.
An Academy Awards nomination
does not necessarily equal a jump in a
studio's stock. Other factors must be
taken into account before investors
pump all of their money into the companies with Best Picture nominations.
In fact, despite their nod for best picture, the stocks of all four studios closed
last week off their 52-week highs.

When Java was put on the market,
"it threatened to ruin Microsoft's barriers to entry on operating systems," said
Fisher.
Java is a program designed by. Sun
Microsystems to eliminate the necessity
of "porting" information from one operating system to another. Previously,
Microsoft had been able to keep competitors at a distance due to the fact that
only Microsoft and Microsoft-supported programs were compatible with
Windows. Java was designed to make
the transition between operating systems easier, in effect eliminating the
need for porting.
Microsoft sought to eliminate the
threat posed by Java by creating "polluted Java," which was supposed to
limit Java only to Windows-based programs. The government argued that by
creating polluted Java, Microsoft was

See MICROSOFT, C4

Enigmatic Dining Buck
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Stadium Financing Plans Meet Public Resistance
By

Joe Sasanuma

heights

CAREER CENTER

gland, Denver, Seattle or Pittsburgh
was there such a close vote and stiff resistance to a proposed stadium. Yet, the
reason why a proposition that was not
to cost taxpayers a "dime" met such a
near-death experiencemay have a lot to
do with the details of the plan.
Proposition 302 is actually a 30year, $1.8 billion plan that would do
more than just build a new stadium for
theArizona Cardinals. The deal provides
money for improving spring training
baseball facilities, promoting tourism
and youth sports facilities. On the surface, the plan seems like a dream for
residents. A $335 million stadium would
be built without a universal sales tax like
the one in Denver, instead relying mostly
on tourism tax. "Only the renters and
snowbirds," are to pay for the stadium,
according to the plan's supporters.
In reality, the details told a different
story. Any cost overruns would be paid
by the taxpayers ofArizona, because the
increased taxes on rental cars and hotels would only pay for the amount stipulated in Proposition 302. Furthermore,
allroad construction, street access, lighting, sidewalks and infrastructure outside
thestadium's physical boundaries would
be paid for by Arizona taxes. Additionally, the facility and utility costs estimated at $122 million would also be
paid by taxpayers.
The real beneficiary of the plan, as
opponents insist, is the Arizona Cardinals. By paying only $85 million for the
cost of the new stadium and a non-mandatory $225,000 annual rent, the team
would get access to new moneymaking
opportunities, starting with everypenny
of the revenue from all ticket sales, concessions and net parking from every preseason, regular season and post-season
NFL games played at home. The Cardinals also hold the naming rights of the
stadium, worth millions.
A new stadium, most agree, is good
not only for the team but also for the
town that would benefit from all the
tourism. That, and the sheer amount of
new stadiums, seems to suggest the public should, in one form or another, aid
the funding of a new stadium. But how
this should be done is never easy or similar from project to project. Either way,
the biggest beneficiaries of construction
will always be the team and the fans,
who request the new and improved stadium in the first place.

Programming
March 27 ?April 2

-

staff

For football fans in Massachusetts,
their worst nightmare was unfolding:
The New England Patriots were moving from Foxboro to Hartford, CT. The
reason was not because the Patriots
couldn't fill seats, but because the team
couldn't come to an agreement with the
commonwealth of Massachusetts to
build a new- stadium right next to the
old one. Without a new stadium, Robert Kraft, the Patriots' owner and lifelong fan, was willing to leave.
Building a new stadium is an expensive project. Not only is money
needed to construct the edifice, but
parking and infrastructure must also
accompany it. The total cost of a completely new stadium can range anywhere from $250 million to more than
$400 million. As football teams outside
New England are finding out, it is not
easy to have the public share the cost,
even if the new stadium may improve
the local economy.
Take the case of the Patriots. After
flirting seriously with the idea of moving to Hartford, Kraft eventually withDespite an attempt by the Patriots organization to move to Connecticut, ground was broken on
drew the plan, mainly because MassaCMGI Field without the public outcry heard in Denver and Arizona.
chusetts offered to pay the $70 million
in road and sewer improvements. Kraft
is privately funding the construction
"The Patriots really had to prove Kraft, Denver's story is much different. $100 million, plus any overruns. With
costs of $225 million, the largest
Since 1998, there have been bills in the the cost of the stadium now at $400
fthey] were worth it," Kraft said.
million, the burden on the taxpayers is
amount of money any owner of any
Once they were cleared, Ambac
state legislature to fund the replacement
sports franchise has ever contributed to provided an unusually long 25-year of aging Mile High Field. The plan
about 66 percent of the total price tag.
a new stadium.
credit lease; commercial banks usually called for 75 percent of the estimated
Besides the tax, the law also called
The new CMGI Field, as it will be offer five- to seven-year construction
$260 million cost, to be paid by local
for a sale of stadium's naming rights.
called, would be the first privately filoans. This means that, in effect, Kraft taxpayers in the form of a 0.1 percent
Eventually, a mutual fund company
nanced stadium to be built without the is paying the lowest interest rate possales tax - a penny for every $ 10. The called Invesco won the rights. To satowner imposing personal seat licenses,
sible for the duration of the contract to remaining 25 percent of the stadium
isfy many locals who insisted on keepa method often used to privately finance build the new stadium.
was to be paid by Broncos owner Pat ing the Mile High tradition, the new
stadiums at the expense of antagonizTo help pay off a portion of the loan, Bowlen. In spite of these plans, the stadium was named Invesco Fields at
Mile High.
ing fans. Kraft instead did something the Patriots sold the stadium's naming people in Denver did not allow the staunusual: He rented a triple-A credit ratrights a common practice in recent dium to be built without a fight.
The situation in Arizona is even
In the face of public outcry an ormore bitter and complex than that of
ing from a company called Ambac, years - to CMGI, an Andover, MAwhose business is to lease its high credit based Internet company. The agreement ganization called Citizens Opposing the Denver or New England. The Cardiratings to low-risk commercial busicalls for CMGI to pay $7.6 million per Stadium Tax (COST) resisted attempts nals have been asking for a new stanesses. The Patriots were the first proyear over the first ten years and an unto finance the project through the taxdium for 12 years. In response, the state
fessional sports team customer, which
determined amount for the last five payers the state legislature not only legislature passed a bill that would promeant that they were the subject of rigyears of the contract. In return, the stakept the taxing policy, but also invide funding for the new stadium withorous scrutiny. Only after Ambac redium will be called CMGI Field, and creased its rate. The original version out "costing taxpayers a dime." Propoviewed the team's construction conthe company will receive significant called for the public to pay $180 milsition 302, the"Tourism and Sports Initracts, which require the contractors to
lion, the Broncos paying $80 million.
hospitality, sponsorship and promotiative," was sent to the voters of
pay for any cost overruns, considered
tional rights both in and around the new But as estimates for the cost of the staMaricopa Country in November 2000
Kraft's 12-year record of running the stadium, as well as in the Patriots' larger dium gradually increased to $350 miland was approved by a slim margin,
Patriots profitably and examined the marketing and advertising properties.
lion, the burden on the taxpayers ended with only 51.89 percent of voters apstability of NFL's finances, did the team
Although the new stadium in up at $265 million; the Bronco's share proving the plan.
get the approval.
Foxboro would be paid for mostly by
In no other NFL venue - New Enof the cost subsequently increased to
-

-
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Southwell Hall
38 Commonwealth Ave.
Wednesday, March 20

Communications
Networking Night
6-8 p.m. McMullen Museum,
Devlin Hall
?An information session
geared toward students
interested in a career in
communications.
?Meet with BC alumni in
various communications
fields, including TV, radio,
advertising and public
relations.

Resume Workshop
5 p.m. Career Center

-

-

Thursday, March 29

Interview Workshop
11 a.m. Career Center

Friday, March 30

Interview Workshop
I p.m. Career Center

Monday, April 2

Interview Workshop
II a.m. Career Center
-Compiled by Jason Vanderburgh
Heights Staff
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Many will leave an interview.
Few will leave an impression.

Details.
Attention to them will make all the difference. From the knot
of his tie to the polish of his shoe, the BOSS Hugo Boss man

distinguishes himself from every other.
So, whether it's finding a cut that suits your build or colors

that flatter your face, BOSS associates offer sound counsel.
The company, position and field you are entering will all be
considered. Carefully. Not simply in terms of the suit you
choose to invest in, but in the elements you choose to

complement it.
Putting together the look for your first interview is something
we can definitely help you with. The interview itself, however,

we'll leave in your capable hands.

OFF ENTIRE OUTFIT
(Including suit, tie and dress shirt or knit)

WHEN YOU PRESENT VALID STUDENT IDENTIFICATION
Offer Expires Sunday. May 13th, 2001

HUGO

BOSS

BOSS Hugo Boss SHOP
617-266-7492
Copley Place, Boston
?
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toy you live without but shouldn't have to

\u25'a0f Like many would-be Napster replacements, the program of-

fers network-enabled MP3s sharing. Lime Wire also allows
users to search for nearly any type of computer file, from movies
to games to text files. Lime Wire is available for free at
www. download, com.

Smart Cursors allows the user to highlight a word like "Re*\u25a0 naissance" and access a dictionary definition and encyclopedia entries. Smart Cursors may be downloaded for free at
www. smartcursors. com.
t%

The latest addition to the Palm family of handheld computer
devices, the Palm m505 offers a wide array of options. One
of the primary advancements is a color screen, allowing one to
view programs, games and schedules in more than 65,000 color
variations. Additionally, the m505 boasts a universal port, enabling connection to digital cameras, modems and even a keyboard. The m505 is available.on-line at www.palm.com.

3

m These innocuous-looking devices are a near-necessityfor anyone living off-campus. Simply place a keg inside the door,
attach a CO2 canister and dispensing line and start pouring. The
beer stays cold without the necessity of garbage cans and melting ice. The presence of wheels allows for easy transportation
into or out of an apartment. Numerous keg-erators are currently
available at www.ebay.com.
Besides performing all the functions of a traditional pager,
the RIM pager offers e-mail and Web browsing. It's been
licensed to AOL and can be used to send and receive instant
messages (IM) with any existing screenname. Information and
ordering are available at www.rim.net.

5

One of the newest cell phones on the market, the Nokia 3390
is lightweight and extremely portable it boasts a two-anda-half-hour battery. It comes equipped with all the variations of
customized ringers and screensavers. The phone may be ordered
at www.nokiausa.com.
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Summer Internships Loom
By

Patrick Sullivan
heights

staff

Wake up. Summer is right around
the corner, although that's pretty hard
to believe with all the cold weather.
Soon, students will be relaxing on the
Dustbowl, bathing in the sun and playing Frisbee every day. With all the warm
weather fun at hand, it must be remembered that the summer also means the
necessity of a job, as no cash means no
fun.
Most people would be tempted to
take a relaxing job on the beach and it's
certainly difficult to blame them. Nevertheless, as much as it may be unpleasant to hear, many students need to start
thinking about life after college. This
usually entails acquiring a good job after graduation.
As most know, the job market today is very competitive, lending itself
to those who show superb interest,
strong enthusiasm and experience.
Many claim that the best way to solidify
a strong future in the job market is to
start early with a respectable, big-name
internship. It can be difficult to think
about acquiring office space whenone's
mind is fixated on the beach, but set
the sand and waves aside for a minute
and give it some thought.
The internship process is not as
strenuous as most believe. The Boston
College Career Center, located at
Southwell Hall, 38 Commonwealth
Avenue, is always willing to help prepare a solid resume. Beyond that, the
center offers workshops in interview
techniques and sponsor guest speakers.
A calendar of this week's events may
be found on page C2. Likewise, there
are numerous dorm programs sponsored by the Residence Hall Association and other groups around campus
that can help with this first step. Once
the resume is done, the hardest part of
the process is over and done with.
The next phase involves making the
connections for possible internships.
This can be tricky, but there is potential access to a lot more help in this area
because it involves less writing and
more phone calls. It may be in one's
best interest to seek your academic
advisor's help before attacking this
stage of the process. Regardless of how
helpful or useless they may have been
with classes and academic advice, many
of them have a strong footing in oppor-

tunities within their respective fields as
they are well networked with their colleagues. They may know of some possible internships that will fit one's major or career goals.
If not, then one can try the Career
Center. Located next to St. Ignatius, it
holds regular internship fairs to help
searching students get started on the internship process. These can be very
helpful since all that the firms present
at these gatherings require is a copy of
a resume\ If all else fails, students can
call thehuman resources department of
any company for which they have a
desire to intern and check to see if they
are currently accepting applications for
summer internships.
Once resumes have been sent out,
the next step is to wait. During this time,
students must wait patiently to hear
from these companies, hoping they will
call for an interview. It may be of interest to look into programs around campus that may provide useful knowledge
for possible internships. For example,
if one has applied to intern at an investment-banking firm, then attending a
few of the Investment Club meetings
couldn't hurt.

Ask professors or academic advisors if he or she knows of any literature
that might give a slight edge on the competition come interview time. If there
is one thing that can be counted on, it
is that firms want college students who
know what they're talking about, have
a passion for what they are doing and
will make wonderful new employees
once they graduate.
Assuming that the company calls
for an interview, most of the work has
already been done. Though mock interviews can be of some assistance, they
cannot compare to the real thing. There
is not much advice that anyone can give,
because once the interview comes
around, most people forget just about
everything that anyone has ever told
them. That being said, there are a few
standard, easy pieces of advice. Look
presentable and speak professionally.
Remember that there probably aren't
many people more qualified, so be confident.
Ultimately, be positive about the
whole process and take the initiative to
go through with it. It may not sound too
inviting right now, but one can only lie
on the beach for so long.
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Gender Research
Earn up to $700

A research group is looking for men and women to help
us understand how gender influences the effects of
tobacco cigarettes. You may qualify for the study if
you:

Are 18-35 years old
Are available to come to McLean Hospital for
multiple visits
Smoke Tobacco Cigarettes
*Drink alcohol or smoke marijuana occasionally
Are willing to give blood samples
*
*

*

*

For more information call

(617)855-3823
Taxis provided for all study visits

Become a NYC Teaching Fellow now. Join a select group of
talented professionals and graduates who will teach in New York
City's under-performing classrooms this fall. No previous teaching
experience required. You'll receive a salary while working toward a
fully paid Master's Degree. Help us give all NYC students the quality
of education they deserve. Apply now. Applications due April 7, 2001.
Calll-877-NYFELLOorvisitwww.nycteachingfellows.org.

NYC

TEACHING

FELLOWS

A program ol the New York City Board of Education, an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.
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Crisis Forces Change Tyco CEO Speaks at CSOM
"Giants of Finance" Series

Continued from CI

Part of the problem is that people

mately 2,500 "G" permits at no cost to
faculty and staff, allowing vehicles to
be parked almost anywhere on Lower
mid Newton Campuses. 340 "A" permits were distributed to faculty and staff
based on seniority, allowing vehicles to
be parked on Middle Campus. 305 reserved permits were also available, allowing vehicles to be parked on the
lower levels of the Commonwealth Avenue garage. A limited number of other
permits were distributed to faculty and
staff based on necessity. The faculty and staff permits aside
from "G" permits range in
-

,

-

cost from $75-$125.

"Reserved parking
permits and Middle
Campus parking per
mils will go up
[next fall]," said
Lonabocker.
"Comparatively, they
are very reasonable
Ijj
any BC em- \
pioyee can park
on campus for free.
It's one of the reasons
people choose to work
here."
...

seem unwilling to park somewhere in-

convenient.
"You can always find a spot right
on top of the Beacon Streetgarage. Everyone wants to park right next to their
dorm or class building. No one wants
to park on the top level of the garage
because it's so far away," said BC Police Department (BCPD) Chief Robert
Morse. Lonabocker concurred, noting
that people use the first space they see
instead of their reserved spaces.
Many students, faculty and
staff have expressedfrustration with the tight parking
situation. "Permit people
have frustration. A permit is a permission to
access the campus,
ot entitlement to a
spot," said Morse.
"I pay for an 'A'
sticker, but it
V doesn't entitle me to a
\
spot, just

v

j

access to
the cam-

pus."

University administrators have kept
a close eye on the parking situation in
recent years. A parking committee
meets several times each semester and

includes top-level administrators from
the finance, student services, planning,
facilities, housing, environmental and
police departments. A recent study coordinated by Student Services this
spring found that less than 200 spaces
were available during peak times
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
on an average academic day.
Student Services began the study in
mid-January 2001, later expanding the
scope to scrutinize the use of reserved
spaces in the parking garages. In recent
weeks, the study showed that around
100 spaces are available at most peak
times. The graphic found on page CI
charts the parking statistics for the time
period between March 14 and March
21, 2001. Lonabocker noted that an adjustment in the number of reserved
spaces may be necessary, as it seems
t,hal they are often underused.

Lonabocker
said that many
instructors report
parking has improved this year, which
she attributes, in part, to the rate hike
forcommuter permits. "People thought
twice, especially if they live on South
or Lake Streets."
She added that the problem has become more pronounced in recent years.
"Ten yearsago, BC students didn't usually have cars; now everyone seems to
get them as graduation present or something," she said.

?

?

The inevitable solution to the parking problem, according to administrators, is to carry out the reduction in student commuter permits. What isn't clear
to many students are the reasons behind
the change: Is it another case of the administrator making an ill-considered decision without student input or is there
more to the story? In the coming weeks,
this Heights series will show the complex reasons behind the parking crunch,
why administrators believe the policy
change is the only viable solution and,
finally, what the future holds for students and parking at Boston College.

By
asst.

Bill Shanley

marketplace editor

Dennis Koziowski, chairman and
chief executive officer of Tyco International, a worldwide conglomerate,
spoke in the Carroll School ofManagement (CSOM) as part of its "Giants in
Finance" series, last Wednesday. Tyco
as a market capitalization of $77 million, larger than companies like Ford
Motor Company and Pepsi, and is publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange, under the ticker symbol TYC.
Koziowski began his address by
saying he has a fundamental disagreement with the way business is taught at"
most American business schools, including Boston College. He described
graduate business education as a
"highly inefficient process."
Instead, he urged students to take
their first year tuition and start their own
company, and when "99 percent" of
those ventures fail, students should
come back to school to study what exactly went wrong. Throughout his
speech, Koziowski stressed that he has

learned the most in life from the mistakes he has made.
Koziowski shared many insights
and life lessons with the large group of
primarily graduate business students. To
the students whose academic success at

CEOs of America and D-students are
the athletic directors."
Koziowski said that he has always
tried to hire people who are "smart, poor
and want to be rich."
Koziowski, age 54, has been the
mastermind of Tyco, yet when looking
forward to the next millenium.Tyco
Chief Financial Officer Mark Swartz.
40, is likely to be the next shining star
of Tyco. Koziowski talked extensively
of Swartz in his speech.
"Mark Swartz was about thirty-four
when we tapped him as CFO and he
was three rungs down on the corporate
ladder, but while doing the acquisition
of Kendall he was the one who always
had the answers After we closed the
Kendall deal, I asked him if he wanted
to be CFO. 1 challenge anyone to find a
better CFO at any company in the country." Koziowski explained Tyco's hiring strategy by saying, "We're not
very conventional in selecting our
...

Dennis Koziowski, CEO of
Tyco International, spoke at
BC last Wednesday.
BC has not been stellar, Koziowski had
good news. He explained that in his
experience, "A-students teach, B-students work for C-students who are the

people."
Koziowski has often been com-

pared to General Electric's Jack Welch;
unlike Welch, Koziowski has no plans

to leave Tyco anytime soon. When

asked if he viewed himself along the
same lines as Welch, Kozlowski jokingly asserted that he knows Welch and
has spent time with him before and that
"he's no Dennis Kozlowski."
Some stock market observers have
cited Tyco's acquisition of CIT Group
as an exampleof "GE-envy," with Tyco
trying to emulate the success of GE's
highly successful GE Capital.
During his speech, Kozlowski said,
"Tyco is a world leader in most of our
businesses, but we still have a lot of
growth potential, unlike a GE which is
up against the maximum allowable
market shares allowed by government
regulators in many of its businessfes]."
In the years ahead, Tyco will continue
to acquire companies, so long as it can
find the right companies at the right

prices.
"Tyco will come out of this downturn with two to four good acquisition
opportunities."
For now, the market and the world
will just have to wail to find out what
companies those will be.

Microsoft Burned by Wayward E-mail
Continued from CI
creating barriers to entry, explained
The second major complaint resulted from the fact that Microsoft tried
to pressure companies to use its Internet
Explorer product rather that Netscape
Navigator. Navigator is a browser,
which is a class of programs designed
to complement operating systems and
enable Internet access.
In an aside, Fisher asked the audience, "Do you know what a browser is?
If you do, you're smarter than Bill
Gates, who said he couldn't define what
a browser is. Same with an operating
system."
Fisher went on to say than Netscape
Navigator possessed the potential to
allow computer users to eliminate their

dependence on Windows, thereby opening the door for competition from other
operating systems. Because of this
threat, Microsoft created Internet Explorer and subsequently pressured all

"We 're going to cut off
Netscape's air supply."
E-mail written by
unnamed Microsoft
executive.
?

Windows users to use it in place of
Navigator.
"Microsoft told PC manufacturers
not that they can't install Netscape, but

that they must also install Microsoft
Internet Explorer," said Fisher.
Microsoft began bundling Internet
Explorerwith Windows, without charging any additional price. They also attempted to prevent manufacturers from
promoting browsers other than Internet
Explorer and its authorized clone versions.
One of the most important pieces
of evidence in the government's case
was an e-mail in which a top Microsoft
executive wrote, "We are going to cut
off Netscape's air supply."
"It is difficult to argue that
Microsoft wasn't actively attempting to
maintain its monopoly when its own
top executives are making such
incriminating statements," said Fisher.
In November of 1999, the court
delivered a decision that essentially

found Microsoft in violation of the
Sherman Act.
"The court suggested two basic
types of remedies. One idea was to
break Microsoft into three smaller companies or 'Baby Bills,' [making reference to the AT&T breakup that created
'Baby Bells'). The second suggestion
was that Microsoft be divided into an
operating systems company and a separate applications company. I would have
preferred to have it split up into an applications company plus the Baby
Bills," said Fisher.
Fisher ended the lecture with a
question-and-answer session, during
which he was asked what other companies could learn from the Microsoft
case. "What will companies learn from
this? They'll learn how important it is
to erase e-mails," said Fisher.

Oscar Wins May Yield Stock Jumps
Continued

from

CI

The Academy Award presents itself
as a sort of catch-22. Once a studio receives an Oscar nod, a great deal of
money and energy goes into shoring up
a victory. Studios will typically shell out
at least $5 million dollars in an effort
to sway voters in their favor. This is on
top of the original marketing and advertising costs that, for an average film
costing around $52 million to produce,
typically hover around $20 million.
Along with the cost of advertising
and landing marquee names, investors
should also realize that any rise in
studio's stock would most likely be temporary. According to Jeffrey Logsdon,
an analyst at Gerard Klauer Mattison

Readyfor
law school?

Entertainment, while a studio's stock
typically sees a 15 to 20 percent jump
for a Best Picture victory, this increase
is usually short-lived.
While a victory brings increased
revenues, further investigation reveals
that this is merely a drop in the bucket
for most studios. Movie production revenue is typically only a small portion

of a studio's revenue. Take for example
media giant Walt Disney Corporation,
which earns $1.1 billion from its theme
parks, video and television divisions.
Disney's film division turned only a
$110 million profit last year, around ten
percent of the overall profit margin.
One thing is certain: The Oscars
have the most value for those who win.

For further information on the
results of the Academy Awards as
well as The Heights' reactions, see the
Arts & Review section, C9.

Attend a mock first-year law class
with a leading law school expert.
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Dr. Paul M, Usnek, JD, PhD

Wednesday, March 28th, 6:30-B;3opm
Boston University School of Communication,
Room 101,640 Commonwealth Ave.
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To register today, call 1-80G-KAP-TEST
or visit us online at www.kaptest.com/events.
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because life is made up of many things, life is composed of features.

Farley Leaves Behind a Mountain of Memories
Continued

from

Al

that black and white ink just wouldn't
do for quality fake IDs.
Once, he and a buddy loaded their
backpacks with cans of Mountain Dew,
called campus police and reported suspicious activity, then stumbled around
outside, baiting the cops to stop and
search them. Perverting a revered campus tradition, Ryan donned a child's
medium Superfan T-shirt for home football games, his belly stretching the fabric and drawing laughs.
"Nobody will ever make me laugh
the way he did," said Pat McKiernan,
A&S '03.
Ryan also launched a campaign to
rid BC of what he saw as the frustrating
trend of girls remaining faithful to their
high school boyfriends during freshman
year. Jesting as usual, Ryan proposed a
gathering of these loyal young women,
a rally which would allow him to use
his extensive persuasive and oratorical
skills to change their minds.
"Ryan was one of my closest friends
at BC when he was here," remembered
Nolan Kelly, CSOM '03. "He was so
funny and loved every minute of college
life. I remember when we used to put

Backstreet Boys and Michael Jackson
on repeat, blasting out of his CLX window and play basketball on Upper.
"Everyone loved the kid, his carefree outlook on life. I really think he's
changed who I am today."
"Tt absolutely amazes me to think
about the many people he touched in so
many ways after only attending BC for
one semester," echoed Jamie Salois,
CSOM '03. "The great thing about him
was that everything he did, he did with
a smile."
Ryan was a huge Yankees fan and
reveled in their championships. Via email, Instant Messenger or phone, he'd
torment his local-dwelling friends at BC,
singing the praises of the Bronx Bombers. E-mail became his weapon and a
sort of therapeutic exercise, as he'd
launch expletive-laced,tongue-in-cheek
tirades against anyone who caught his
fancy, or deliver long, hilarious accounts
of his fictional tryout for a high school
cheerleading squad.
He was among the most profanely
hilarious kids I've ever met, too. During the first few weeks of freshman year,
at a time when there are so many names
to learn that some people are just dubbed
according to an obvious personal or

Never one to
shy away from
an audience or a
photo op, Ryan
clowns for the
camera with an
attempt at a
thoughtful

look

physical characteristic, some of us knew
Ryan as "the kid who humps everything." He liked to impersonate dogs by
simulating copulation with the nearest
vertical object be it fire hydrant, wall,
bathroom stall or human leg.
All his shenanigans would prompt
just a smile and a shake of the head from
Angie, his longtime girlfriend, who
somehow always dealt with the fact that
girls just loved Ryan, to the point that
he could get away with just about anything around them, and usually did. In
one e-mail last summer, Ryan told us
that he wouldn't be coming back to
school for a while, but relayed doctors'
ordets that, upon his return, only frequent and intimate interaction with
members of the opposite sex would keep
him healthy.
Ryan's father, Glenn, used e-mail
for another purpose, compiling a list of
friends, family and well-wishers, some
of whom never even met Ryan, to whom
he wrote updates on his son's condition.
For many of us, this was how we learned
of Ryan's progress and setbacks. An email from Glenn (or "Papa Farley")
could make or break a day, and we always marveled that he was able to put
on screen the words that shook his
family's life. When Ryan passed away
last Sunday, Glenn sent an e-mail two
hours later.
The wake was scheduled for four
hours but lasted nearly seven, as thousands of friends and family snaked in
lines through doors, down hallways and
outside. Nearly 30 of Ryan's BC classmates attended, and heard from his family how what he really wanted to do was
make it back to Chestnut Hill and walk
with his class at commencement.
Photo collages, framed snapshots
and a letter he'd written to his high
school classmates were arranged around
the funeral home. The letter showed another side of Ryan's personality, the side
that wanted to bring not just laughter,
but also real happiness to other people.
-

Reasons Behind School
Shootings Run Deep
By

Natalia Quirk

heights

staff

It gives me a sick feeling in the pit
of my stomach every time I hear about:
another school shooting. And for millions of others across the nation, I'm
sure it is the same thing. There is nothing quite so disturbing as the idea of
children dead, dying and killing.
It was not so long ago that we, college students, confident and mature,
were frightened high school kids. It

COMMENTARY
doesn't take a huge stretch of the imagination to remember the fear of rejection and failure. But were you ever so
angry or confused that you were capable
of murder or suicide?
I moved to my school district
in 1993.1 euphemize when I say I was
not the most popular kid in sixth grade.
What amazes me is how creative and
cruel 12-year-olds can be. Andy Williams, the latest troubled teen to take
arms, had also recently moved to
Santee, CA from Maryland. So, why is
it that Williams and other shooters that
feel like outsiders have turned to murder? Experts attribute Williams' difficulties to lack of parental care, drugs
and music.
I spoke to a clinical counselor,
Karen L. Panasevich, to get her opinion on teen psychiatry. Panasevich
works at the Lewis Middle School in
Roxbury, Massachusetts. The school
and teachers deal regularly with violent
and emotionally unstable children,
weapons and even with an occasional
physical attack.
Panasevich attributes violent behavior to witnessing, living with and
experiencing violence, as well as being unable to express stored rage. The
media comes into play by bringing
some of this violence into living rooms,
but in general, experienceis more powerful.
So, what is the treatment?
Panasevich believes that it is vital to
start treatment early. Children need to
learn conflictresolution, how to express

PHOTOS COURTESY OF NOLAN KELLY

Left: Farley (third from left) and friends mugging for the camera before last year's freshman
winter ball. Right: Ryan relaxes with his poodle, Bentley, at his home in Cheshire, CT.
Always up for a prank, he also
brought smiles by doing things like
phoning a happy birthday wish to a
friend from his hospital bed. Captured
in the handwritten letter, Ryan's words,
"Listen to your heart, your mind's only
supposed to provide advice," conveyed
a wisdom he'd gained, earned, from facing trials beyond anything anyone our
age ever should.
Also featured among the various
displays was a printed list of the e-mail
addresses on the "Update List." There
were almost 250 of them.
"People keep coming up to me and
saying, 'Sorry about your friend,' but I
want to say to them that I'm sorry they
didn't get the chance to know him, because knowing Ryan was loving Ryan,"
remembers MoiraTraci, A&S '03.
On Thursday morning, as the cold
first rain of spring melted the snow and
the clouds kept the sun away, dozens of
cars lined up for a funeral procession
the likesof which are usually reserved
icons.

Al

St. BridgiK*s Church in Ryah's "hometown of Cheshire, CT, the funeral mass
was said by five priests, including BC's

Kari Russ
editor

Envisioning Boston College in a
period of increased enrollment, renowned athletic teams and relative
economic prosperity shouldn't be a dif-

their anger and think first and foremost
with their heads, not fists or trigger fingers.
In response to the question of what
makes some children capable of arming themselves and following through,
Panasevich sees it as purely, psychiatric. There are warning signs, she says,
but parents and teachers are often in denial. They don't want therapy; they just
want the problems to go away. The fact
is that kids don't just snap. They have
been snapping for a long time before
they are capable of killing.
Itis clear, then, that many of today's
teens exhibit signs that could mean they
are on the road to being a danger to
themselves and others. Unfortunately,
with the recent rash of shootings, it has
become common for school administrations to pounce on kids that don't fit
the mold of ideal high school student,
a practice that might cause individualists to feel even more alienated.
Panasevich sees that gun control is
essential. Putting guns at the disposal
of unstable kids is ridiculous. Having
guns in general is ridiculous, in her
opinion. She believes the necessary
laws are not in place.
And so we come to the crux of the
argument: the guns. They are a fascination to children. The power that they
yield and the validation they can give
to anykid who has ever been picked on
or pushed aside.
Recently, ABC's PrimeTime ran an

exposd on how children react to finding guns. Two sets of children were
given lectures by a local policeman on
the dangers of guns.
Both sets were attentive; both sets
were to find a gun,
they would notify an adult or the police. Both lied. A few weeks later, kids
ranging in age from 10 to 17 were
placed in situations in which disabled
guns were planted for them to find.
Each child upon finding the gun became
sneaky, covert or excited. They would
hide the gun in their bags, put it in their
pockets or play shootout games with
friends.
Although some eventually turned
in the weapon, a surprising amount left
the room with the gun, seemingly intending to keep it until informed that
they had been watched and asked to
hand over the weapon.
An alarming number of the kids
could identify the guns and knew how
to load and unload them. The most interesting child in the experiment was
one who months earlier had witnessed
the shooting of his best friend in a street
gang fight. He had been in counseling
since the incident and, according to his
YMCA peer counselor, was recovering
well.
This boy, age 13, when finding the
gun, pointed it exactly in the direction
of his friend. He then hid it among his

swore that if they

See SHOOTINGS, C6

common. Superman might have the edge

in flight and even costume design, but
can't hold a candle to Ryan for courage;
in the long run, they're both heroes.

BC Faces Changes and
Challenges During WWII
By

Students mourn the loss of fellow classmates
in the 1999 Columbine shootings.

-

sister. Kaitlyn's interest in BC, though,
doesn't just lie in remembering her older
brother; a high school junior, she's expressed a desire to follow Ryan to BC
and finish what he started.
They'll be big shoes to fill. If Ryan
loved and missed his friends here, he
could always be sure of the fact that they
felt the same for him, along with the respect and admiration that comes from
watching someone perform and fight the
way he did.
"He was a great friend who always
listened and saw things for what they
were, and no matter what the circumstances, he always found a way to make
you laugh," recalled Chris Cammuso,
A&S '03.
Ryan's father used to end many of
his e-mails with the phrase, "Ryan is my
hero." The words were reprinted on a
hat that hung in the funeral home last
week and Glenn uttered them again in
his eulogy. Perhaps, then, that's what
Superman and a BC student have in
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Rev. Donald Macmillan, SJ, campus
minister for liturgy, and Rev. Jim
Fleming, SJ, an assistant professor in the
LSOE. While eyes leaked and audible
sobs erupted from around the church,
Ryan's parish priest, girlfriend and father spoke of him to jammed pews. Then
again, it seemed as if Ryan "Figgity"
to his friends - was always playing to a
packed house.
After the service, the family hosted
a reception at R.R Downey's, a local
restaurant. Videos showed evidence of
Ryan's various escapades, from on-stage
adaptations ofDr. Seuss books to friends
shaving their heads in solidarity to various illegalities in Claver Hall. Mourners tried to comfort the family and assure them that Glenn's request in his eulogy to "remember my son" was unneeded. For their part, the Farleys have
shown astonishing fortitude and faith
throughout the ordeal. Last week, it was
sometimes the family who offered consolation to otheT mourners.
A memorial service will be held for
Ryan at BC in the next few weeks. Glenn
and Sheila Farley have said they will attend, as has Kaidyn, Ryan's 16-year-old

ficult task for present-day members of
the BC community. Perhaps a more
difficult image to conjure would be
that of the University's success coming to a crashing halt as the result of
events occurring thousands of miles
away.
This was the situation Boston College faced as World War II enveloped
the globe 60 years ago. It was during
and directly following this time that
BC, like many other American universities, witnessed dramatic changes as
the great world conflict called both students and faculty away from the
Heights and into the war.
In the late 1930s and early 19405,
BC began to earn a reputation for both
academic and athletic excellence. Enrollment in the small, Jesuit, liberal
arts college was increasing steadily,

and following a 1940 victory in the
Sugar Bowl, the BC football team was
acquiring national attention.
The University appeared to be well
on its way to becoming a prominent
institution of higher learning. But the
world outside Chestnut Hill neglected
to comply with the long-standing goal
of Rev. Thomas Gasson, SJ, to transform BC into the nationally prominent
university it is today.
Following the Japanese bombing
of Pearl Harbor in 1941, a large portion of BC's student body was called
away from their studies to join the
United States Armed Forces. A military presence was even felt here on the
Heights. The Army Specialized Training Program (A.S.T.P.), introduced by
the U.S. War Department in March of

-1943, became a fixture on campus beginningin July of that year after University President Rev. William J.
Murphy, SJ, offered BC's facilities as

many courses at the University, but
they alone could not fulfill the needs
of the burgeoning student body. A

a training center.

BC's solid Jesuit tradition caused administrators to be reluctant to look beyond the Jesuit community for faculty

A.S.T.P. transformed the Jesuit
residence of St. Mary's Hall into barracks, forcing BC's Jesuit community
to relocate to O'Connell House (then

known as O'Connell Hall). Finding

room for A.S.T.P.'s 432 soldiers
proved less of a problem than it might
seem. As the war progressed, more and
more students entered the military and

enrollment dropped significantly. By
the end of April 1944, the student body
was comprised of a mere 236 students.
With less money coming into the
University through tuition, it looked as
though BC was entering a period of
serious financial jeopardy. The endowment that BC boasts of today simply
did not exist to the same degree 60
years ago, and tuition was the primary
source of funds used to pay the
University's operating costs. The predominantly Jesuit, non-salaried faculty
managed to help BC keep costs down
during the war, but the University teetered on the brink of bankruptcy before the G.I. Bill of 1946 came to the

rescue.
Following the passing of the G.I.
Bill, which gave financial aid to veterans wishing to continue their education, enrollment at BC skyrocketed.
Those students who had left to join the
war effort now returned to BC, completed their degrees and regained the
sense of the normalcy that university
life afforded them. Both the number
of veterans and new students enrolling increased and their tuition dollars
helped to save the University from its
financial crisis.
The increase in enrollment forced
BC to begin expandingits faculty. The
Jesuits residing on campus taught

strong desire for the continuation of

candidates.
As a result, Jesuits from surrounding areas, BC alumni and alumni from
other Jesuit institutions constituted a
large portion of those hired to teach
the growing classes. The new faculty,
under the supervision of Rev. Stephen
Mulcahy, SJ, who oversaw the College
of Arts and Sciences, managed to
maintain an emphasis on the humanities and classics intrinsic to a Jesuit
education during a time when mathematics, engineering and the sciences
were lent increased importance.

With both the return of former students and the arrival of new ones, BC
also faced an increasing need for more
on-campus facilities. Federal funding
associated with the G.I. Bill proved
instrumental in allowing for the construction of temporary army buildings
used for classroom space, indoor athletic facilities and faculty offices.
These buildings provided much
needed space for the University, but it
soon became clear to University President Rev. William Keleher, SJ, that
they would not long meet the demands
of the rapidly growing student body.
In the fall of 1947, a fund drive was
launched to raise money for the creation of more academic buildings on
campus. The "Buy a Brick for Boston
College" campaign was directed at local businesses and residents of the surrounding community who were re-

quested to purchase cardboard bricks
aid BC in its development.
In October 1947, ground was bro-

to

See BOOM, C6
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BC Benefits from G.I.
Bill, Postwar Boom
Continued from C5
ken for Fulton Hall and in 1949,
Keleher announced plans for the construction of a new philosophy building, Lyons Hall, as well as for buildings in downtown Boston to accommodate the growing School of Nursing, School of Social Work and
Evening College of Arts and Sciences
and Business Administration.
Back then, as now, the plans for
expansion were an issue of some concern for the neighboring community of
Newton. Still, the student body was
gratified to see their school evolve.

Students returning to BC after the war
were eager to reintroduce the school
to the prosperity it had begun to enjoy
just a few years earlier, and were excited about the new momentum BC
was gaining on its way to becoming a

national university.
Student organizations such as the
Dramatics Society, the BC Glee Club,
the Fulton Debating Society and Stylus were reinvigorated by students' enthusiasm and athletics began once
more to enjoy success. A feeling of optimism permeated the Heights as BC's
growth became more and more visible.
Thus, Boston College ushered in an era

School Shootings Too
Close to Home For Most

of great change and rejuvenation comparable only to that which the university now finds itself looking forward
to at the onset of the 21 st century.

As WWII raged on, few
students were left at BC.

Continued

from

C5

ents often work, and as much as these
circumstances are often unavoidable,

things before leaving to fetch other
friends. The guns changed the personality of their finders without exception.
They were nervous, careful, sneaky, but
above all, excited. You can push rationale and reason on children only so
much and then hope for the best when
you aren't watching them. Are we willing to take the risk?
The solution to me is clear: gun
control. Today, more than ever, the argument is solid against that of the NRA:
Guns don't kill people, people kill
people. Yet, children are killing children. In the past, kids that felt overwhelmed and depressed committed suicide. School shootings are simply a way
of making a statement on the way out.
The new fashion is to make the bullies
Pay-

Cruelty is popular, despite TV series like Sesame Street and 7th Heaven
that preach kindness and compassion.
In addition, the modern American family structure is suffering from a breakdown.
Divorce rates are high, both par-

"Men for ©Iters,

By

Michael Joyce

FOR THE HEIGHTS

With all the excitement of both the
men's basketball and hockey teams in the
national spotlight, few people realize that
this season Boston College is already
proud to be home to a national champion. This championship was not won
on a basketball court, nor was it won in
a hockey rink. Instead, it was won on a
computer on the first floor of Kostka
Hall.
Daniel Brent, CSOM '04, has finished first in the nation in the Yahoo!
Sports' Fantasy Basketball League. Brent
bested over 107,000 participants from
across the country in this highly competitive, totally free on-line game,, known

For more information or to meet with other BC
students interested in the Jesuits, please contact:

1

Fr. Terry Devino, SJ
552-3129 or devino@bc.edu
ia?p

apgw

,fc

U'-tji

stereotypical warning signs that lead to
such tragedies, there are some shooters
that would never have been profiled in
advance.
Take for example, the eighth grade
Catholic schoolgirl who was pegged as
a future human rights activist or nun,
firing at the school's head cheerleader
while saying, "No one thought that 1
would go through with this." Other options include making school entrances
like entrances to federal buildings or
airports with guards on every corner. 1
believe that this is just asking us to accept the fact that schools are dangerous places to be. My 13-year-old sister
begins her freshman year of high school
this coming September. 1 shouldn't be
afraid. Our little corner of Long Island
is one of the safest havens in America.
Except, four weeks ago, a student was
expelled for threatening three other students with a gun.
Not in my town, not in my high
school. That is, not yet, anyway.

Fantasy Basketball is a Real
Success for BC Student

men on mission.

A deeply rewarding and joyful life rooted in giving
oneself in the service of our Lord and our neighbors,
All 'lor the greater honor and glory of God!"

,

they are leading to the consequence that
many children are being raised in the
classroom.
Their lessons in morality, ways of
dealing with problems and advice come
from peers. So what happens if these
peers shun you for your style, weight,
music choice or your intelligence? Adolescence is the hardest, most frightening period of our lives, and I can think
of only one way to make it worse: The
fear that you won't live through it. The
younger generations of Americans have
been more fortunate than the 500 million others in the world that experience
the horrors of war.
The lack of gun control laws is turning each of our schools into potential
war zones. When we add into the equation the ten children a day that die from
gun-related accidents, and the fact that
so many other shooting attempts have
come close to fruition in the past year,
it is a wonder to me why so many still
stand scratching their heads as to what
to do.
From a perfectly practical view-

point, gun control is a much easier
policy to initiate than a psychological
exam and therapy for each and every
child. Even if students are screened for

q

rvj

affectionately by competitors as
"Yahoops." Accomplishing this feat requires nothing less than stellar knowledge of college basketball, for the game
requires participants to pick seven college teams each week to make a lineup.
More points are awarded depending on
how well the teams perform during the
week in terms of their final scores, rebounds, assists and other statistics. Thus,
it is better to choose a team that is expected to dominate, rather than one
whose team may go down to the wire.
"Obvious blowouts and games against
teams from lower divisions are always
good bets," says Brent.
What does Brent attribute to his success? "Experience," explained Brent.
"The fact that I did this last year and finished twenty-third'helped'.T'knew that I

had a chance after last year, and the top
ten was the goal. Knowing teams who
did well for me last year was a big help,
like Florida, TCU, Austin Peay, Samford
and Georgia Slate," he said.
There are no prizes for winning
Yahoops, save the recognition of being
number one in a wide and competitive
field. Brent is content with just this, for
he knows that his hard work and ability
to juggle classes and Yahoops research
has paid off as he is now respected by
all his fellow college basketball fans
across the country. More importantly,
however, a good time has been had by
all.
And does Brent have any predictions
for next year?
"I'll be back to defend my crown."
Truly, the words'Bf a champion.

.

$2.00 OFF

Before registering; reference the Schedule ofCourses available in Lyons Hall, dining hall
level, beginning onFriday, March 23,2001, or view Schedule ofCourses and course
?

descriptions at ht^:/ www.bc.edu/courses.
Registration Information/Degree Audit Forms will be sent during the week of March 19to
students in the Classesof 2002 and 2003 in CSOM.

FILM PROCESSING!!

?

All other A&S, LSOE, and SON students will pick up their Registration Information/
Degree Audits Forms from their faculty advisors beginning Wednesday, March 28. CSOM
students in the Classof 2004 will pick up their forms from their peer advisors.
?

?

Drop off your film at the B.C. Bookstore to be
developed, and bring this coupon when you pick
up your pictures.

The Registration period for undergraduates is April 10to September 10,2001.
fvuiii lu, ii.n.i..i.i....iMn.i»......tiM.i..i.ii.Mi..in.v-i(i3s

or faUvi re&isters
st
Coupon good for film picked up on or before March 31 .
One coupon per roll.

rvpni it i ion...!i»<iM«.iHi<iiHiitH>i<miiiii.huh.i.vidbb oi AvUj reEistciS
liUlll 17, iUIH.H.IH

1
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Monday, September 10,2001, isthe last day of Drop/Add.

Office of Stttdent Swviccs
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Who'S ill Charge here?

Everybody's
Column

?

25

fa-
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ahead.
Yet, spring break is a wonderful
memory. I now have an album full of

?,

AnnieB

or visit us at:

www.fordham.edu/summer
QSy
/

?
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39.
43.
46.
47.
49.

bSrd

tvnenfskis

-

falls on his own

50.
Detroit football mascot
51.
againstprefix
de Bergerac's bane
52.
he who angrily takes the 53.
most exams?
56.
archrivals
57.
41 across(l know, I know) 60.
61.
get brown
63.
they're vital!
like a famous furry alien?

he leads the students
(first name)
personal instrument
architectural word
he's a fiery Dean
think of "number 1"
someone who fibs
a female deer
not in
intercourse illness
acronym

inevitable, then why not have fun with
it?
I mean, sometimes you just want
to make it clear to someone that you're
wearing the samething. It's usually obvious; especially in the case of theTJ,
which can be spotted across the Reservoir. But wouldn't a simple, friendly
acknowledgement from a complete

outfit twins
roaming the campus. Did you know the
largest concentration of J. Crew catalogs
is dispersed throughout Boston College?
That isn't even an exaggeration; rather,
it has to be true because my roommate
told me it was. Since the twin trend is

A "

\u25a0

stranger that you're both tops in the
clothing arena make anyone happy?
Well, apparently not. After a series of experiments conducted according to the Scientific Method, fellow
TJ owners, as a group, have proven to
have been "not happy" about such en-

See EPISODES, C9
A

of seasons.

i
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Can you say "incoherent, neverending sentence ? I hope she's not

!

"

an English major. What a disgrace
to the school if she is.

Sure I can: Incoherent, neverending sentence. I think they're fun,
especially when they have to do with
the TJ (a killer acronym, which most
of you will have to refer to the first
sentence to remember), which is a
sea-colored phenomenon that TWYT
would be glad to discuss, sans italicized comments from the peanut gallery in her (ironically) often focusedentirely-on-peanut-butter brain.
Mmmm ... peanut butter.
Anyway, this jacket. I own it,
and so should you but no sweat if
you don't. What's cool about theTJ
is the wide array ofself-amusement
opportunities that comes with the
possession of such a superlative gar-

I

Live in the cultural heart
of Manhattan for less tnan
$20 a night.

Compare our competitive
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Participants include:
?

?

?

?

?

?

Senior Vice President/
Co-creative Director,
Gearon Hoffman
Vice President,
MCI World Com
Freelance Writer
Staff Writer,
New York Daily News
National Correspondent,
Newsweek
Founder,
O'Shea Communications
Schwartz Communications

?

?

?

?

?

Production Supervisor,
Heinemann
Deputy Managing Editor, The
Journal News, Westchester
Cty, NY
Associate Editor,
Houghton Mifflin
Communications Group,
Boston University
Editorial/Content Manager,

SmarterKids.com
?

News Commentator,
WHbH-TV

fntensive Spanish

Language Program
Sports Communication
Institute <7/9?7/13)

because you can earn credit for your

summer reading.

w «;

?*-

Broadcasting, Advertising, Public Relations, Publishing, Printing,
Journalism and Entertainment.

_

?"ternships for Credit

...»\u25a0.

A night of networking with BC alumni and professionals in

Summer Session il

tuition rates.

-

-

Quite often, we see

July 2?August 6

.

-

31.
33.
34.
35.
37.

.

aret

Oh, you've seen the Turquoise
Jacket (TJ).
You know, the jacket from the
Gap: The one that a quarter of the
student body owns, in their attempts
to both appear fun-loving, original
and zany and subsequently combat,
through brightly-hued felt, their
more black/gray/tan-hued inner feelings throughout the most depressing

Summer Session I
May 29 June 28

?--

jumped into the air
lake Eerie in the sky?
beg
train ticket price
the line
you could get them from a
63 down
big boat pole
"here on Giligan's ?**
of two
kids from 13 19

ence. Isn't this how you amuse yourself?

Call now for a Bulletin

1-888-411-GRAD

MM

£

of sharing in the collective TJ experi-

?

"

29. Tempe.Az. school
30. go into
-»?>

th.ng words

66. by the -of his pants
67. a bird s abode
68 tennis match divisions

In effort to convey to the student body just what they are thinking (because somebody had to do it), The Heights presents this weekly jumble of internal dialogue
(signified by italics), complaints and behavioral observations.

?

-

25.
26.
27.
28.

65

mouse

That's What You Think

summer
poranam

?

\u25a0

____!

J*"*

The Heights apologizes for not having crossword answers this week. They will return in the next issue.

think

*

\63
u25a0

|~-

guess is as good as
mine
8 *?
rhymes with moping
valuable
Junctional,
like visa, but it squeezes
love admiringly
colored part of the eye
y°"Jr

21. the perfect place.
23. spaces in between
59
24. suddenly grew (for plants)
62.
25. famous Ito (not Lance)
fj- Italian dessert
28. what the cat did with the

??

10.
11.
12.
20.
22.
24.

,

-

__

Down
1. sort-ofmajor, pre?
2.
Iran to Jordan for
some Turkey euz Iraq!
3. she sings for Eminem
4. online dance for two?
5. they go with 65 across
6. boat propeller
7. ?, what, where, when?
8. mapley sweet
9. covered in cloth

»\u25a0
54.
55.
58.

so-greatmilk?

_._._.

~56

11

'".

17 mistake
, 8 ; uncommon
19. uncoo. conference? Not-

3S
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34
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hilarious pictures and a "real" tan as
proof of my vacation. While a tanning
bed produces a very nice bronze hue,
nothing can ever replicate the true
glow derived from relaxing on the
beach.
Yet, sadly, due to that unavoidable
skin healing process, my tan is quickly
fading. In fact, my tan lines seem practically invisible. All of my effort; all
ofmy money, is goingdown the tubes.
But did I mention I still have five ment.
more tanning sessions left? And, of
When I say "self-amusement," I
course, they should not and will not refer mostly to different ways of apgo to waste.
proaching fellow TJ owners in hopes

Fordham's summer session hats
everything you could possibly
want including two New York
City campuses, day and evening
classes, and over 200 courses in
subjects from science to the arts.
t%
i
<?
Our small
class
sizes offer perf»onai
attention and Fordham s
reputation for excellence makes
transferring credits easy.

42. set back, ,nla,d
44. overtimes; for short
45. grinds to a halt
15 heal homonym
**?
nice person
16. mama's mate? (be careful)

I

|

-

!

Unfortunately, spring break is history. The days of lying in the strong
sun are done for some time, and we
must again live through the tortuous
rainy and snowy days that still loom

|32"33

__\u25a0
3
59

wedding words
_

-

I
\u25a048

M

she's a colorful Dean
40. prehistoric purple pet
41. -mundo, (great show!)

9
stick comedy
13. let off, as in fumes
14. he', the first father

?

52

38

-

-

31

\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

skinned vacationer, appropriately
used the SPF 45. Aftej all, "sunsafety"
is my middle name.

5*

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

_

the beach. On my list, working on my
tan was right up there with partying.
As soon as my friends and I reached
the beach, we grabbed a spot (near
some cute guys, of course) and
painted on the sunscreen. My friends,
who had not joined me on my tanning
adventures, barely coated on SPF levels offour and eight, and I, being the
very sun-conscious and naturally pale-

tmnk
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crossword by Lance Jasper
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lude

Though 1 possessed a history of
burning first and then waiting for that
burn to turn somewhat tan, I believed
that while equipped with my master
plot, Icould conquer the sunburn and
avoid it completely.
I guarded this mindset on my biweekly treks into Boston. I even felt
somewhat smart riding on the T with
the handful of other tan hopefuls ...
that is, until I read the warning signs.
Sometime during my second session,
I actually grew bold enough to read
the warnings locatedabove each tanning bed.
1 know that sounds just plain
dumb, but my determinationto be tan
overpoweredmy sensible health-conscious half. After baking the first time,
and developing a nice burgundy, almost crimson color (so much for my
slow approach), I decided I had better read the signs.
Perhaps it was located next to the
cancer warning, or maybe it was under the pregnancy caution, but it
stayed with me until my burn faded:
"Indoor tanning does not build a suf-

?

4

_______

sure." My heart sank.
Now that my master plan comTo tan or not to tan: That is the
pletely failed, I had two options left:
To tan or not to tan.
question.
Being the reasonable student that
Before the notorious spring break
week, I was a slave. No matter how I am, I did the only thing I could have
hard it became, I pushed myself. I was done. I tanned, and Ikept on tanning.
relentless. Rain, snow, sun and wind Like the Energizer Bunny that just
did not stop me. I was determined. keeps going and going, I returned,
Despite any weather condition, deagain and again. I could not get
spite any absurd amount of homework enough of those tanning beds.
that burdened me, I made it to my tanWhile I suffered each day from inning appointment.
haling the odor from the beds, which
You see, not being tan on spring was like an odd mixture of tropical
break is like not wearing a white dress oils and sweat, the end results each
on your wedding day. While everytime definitely outweighedeverything
one seems to grow tanner during the ... including the warning. After all, I
week, a vast majority of people moddid not want my 30 bucks to go to
eled their "sun"-kissed skin even bewaste.
fore the break.
So, I "suffered." Meanwhile, my
Now, 1 am an especially fair girl justification for exposing myself to
and, therefore, I justified my five tanharmful, cancer-inducing rays turned
ning sessions with the following nofrom a health reason to a purely fition: that in order to actually tan and nancial reason. Since I spend money
not burn while relaxing in the very
every weekend on things I can't even
remember, using 30 bucks to tan
strong sun, I must first build a base.
Yes, that idea did seem like a seemedlike a good alternative.Thus,
sound argument. It seemed like I was I tanned, but only because of finanbeing wise by outsmarting the sun. cial motives.
Since I also saw one-fourth of BosWhen I finally arrived at my sunny
ton College sporting a toasted hue, I
destination, I immediatelyheadedfor

proach. Imagine that: thinking that exposing oneself to those harmful rays
may be considered "healthy."

F

P

__

_

ficient base for outdoor sun expo-

wondered if they, too, adopted my approach to the pre-tan tanning sessions.
My idea seemed simple and flawless. Tanning to prevent sunburn even
seemed like an almost healthy ap-
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Everyone likes to have his or her chance to talk,
hence the creation of "Everybody's Column." Each
week a regular Heights writer will fill this space with
his or her thoughts, complaints and ramblings. We
hope you enjoy.

KristinP

|5

1
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Dress is business/business casual
Sponsored by the Boston College Career Center

Careercenter.bc.edu
Contact Nicole Bouchie at 552-1905 with questions
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The Pillage of 10A
O'Halorn

Tim

Good day to everyone. I have a few
concerns this week. And for a change, they
revolve around certain aspects of the BC

administration.
Let us begin with the fire inspections
that took place in the Mods earlier this
week. The inspection team was made up
of no less than four persons, three inspectors and one BCPD officer (in case the
inspections got a little too raucous, I'm
sure).
To say that my Mod was pillaged
would be the understatement of the year.
These silly folks came in and just began
tearing things out of the walls left and
right. They yanked somewhere in the
neighborhood of 13 extension cords that
were not up to code. Now, nothing works.
That's terrific: Not one appliance or media outlet is functioning.
Furthermore, they removed seven
candles, including my roommate John's
extravagant wood-carved candleholder.
This sentimental piece is carved in the
shape of an enormous fish dwarfing the
insignificant and unlit candle. Nonetheless, the friendly folks from whatever office sanctions this buffoonery elected to
remove the holder.
When John caught wind of this, it took
nearly three people to restrain him from
lurching off in pursuit of the thieves. His
ire necessitated that we send a diplomat
to try to persuade the offenders to return
the property. It was a moderate success.
The candleholder was regained, but at a
price. The inspectors, apparently not as
manually dexterous as one might think,
managed to scrape and mar the woodcarving as they chiseled out the dangerous
candle.
We have not even gotten to the good
part yet. I will acknowledge that candles
can start fires and these inspectors are justified in removing them. However, there
is more. They wrote us up for five illegal
signs. The claim was that the signs we had
on the wall were stolen property and therefore illegal.
Let us contemplate the signs in question. One is a sign advertising the hours of

the dining hall. II might be stolen if it were
not the sign announcing the hours of
McElroy and Dunkin' Donuts (which has
been closed for over a year). It is this sign
that upset an already angry little inspector, forcing him to mutter under his breath,
"This really pisses me off." That is a good
thing to be angry about; keep championing social justice, my friend.
Another sign is not even real and reads
thus: "Parking $2/ If I have to wait $5." It
is a fictious sign with no basis in reality
whatsoever, but yet it goes down in the
books as stolen property. Finally, my roommate EJ. returned from his semester
abroad in Florence with a sign that I believe means "no parking" in Italian. It says
"no passo Carribile." The fact that it was
Italian apparently has no effect on its status as illegal stolen property.
After my place was ransacked, we inquired as to how we might go about regaining our personal property at the end
of the year. Their answer: "We don't
know."
So, be ready for the inspectors: Hide
all your hand-painted "illegal" signs and
all contraceptives, which I'm sure are also

lo exit through the right door as opposed
to the left. The reason for this is that my
back was horrendously sore and 1 was
going to take the back hallway to the other
side of Conte and the athletic training room
to get someone to look at my back. I was
disallowed from doing this and was told
that 1 could not walk that way due to "extreme security measures."

ODSD, keep guarding Fort Knox and
everything will be grand. Speaking constructively, could we not have some easy
Internet sign-up that would prevent this
preposterous waste of everyone's time and
resources?
I am sure you are all familiar with the
commercials for BC that run during the
televised hockey and basketball games. Is
BC playing a prank on itself? That ad is
an exercise in miserable television production. I would never be interested in attending this school based on that nonsensical

and ancient commercial.
All footage appears to be from 1988.
the campus is unrecognizable and the
voiceover is ridiculous. The '80s haircuts
on the students, who do not even appear
lo be learning or enjoying themselves, are
horrendous.
Furthermore, there is a pretentious and
similarly absurd conclusion to the ad:
Contemporary."
"Catholic
Jesuit
Yes, the ad is really contemporary. We
can't even get film from the last decade.
Whoever places these ads should sloprunning them until something better can be
illegal.
aired. I am quite certain that roughly 74
My second problem last week was
students rescind their applications to BC
found in the insanity that is the sale of senior week tickets. My roommates and I each time the commercial is run. Additionally, 137 alumni stop giving money every
rose at the obscene hour of 9 a.m. to begin
Jesuit
Contempotime "Catholic
waiting in line for the aforementioned tickrary" is aired.
ets. We arrived at 9:45 a.m. (ticket sales
The people responsible for this ad
began at 10:00 a.m.) and we were 160
should be beaten about the head with a
people deep.
variety of North Atlantic whitefish, includA not-so-friendly woman from ODSD
ing, but not restricted to, haddock, cod and
advised us that we would receive our tickThey should then be pelted with
flounder.
a.m.
12:00
p.m.
ets between 11:30
and
a sampling of crustaceans from the classes
Luckily, we brought our beach chairs.
This process did move quicker than gastropod, monopod and bivalve. If they
do not surrender and plead guilty to teranticipated, however I did feel for those
waiting about 400 people behind me. To rible television production, they will be
deposited in various Floridian estuaries
give BCPD their due, because I have taken
issue with them in the past, the officer and will be fodder for any and all hungry
manatees.
monitoring the lines was tremendously
1 could not mention this last week due
good-natured and friendly and was indeed
restrictions, but I just wanted to
space
to
good
a
representative of BCPD.
give a shout-out to our men's basketball
Unfortunately, the ODSD people inteam for an unbelievable season. And spevolved with these sales are a little bit too
cial thanks to John, X, Kenny and Nick
severe about their duties. This is demonstrated with hilarity by the following tale. for all their work these past four years to
put the program back on the map. Thanks.
As I finally bought my tickets, I attempted
...

...

...

...

Make a Smart Career Move
with The Affiliates
Are you Interested in Legal
Employment Opportunities for

The TJ Episodes
Continued

C7

counters. The following attempts were

TJO: (stares, confusedly) Uh.
Thanks? Like, dull. It's embarrassing
enough to be dressed alike. What does

made.

she want?

from

Tan-Compare/Drawn-Out "Hey"
Upon seeing a TJO (Turquoise
Jacket Owner), or any other type of
outfit twin, some sort of gesture was
made to acknowledge the twin phe-

nomenon. TWYT found the sudden
placement of jacketed arm to jacketed
arm, creating an image similar to
people comparing their tans, to work
best. If the outfit twin doesn't notice
you, she's probably only pretending,
so you' 11 need to utter something evoking your intense feelings towards the
miraculous realization of identical
clothing.
"Hey" works well, but also popular and a bit more musical is the "Eh,"
emitted in the form of a question. Both
outbursts must be drawn out at least
three seconds, but whereas the "Hey"
must start high, then falter, the "Eh"
is meant to cover an entire octave of
speech pitch, starting low and reaching a melodic climax before panning
out somewhere in the middle range.
But try this, and you'll get nothing but a weird, "bad touch" glare. Believe me.
Simple, Shared Satisfaction
This is probably your best bet,
which is also the name of a column on
the this page that no one ever reads,
but should. When SSS is achieved, the
feeling is sublime. More likely,
though, your episode will go more like
mine did.
Me: Hey, great jacket.

KaliD

Horoscopes are something we all
love to read. This weekmarks thefirst
inclusion of horoscopes in The
Heights. Enjoy reading them and let
us know how everything turns out.
Aries: You must focus your mind on
your goals this week, and pay no attention to claims you're a geek. Rewards await you through studious
work; do whatever it takes, even if it's
that fifth coffee perk. The weekend
will surely bring excitement and fun
but only if you can get the stack of
work done. So finish it up before the
party begins, and this time in "flip cup"
it will be your team that wins.
Taurus: Be patient with people who
annoy you to no end, try to see their
side and at least and begin to comprehend. For more is there than meets the
eye; they are seeking your help, so try
and figure out why. If this person is
your friend and they are in need of your
assistance, keep on asking why and
don't avoid persistence. Everyone you
meet fights a harder battle than you
may think, and your job is to be there
for them as quick as you can blink.
Gemini: Feeling overwhelmed with
obligations and demands? Like the
weight of the world is all in your
hands? Well, fear not, because the sky
will soon be clear, the clouds are parting and sunshine is near. A break in
your responsibilities is exactly what
you need, so try and find a spot to destress and your relaxation will succeed.
Go to a movie or dinner with a friend.
Too much stress and social activity
would be a dangerous blend.
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Negativity Rules
This method is for the brave of
heart wishing to up the ante of sarcasm
in their twin-outfit approaches. I guess
not everyone "gets" the joke, though.
Maybe that's because not everyone
lives in the fantasy world where nothing is taken seriously and playing
Crack the Code is both fun and essential to life.
Me: "Ew! Your coat is so nasty!
How can you leave the house like
this?"
TJO: "Oh
I'm sorry." Does she
go here? How did she get in? I'm
pretty sure she's wearing the same
jacket.
This marked the low point of the

9 p.m.

TJ Episodes.
If you think about it and that's
not saying you should this whole ordeal would have made sense for any
articleof clothing and not necessarily
the TJ. But a TJ tribute had to be made
just because it's so great. Could Ibe
any more promotional? Fall into the
Gap, everyone. Yes, I could.
TWYT encourages its audience to
create their own twin outfit approaches, since none of the above approaches really work.

Ear
Candy claims the
underground band Aberdeen has
a "unique sound, not so much
because they sound so radically
different than everyone else does,
but because no one else sounds
quite like them." Go see if you
agree.From Best Bets' extensive
MapQuest research, your best bet
wouldbe to take the Green B Line
to Harvard Ave., walk "a while"
north until Brighton Avenue
miraculously appears, turn left,
and hope you see it. Kind of
vague, we know, but travel in a
pack and bring a compass. There's
safety in numbers, after all.

-

-

E-mail your success stories to
barretaa@bc.edu so that they can be
glorified in future issues. Or because
I'm running out of weekly topics. Can
you tell?

Cancer: A week of good luck is in
store for you, so don't find any reasons to be down and blue. If you were
to win the lottery or find your soul mate
at any time, this is your moment and
it's not just a rhyme. So be on the lookout for signs of good fate, and accept
all offers for a raffle ticket or a date.
Don't worry if you have a past filled
with bad luck, this is the week for you
?
it can't possibly suck.

Leo: The lion in you is ready to roar,
you'll be on top of your tasks and looking for more. Try and get some exercise to let out some energy and vigor,
you'll not only be feeling better, but
making your muscles bigger. With all
of your energy, you'll have plenty of
party time, so have some fun but get
out early, being first in line is prime.
Virgo: Mind your

own business in

What: My Mother's Fleabag's
"Big Show"
Where: O'Connell House
When: Friday, March 30 and
Saturday, March 31 at 7:30 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m.

other people's affairs, although you
may be fond of your opinions, not everybody cares. Let people solve their
disputes on their own for once in your
life, there is no need to get involved in
every person's strife. Carefully choose
your words of advice to friends and
foes, make sure they come out as helpful, and not as hurtful blows.

Scorpio: That problem that you
thought was gone will soon arise again;
the only question left for you, is, how,
why and when? So beware of old enemies and the past you left behind, after all, you neverknow what dilemmas
you may find. So watch your back this
week and take caution with your
friends, be careful what you say so none
of those friendships end.
Sagittarius: A new love affair will put
you on an emotional high, so don't ruin
the moment by wondering why. This
person could be the one for you, but
they may not know it so drop a clue.
Academically, you may have some
problems this week, so don't let that bad
test grade become a bad grade streak.
Capricorn: Opportunity knocks, but
beware of its source, if you follow your
instincts you can avoid remorse. People
with false motives may be surrounding
you soon, stay close to yourfriends like
a soldier to its platoon. You can avoid
sticky situations by standing your
ground, don't stray from your convictions or confrontation is bound.

Aquarius: A brilliant idea is coming
your way, so spread the word and don't
delay. Whether it is a surprise for a
friend or a plan for a trip, it should work
out fine if you remember this tip. What
may look inviting, exciting and new,
could be fantastic, but just think it
through. Don't exclude others when
carrying this out, "the more, [he merrier" is what it's all about.
Pisces: This is a good week for competition, so get in the game; your positive skills could lead to success and
fame. Everyone agrees that winning is
at times
nice, but don't be too greedy
second should suffice. Your troubles
with money are nearing its end, just
don't forget, it may be your turn to lend.
?

week

What: Aberdeen, Jinx Motive,
Rain
Where: Harper's Ferry, 158
Brighton Avenue, Allston
When: Wednesday, March 28 at

...

Libra: Don't be over-concerned with
what other people think ofyou, you are
a good person inside, and with your personality that shines through. Someone
may have insulted you last week, but
don't let it affect you too much, they
have no basis for their critique. The
story will be resolved so don't worry
about a thing, go out in the fresh air,
and please enjoy the spring!

for
the

Performance

What's Your Sign?
owner

Eagle Droppings

'

Come on down to the Big Show
to'seei thec'duritry's oldest college
ithprovisaiional comedy group at
its most ridiculous. The
Fleabaggersincorporate audience
suggestions and participation in
pre-defined games and settings
and turn them into spur-of-themoment comedy. It's not that Best
Bets thinks you don't "get" the
term "improv," it's just that the
length of this column must, somehow, be filled with words.
Tickets
are
Visit
$5.
www.mymothersfleabag.com for a

preview.
What: why nOt?
Where: Robsham Theater
When: Saturday, March 31,2001
at 8 p.m.
You all know the highly talented,
enormously "jazzy" BC bOp!
According to the ensemble'sWeb
description, the bOp! experience
is filled with "passion and
precision hot emotion cool
control." That's just how we at
Best Bets like our Saturday nights
to be. Plus, the bOppers just look
so cute bouncin' around the stage
to that trademark rhythmic snap.
Why nOt go? E-mail Andrea at
heimanso@bc.edu for more
...

...

information.

Forum

|

What: Know Your Rights
Where: Higgins Hall, Room 310
When: Monday, April 2 at 7:30

p.m.
Attend this panel discussion with
Boston College administrators
and representatives from the
Boston-Area Rape Crisis Center
for a better awareness of the evercritical issue of campus
harassment. The forum will be
geared toward encouraging
. know
students
to
relate
to sexual
they
rights
their
as
and
the
understanding
assault
policies that define those rights.
Call the Women's Resource
Center at 2-3489 for more
information.
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Academy Awards 2001
All About
Oscar
By

Best Picture
Gladiator

Paul Crocetti

asst. arts

&

review editor

In the end, it was Gladiator's night,
but not without a few surprises from
the Traffic corner.
Gladiatorpicked up the Best Picture
award to raise its total to five, but Steven
Soderbergh nabbed the Best Director
prize for his work on Traffic, one of four
awards for the film. Soderbergh's win is
an upset over such other nominees as Ang
Lee (Crouching Tiger) and Ridley Scott
(Gladiator). The nod is especially impressive considering that he was nominated for his direction on Erin Brockovich
as well, leading many to think that his
vote would have been split.
Russell Crowe was awarded the
best actor award for Gladiator, topping
the solid performances of veterans Tom
Hanks (Cast Away) and Ed Harris (Pollock). Julia Roberts won Best Actress
for Erin Brockovich. Roberts gave a
memorable, rambling speech in which
she humorously silenced the conductor,
who tried to cut her off several times.
This year's show boasted the greatest amount of close races in recent
memory, especially in the main categories. Cameron Crowe squeaked out a win
for Original Screenplay for his Almost Famous, his story of a boy's tour with a rock
band in the '70s as a journalist for Rolling Stone magazine. Stephen Gaghan's
screenplay for Traffic beat out the scripts
of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, O
Brother, Where Art ~Mwu? and Wonder
Boys in the Adapted Screenplay category.
In his first time as host, Steve Martin proved a worthy substitute for Billy
Crystal, as most of his jokes during the
monologue and in between presentations were hysterical. Martin hit below
the belt on more than one occasion, jabbing at Russell Crowe in particular.
The show was compact for an Oscar
ceremony, finishing in just under threeand-a-half hours. There were a few surprises, some good performances (especially Bob Dylan's "Things Have
Changed"), but most importantly the
show lacked the montages andbanter that
have dominated it in recent years.

Oscar Reflections

BestS uppor ting
Actor:
Benicio Del Toro
{Traffic)

By

Paul Crocetti

asst. arts

&

review editor

It was a bittersweet end to the Oscars for this writer, for as thrilling as it
was to see Steven Soderbergh pick up
the Best Director trophy for Traffic, it
was equally as disappointing to see

BESTACTOR:
Russell Crowe
(Gladiator)

BestSuppor

Actress

ting

:

Marcia Gay
Best Actress

Harden (Pollock)

:

Julia Roberts

Gladiator awarded Best Picture.
Gladiator is a poorly directed,
melodramatic, tedious "epic," especially compared to the precise, gripping nature of Traffic. The action in
Gladiator is hard to follow and, especially at the beginning, it is difficult to
tell what is happening. Joaquin Phoenix is flat-out annoying as the ruler of
thousands of people and it is unrealistic that so many would worship this
weak, worthless man. To top it off, the
movie drags on for at least a half-hour
too long.

(Erin Brockovich)

Traffic is absolutely the best directed, most interesting, most intriguing film of the year. Soderbergh marvelously combines three stories about
drug trafficking into one epic film by

using different tints and shades for
each segment. From the rugged look
of Mexico to the bluish tint ofWashington, D.C., to the clear picture of Los

Angeles, Soderbergh ingeniously
brings out each place's nature through
symbolism.
The cast shines just as much as the
direction. Benicio Del Toro gives a terrific, realistic performance as a tough
cop in Mexico and Michael Douglas is
believable as the embattled new drag
czar. Soderbergh has assembled a
world of talent, as recognized by the
Screen Actors Guild (for best ensemble
cast), and Del Toro was properly
awarded the Best Supporting Actor
Award by the Academy last Sunday
night.
It's just a shame that Gladiator defeated the intelligent and fascinating
Traffic for Best Pictures. Traffic has the
better cast, direction and story, and although it was great to see Soderbergh
at the podium with an Oscar, his film
should have won the Best Picture award
as well.

Best Original

Best Direct or:
Steven Soderbergh
(Traffic)

screenpla y:

Almost Famous
By

Kate

Schrinsky

heights staff

The award for best picture in the
Academy Awards goes to the film with
the best overall acting, film quality and
audience appeal. Not surprisingly, out

Best Adapted

Best Origin al S ong
Bob Dylan "Things
Have Changed"
(Wonder Boys)
:

screenplay:

-

Traffic

of all the movies that the year 2000 produced, Gladiator ended up on top.
Gladiator won Best Picture for a
number of reasons, outshining the competition in several areas. Though the epic
drama was in a competitive field of four
other high quality films, the true winner
prevailed, primarily because of its overall excellence, including its superb lead
role of Maximus (Russell Crowe), its dramatic score, which emphasizedthe strong
emotional content of thefilm, and its special effectsand cinematography.
Crowecaptivated audiences with his
portrayal of Maximus, whose strength

and determination to achieve his goal of
returning to his abandoned wife and son
touched the hearts of women. For the
men, his fierce bravery was admirable.
He rolled with tigers, fended off multiple
soldiers at once and single-handed!;, defeated the emperor ofRome while bleeding to death, saving the Roman Empire
from total destruction
the truest kind
of hero.
Gladiator was not just a crowdpleaser, though. The quality of the film
surpassed the other contenders, including Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,
which was possibly the next in line for
theaward, and Traffic, a film thatwielded
star power as well as fine directing. However, the fact remains that the best picture award is not about a best director, or
how artistic the film is, but about overall
excellence, which is the definitive reason Gladiator succeeded at the Oscars.
?

Farrellys Not So Superb Ensemble Dances to a New Beat
By

Ted Graboski
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staff

SAYITISNTSO: A Family brothers'
production about a young man who
meets his dream girl but then finds out
that she may be his sister. Starring
Heather Graham, Chris Klein, Sally
Field and Orlando Jones. Now playing at Circle Cinemas.
Once again, a new installment in the
Farrelly Brothers' comedy line has descended upon the screen scene. This time
it features Chris Klein (Gilly Nolan) playing the lovesick male and Heather Graham (Jo Wingfield) playing the hot but
hard-to-get girl.
Say Itlsn 't So doesn't match the quality of the Farrelly brothers' earlier works,
but provides enough laughs amid its weak
plot to make it worth seeing. As usual
with the Farrelly brothers, thefilm wastes
little time becoming rude, crude and offensive, with numerous jokes about Jo's
dad, Walter (Richard Jenkins), a wheelchair-bound band senior who talks like a
robot. Klein plays an orphaned Indiana
boy who works at an animal shelter. He
meets the girl of his dreams, Jo, they fall
in love and then he finds out they have
the same parents, making Say a tale of
forbidden, incest-ridden love. Or as, the
townsfolk say, Gilly has become a "sister humper." After this, an upset Jo leaves
town to be with Jack (Eddie Cibrian), her
corrupt ex-boyfriend in Oregon. Gilly
then wallows in depressionfor a year, and
his hair resembles Charles Manson's.
Then, Gilly learns that he's really not Jo's
brother. With this newfound hope, he
goes west to win her back and the real
nuttiness begins.
As Gilly drives out, he meets up with,
Dig McCaffey (Orlando Jones), a crop
duster and cargo pilot, who claims to be
part Chippewa Indian. Dig is a strange
but amusing character whose two prosthetic legs are knocked off continually
in accidents or beaten off by Gilly's en-

emies. Jo's creepy, obnoxious mother is
Valdine Wingfield, played by Sally Field,
She wickedly convinces the town in Oregon that Gilly is a sex offender, causing
him to face strange looks from all.
Valdine wants Jo to marry Jack so that
Jack's money will fall into the Wingfield
family.
Klein is all right in his role, but he
seems to have been typecast as the hokey,
likeable guy who was probably the star
of the lacrosse team back in high school.
Oh wait, he was, in American Pie. Klein
makes the romance with Graham believable enough, even though he seems a little
young at first. Graham plays the perfect,
too nice, fake kind of small town girl.
She does nothing special with her role.
If anyone steals the show, it's Orlando
Jones, who offers nutty comments and
hilarious advice in many scenes in his
Jimi Hendrix-like attire. Though one half
expects to see Eddie Griffin at some point
yelling "my man" to him, it is hard stop
associating them both with each other.
Say It lsn't So is nowhere near the
caliberof either There's Something About
Mary or Me, Myself, and Irene, but it has
enough laughs and crude humor to make
any Farrelly brothers fan enjoy the ride.
In the end, what it really lacks was the
believability of the aforementioned films.
Not to say that Ben Stiller paying Matt
Dillon to investigate his high school girlfriend was exactlyeveryday behavior, but
it fit the storyline. Say It lsn't So, on the
other hand, seems very fake at times. It
often too closely resembles the dream
world that is present in movies such as A
Night at the Roxbury and The Ladies
Man. In addition, Sally Field is so annoying and disgusting that a viewer will
remember her obnoxious role in Smokey
and the Bandit with nostalgia. All negatives aside, if one goes in expecting a
weaker-than-average plot with some
good lines and crude sexual and physical humor, one won't be disappointed.

Rating: C+

"Thank You (For Loving Me)" was
blasted throughout the auditorium and
staff
ballerinas clad in red performed an
emotional, intense dance on point. ImThe Boston College Dance Ensemble
celebrated its 20th year of existence in mediately after the mood was quieted,
their biannual show, entitled "On the more girls in silver miniskirts and black
Downbeat, featuring a variety of tank-tops livened it up with a perfectly
dancesfrom different techniques. Prosynchronized, sassy jazz routine to
ceeds from Friday and Saturday went
Michael Jackson's "The Way You Make
to the Campus School. Performances
Me Feel." The evening continued in
were held at 8:00pm in Robsham Thesimilar fashion, with the fast and slow
ater, March 22, 23 and 24.
dances taking turns and keeping the
audience guessing.
It was obvious the members of BosThe dancers broke out bright pink
ton College's Dance Ensemble, are
tech vests over midriff-exposing
loved by their peers ? the sporadic sheer black tops and broke it down to
Pink's "Hell Wit Ya," a piece that could
yelling of names and competitive cheering for the members were events on have doubled for a Gap advertisement.
their own.
The dance was reminiscent of *NSync
and incorporated lots
of attitude.
"Thunder and
Lightning," choreographed by Michelle
Lynch, A&S '02, appeared to be a unique
mixture ofpost-modern dance and mechanical movements,
set to an eerie Enya
song. With a perfect
music selection for
BC, the girls performed lyrical ballet
to Guster's "Either
Way," which was
very graceful and
moving.
The ballet pictured above was one among many
To complete the
types of dancesfeatured.
first half of the show,
John Rutkowski,
Celebrating their 20th year, the A&S '02, took the stage with four feDance Ensemble opened their show male performers, in a dance choreowith a bang as girls took the stage in graphed by Jessye Ball, Dance Enflashy gold tops, tap dancing to a piece semble president, A&S '01. The dance
named for the music, "Sandstorm." This
was set to Shaggy's "Hey Love," and
high-energy funk/techno number got was an impressive performance, with
the crowds cheering and ready for more. lighting that at times made the dancers
Following the tap, Bon Jovi's mere silhouettes on chairs. It had the
By

Janet Sudnik

heights

"

The Dance Ensemble featured an array of unique, colorful costumes
feel of a nightclub scene and was truly
hot.
Following a short intermission, the
members donned zebra striped tops and
executed a high-energy jazz dance to
Janet Jackson's "If," pumping up the
crowd. Later, other members played the
'80s bad girl, dancing to "Pour Some
Sugar On Me," choreographed by Tara
Wilcox, A&S '03, and Julie Wetherbee,
A&S '03.
Also from the'Bos,
the girls presented a
fantastic, vibrant tap
number to George
Michael's "Faith."The
costumes were colorful, the choreography
(by Kristin Minger,
A&S '02) was refresh-

Jamiroquai's "Canned Heat," each
wearing a variety of red tank tops, and
as the songs states, had "canned heat in
[their] heels tonight!" A few tap dancers opened the number, and were overlapped by ballet, and finally the entire
ensemble, as a voice over introduced
each member. The evening was executed perfectly, and not a dance was
lacking. The show was, in a word, spectacular.

ing and definitely a
crowd favorite.
After a few more

equally superb performances, it was time for
the finale. Appropriately, the entire
ensemble danced to

The dancers' enthusiasm pumped up the audience
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MUSIC
Cranberries Taste Sweet Daft Punk, Powderfinger
Dish Out Smooth Beats
Nicole Sullivan

heights

editor

The ever-popularCranberries never
fail to please; their sound does not seem
to go sour. Ten years after their debut
album, Everyone Is Doing It, So Why
Can't We?, the group is still hot. With
another female-vocal group from Ireland, The Corrs, posing as strong competition, the Cranberries rise to the occasion, re-releasing their latest album,
Bury The Hatchet, with bonus tracks,
seven live numbers and interviews, in
Bun- the Hatchet: The Complete Sessions.
A true fan of this Irish sensation
can only wonder if this re-release is a
ploy for more attention and money,
and less about the music. The fans,
who adored the group's early hits, such
as 1993's "Linger" and "Zombie," and
tracks such as "Dreams," may not be
ready to say goodbye to the talented
Cranberries. But a new album that is
not an original does make fans wonder
if this feisty, young group is on their
way out.
Starting in Limerick, Ireland, the
Cranberries consist of Delores
Mary O'Riordan
as the lead vocalist, and the band

Ten years later,
millions of fans
have seen this
group under the
lights and millions more have
their albums
among their personal collection.
Losing none
of its unique
character with
new tracks, like
"Animal Instinct" and upbeat songs like
"Baby Blues,"
the Cranberries
jam like they always have. It is
obvious these
songs are heartfelt and the band enjoys
them. They are simply fun to listen to
and are catchy.
In the'spirit of their softer tunes,
such as their classic "No Need to Argue," the new songson the album deliver and are bound to please. Songs
such as "Dying in the Sun" and "Saving Grace" are
beautifully slow.
This diversely
paced album be-

comes very atmo-

comprised by
Noel Anthony
Hogan, Michael
Gerard Hogan and
Fergal Patrick
Lawler. This talented foursome
came together in
1989 in their native land, where they
performed for audiences of 60 people.

spheric, yet is appropriate for a
plethera of different scenes. It is
good music for
studying, driving
or just sitting
back and relaxing
to. In the additional live tracks, the
band's loyalty from fans is clear, as the

Daft Punk

Discovery
(Virgin)

crowd gets very revved to see this
group in the flesh, doing what they do
best. They talk about their passionate
their music. They interact with one
another and the camaraderieis endearing.
The album does not seem a ploy
of any kind, but a gift to the fans. The
Cranberries have given more of themselves and their history in making this
album. Featuring the fans themselves, even through their screams and
applause, shows the band's consideration of their admirers. This group obviously wants their fans to have everything they can, and rather than
make a new album to do this, but
re-releasing an older one, shows that
they want the fans to know this and
decide for themselves if they want
more. It is worth it. This is everything
the Cranberries are in a two-disc package.

Daft Punk, the Parisian duo of DJs
Thomas Bangalter and Guy-Manuel de
Horaem Christo, allows another
glimpse into the well of music. This
album, drawn from the depths of a natural spring of music, comes to the surface brimming with musical ideas and
sounds that come together to represent
a true flowing together of music.
With techno and dance acting as the
mold in which all the rest of the ideas
and sounds would be placed to congeal
and form a whole, the sounds and beats
that truly give each track its flavor were
carefully ladled into the mold. Precision
and meshing are the key ideas for the album as each track takes on a distinct flavor, including hip-hop, heavy metal, traditional dance beats and beyond.
The first glimpse into the truly refined mannerof this album's making can
be heard in "One More Time." Although
it is remarkably simple, there is an element that causes the ear to pick up the
beat and ponder the message of the song.
The distorted vocals
ofRomanthony give
the song a distinctly
dance feel, but there
something below the
surface that forces
one to listen to it over
and over, feeling the beat throughout. The
true dance club song comes as a tenminute torrent of beats, but with a distinctly non-mechanical feel due to the

undistorted and slightly off-key vocals.
Even though the song comes as a product of a machine this human aspect completely changes the entire basis of the
song.
The real beauty of this album comes
from such tracks as "Something About
Us," an attempt at a love song seen
through the filter of digital music. This
seems out of place when looked at
quickly, for who would intentionally
place a romantic song on an album dedicated to beats and rhythm? Once the
album is allowed to fully run its course,
there is no doubt that songs that seem
out of place at first, belong exactly
where they are, in this tremendous river
ofmany musical ideas flowing into one.
?

Brad Barron

***l/2

Powderfinger
Odyssey Number Five
(Universal)

A first listen to Odyssey Number
Five, the fourth offering from the littleknown Australian quintet Powderfinger,
might cause one to relegate the band into
the Collective Soul radio-friendly modern rock heap. There's no denying the
songs here are polished, and it's no coincidence that this is their first major release in America. However, there's something to be said aboufthe band's charisma
when theyplay together, which translates
into the more adequatecomparison to U2.
In fact, one lead single, "My Happiness,"
sounds eerily like the Irish band's 1997

hit "Staring at the
Sun."
Many of the tracks
have a similar epic
quality to them, mosdy
due to lead singer/ guitarist
Bernard
Farming's soaring voice and the various
strings that haunt the background, especially on "These Days," one of the
standout tracks. The best song on this release is most likely "My Kind of Scene,"
which was also included in the Ml:2
soundtrack last summer: It'll catch you
off-guard with its beauty and poetry and
threatens to replay itself in your head for
a few weeks.
There is also a conspicuous Neil
Young influence throughout (the band
is named after a Neil Young song). In
the end, it is that nagging feeling that
Powderfinger isn't breaking any new
ground that keeps this album from becoming the masterpiece the band has
aimed for, given such a grandiose title.
It often treads over the same arenarock of pre-Kid A Radiohead or the
slightly over-produced emotive balladry
of Live. That's not to say this is a poor
effort Powderfinger is very good at
what they do and there is more than
enough material to merit a serious listen. But, to their credit, you gel the feeling that they can do more than this. A
little experimentation never hurt a great
band, and it's about time these guys developed that kind of confidence in spite
of their newfound international success.
?

-Bryan Wilson

***

Idlewild
100 Broken Windows

VirtualTutorinq.com?
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Glo^al Tu t° rin S Marketplace

(EMD/Capitol)
100 Broken Windows, the newest release from Scotland-based Idlewild,
bleeds in several different ways. It finds
the former punk band exploring sweet
pop tunes, writing catchy hooks/melodies, bleeding out their punk influence,
which only occasionally bursts through
on a few songs. At theisame time, their
sonic experiment in pop, while a success,
tends to bleed together, the simple song
structures they chose to employ echoing
each other as the album progresses.
In 100 Broken Windows, Idlewild
pursues the hook relentlessly and continuously. Their music is wrapped around
these hooks, which often results in their
songs mimicking the structure of the previous sentence. One would think that the
stanza "I bet you don't know how to spell
contradiction/1 bet you don'tknow how
to sell conviction," repeated throughout
a song, would begin to gnaw at one's musical and mental sensibilities. Yet
Idlewild pulls this off with almost continuous success throughout the album.
Idlewild's sound, in addition to
their employment of the classical pop
structure and all that it entails (harmonizing vocals in just the right places,
for example), is what makes this album
a pleasure, to listen to. They are more
reminiscent of early R.E.M. and '80s
indie rock than Travis and Coldplay,
their contemporaries in the current British invasion; although all three employ
guitar-bass-drums
-

Have you ever had trouble with your college courses?
Need to know and need to know now?

Get connected and register free with VirtualTutoring.com, a
service that matches people with questions to people with
answers. Now you can Anally get paid for what you know!
Curious ?
Log onto VirtualTutoring.com and
never again will you be left not knowing!

Campus Representatives
who will have the opportunity to make money
and win a free Spring Break vacation. Don't miss this chance!
Wanted;

melodic rock

such as "Listen to What You've Got,"
where they have a classic, crowd chant
inspiring: "Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah." The
lyrics of vocalist Roddy "love the
name" Woomble's are generally of the
ambiguous, "fill-in-the-blank" variety,'
but solid and consistent throughout.
The only criticism that can be leveled at this album that due to the similar structures, choruses, hooks and
beats, the songs do, after while, tend to
sound very similar. When one considers each song as an individual work,
they appear to be well done and polished, but considered all together, the
resemblances are impossible to ignore.
This lack of diversity, even if intended,
is what keeps this very good album from
being a great album.
Paul Voosen

For additional Information:

RatingsK

Contact us at: (732)-335-5511
"Harness your knowledge and get paid for what you know.
"Guided by questions, Empowered by knowledge."
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casionally Idlewild's
punk roots will come
through in a song,
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MOVIES
Heartbreakers Left Broken Exit Wounds Hurt All Over
By

heights

staff

rying them, then divorce their husbands
and steal their money. While planning
their biggest andfinal job, events go terribly wrong, and the daughter unexpectedly falls in love. Starring Sigourney
Weaver, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jason Lee
and Gene Hackman. Now playing at
Circle Cinemas.
As the title of the film Heartbreakers implies, the storyline follows two
women, a mother and daughter con artist team, as they prey on the emotions
of several different men, in search of
easy money. Max (Sigourney Weaver)
chooses new victims and coaxes them

into marrying her while her daughter,
Page (Jennifer Love Hewitt), plays the
roleof seductress to the same man.
Max pretends to be shocked when
walking in on Page and her new "husband." She then arranges a divorce and

Jennifer Love Hewitt and Sigourney Weaver play
daughter-mother tandem.

~.,,,

a

quarrelling

break from the bickering between Max
and Page. His character, although falling in love with Page, refuses to be her
doormat and when the two argue, he is
quick with a comebacks, such as, "Are
you mixing medications?"
Unfortunately, Lee's character becomes all too contrived: Page follows
him one night tramping through the
woods, and it turns out he is going to a
clearing where he keeps his telescope.
This sappy, bogus romantic hobby is
just one of many 'sweet' aspects of Jack
which eventually become annoying and
unconvincing.
Hackman's performance as a chainsmoking, Hugh Hefner-like tycoon is
right on target and the audience almost
hopes Max will become trapped in a
marriage with him. Several Saturday
Night Live alumni make cameo appearances and Anne Bancroft {Great Expectations) play a strong role as Max's
mentor and friend.
The plot itself is extremely hard to
swallow. Most of the story is so far from
reality that it was no longer worth following it, but the film quickly becomes
of the "so bad it's good" genre. Jennifer
Love Hewitt's dresses could not have
been shorter, nor could her or Weaver's
cleavage been more exposed (obviously
aimed at the male audience), while Lee's
character is as crunchy as possible. However, Heartbreakers offered many
laughs, no matter how stupid, and is a
good film for turning off the brain for
some mindless entertainment.

trayal of the overprotective mother, not
wanting her daughter to grow up and
leave her, no matter how bizarre their 'career' choice is. The two toss insults at
each other and have a great chemistry that
makes theirrelation truly believable.
As their situation progresses, Max
chooses an old rich tycoon, William

Jason Lee falls for Hewitt's wiley charms
bleeds the husband dry financially. With
this storyline established in the first ten
minutes, the story really begins when
Page agrees to do one last 'job' with her
mother, this time in;Palm Beach, FL.
Weaver and, He»,ill are surprisingly
convincing.asa quarreling mother/daughter pair. Weaver does a wonderful por-

staff

EXIT WOUNDS: A rebellious cop gets
transferred to Detroit's toughest precinct, where lie and an influential kingpin uncover a ring of drug-trafficking
cops. Starring Steven Seagal, DMX,
Isaiah Washington and Tom Arnold.
Directed by Andrzej Bartkowiak. Now
playing at Circle Cinemas.

HEARTBREAKERS: A mother and
daughter team up to trick men into mar-

I

John Perich

heights

Tensy (Gene Hackman) as her next victim. Page decides to prove herself by
going after her own prey a loveable,
young restaurant owner, Jack (Jason
Lee, Almost Famous), who has been
?

offered three billion dollars to sell his

place for a highway project. Lee's performance is hilarious, and a refreshing

Rating: D+

Detroit's roughest precinct, the 15th
district, and assigned traffic duty. He
has an almost uncanny knack for keeping the plot moving, by stumbling onto
one drug deal after another. Boyd also
encounters a new crime boss, Latrell
Walker (DMX), who may be purchasing drugs from crooked cops in Boyd's
own precinct. Violence ensues.
Seagal, though the "star" of this
film insofar as the camera is pointed at
him most of the time, hardly shakes his
reputation for being wooden and unconvincing. He mumbles most of his lines,
and his emotional range runs from
"mild disgust" to "kind of hungry."
DMX, on the other hand, gives a surprisingly realistic performance. As a
legitimate businessman who turns to the
shady avenues of crime to clear his

Somewherein the last fifteen years,
"starring Steven Seagal" has, much like
"written by Pauly Shore," become synonymous with a bad film. Seagal's newest film, Exit Wounds, forces the reasonable observer to question that judgment to some extent. While not impressive or engaging, it contains interesting characters and
does not insult
its audience as
unforgivingly as
other Segal films
such as Marked
For Death, Out
For Justice or On
Deadly Ground.
Sadly, however,
this is no thanks to
Seagal's presence.
The plot itself
will surprise no
one. Seagal plays
Orin Boyd, a DeEva Mednes, DMX and Steven Seagal
troit cop who gets
contemplate their next moves.
results, but annoys
his superiors because he doesn't play by the rules
brother's name, he evokes genuine symobviously an already cliche theme. Afpathy and respect from the audience.
Seagal must have taught Mr. DMX a
ter saving the Vice President of the
United States in a particularly humilithing or two off-camera; his fight scenes
ating manner, Boyd is transferred to are impressive.
The comic-relief
characters
of which
this film has quite a
stable
will keep the
audience in stitches. Anthony Anderson {Romeo Must Die,
Me, Myself, and Irene),
Walker's bumbling assistant, T.K., gives the
hilarious performance
that filmgoers have
-

Rapper DMX shines as crime boss
Latrell Walker.
show host with a penchant for road rage,
who finds info for Boyd from time-totime. Aside from Walker, these two are
the most interesting characters in the
film which is indicative of how seriously Exit Wounds should be taken.
However, one shouldn't knock career-building flicks for budding actors
like Anderson or DMX, who shine in
this movie. The fight scenes, though intricate and fast-paced, are hardly
groundbreaking. Most of the genre conventions, plot twists and dialogue are
borrowed (sometimes subtly, sometimes blatantly) from other, more successful, films. The star, Seagal, looks
neither better nor worse than his first
picture. The only saving grace of this
film is the performances of some relative unknowns, who carry the story
from beginning to end. Exit Wounds is
a passable workout for some new,
young talent but nothing to get killed
-

?

over.

Rating: C+

?

?

DMXssd

Seagal both dfeplay impressive
high-action moves.

come to expect from

him. Tom Arnold plays
Henry, a Detroit talk-
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Liliput, OLP Find Their Grooves
With the recent re-issue of Swiss

post-punk outfit Liliput's complete catalogue on Kill Rock Stars, it seems like
a more than pertinent time for a meditation upon Joseph Stalin's contributions
to the avant-garde music media.
Notorious for his murderous, totalitarian practices. Stalin separates.himself
from the Genghis Khan-like practices of
pillaging communities in his odd fascination with rewriting history. A peek
through a 1930s Russian history textbook
shows Stalin on board the Titanic and
schmoozing with Nancy Reagan at the
Richard Nixon funeral. This belief, that
thepower of history is ultimately in the hands of
those who write it, has
been interestingly upheld
of late by other peddlers
of condescension, the hipster journalist
intelligentsia, known for releasing literary pogroms on the lowly of music world.
In times of musical drought, in between re-issues of obscure dub compilations and the latest Authere CD, music
writers have been known to bend and invent history in order to fill pages. Blabbing about the accomplishments of the
big stars of the world is like reading the
Warren Commission's upholding of the
single-gun theory, after witnessing the
Kennedy assassination. Truth and reality are different things: The question is,
which one hurts the most.
This reviewer asked himself all of
these questions when he heard the hype
surrounding the release of two-disc, allencompassing Liliput anthology. When
one reads about another all-female, late'7os band in the vein of Gang of Four
and the Raincoats, with radical sociopolitical consciousness, and obscure
and virtually out-of-print catalogue, one
can't help but wonder where the people
at othermusic.com get the technology
to build time machines.
Yet theseuncertainties disappear after an in-depth listen to the grooving,
tribal and feminist beats spread throughout the 46 tracks of the double CD. With
infectious, at times indecipherable vocals, more like chants than lyrics over
choppy bass lines, Liliput seems to utilize their punk aesthetic to channel a collective pre-modern unconsciousness.
While the Liliput lineup was in flux
for the most part of their seven-year existence, the guitar-bass duo of Klaudia
Shiff anffMarleneMarder, remained constant, directing their ideology and their
throbbing, pulsing sound. The Kill Rock
Stars anthology is complete with Stuff's
artwork and authoritativeliner notes from
Greil Marcus and Kim Gordon, informing the listener, but furthering the speculation. While Liliput's music speaks for
itself, it's authenticity, like any good conspiracy theory, may never be known.
?

Donny Mahoney

Our Lady Peace
Spiritual Machines

(Sony)
Whenever Raine Maida, lead singer
of Our Lady Peace, opens his mouth,
he unleashes some of the most intense
and emotional vocals in music today.
The group, referred to by fans as OLP,

?

?

ROCK AND ROLL

HEAVY DUTY

first glimpse of nationalfame. Joplin's
stunning renditionof thesong "Ball and
Chain" surprised America. Riding on
Band: Big Brother & the Holding ihis wave ofpopularity, thegroup went
Company
into the studio and recorded their classic, Cheap Thrills.
Album: Cheap Thrills
Year: 1968
The album opens with "Combination
oftfieTwo."the trackbegins with some
| Label: Columbia
Members: Peter Albin (bass), Sam '. chaotic backAndrew (guitar, vocals), David Gete ground noise, but
(drums), James Gurley (guitar), Janis the band soon
Joplin(vocals) and John Simon (piano) kicksin.Arhythc mfc guitar sets a,
Janis Joplin was a Woman among smooth groove, a
men. She was a pioneer, leading the way mood thai is confor a generation of females in the rock stantthrough-out
scene, redefining the boundariesofwhat the album. Cheap
a womancould and could not do. As one Thrills is filled
ofthe greatest femalerock singer of the with a combina'60s,- Joplin brought an original blend tion of aflowof elements, combining blues with a« j ing blues style
unique, harsh, passionate wailing. Her and a heavy
style has truly remained unmatched, metal-like aura.
even 30 years afterher tragic death.
This is clearly seen on this?song as. the
One common misconception about backing band and Vocalist Sam Andrew
laid back seund.'.ConJoplin is that she was the sole creator emit an
©forte of "her" most famous albums, versely, Joplin and a hard-nosed electric
Cheap Thrills. This actually is not the guitar seem to crash this jmagei.Somecase..A San Franciscan psychedelic how, the two styles don't conflict, but
rock band, Big Brother & the Holding rather join to give an original, polished
Company,rightfully claims therelease. sound. '.',\u25a0
;,::
Big Brother & the Holding ComThe next tract "I'Need A Man To
pany was a big name in their scene, as Love,
the fusion of blues and
their stalwart blending offolk and blues rock in which Big Broflief excelled. A
had given them some fame. However, heavy electric guitar,initiates the numin order to make it big, the bandneeded ber, allowing a hushed version of Joplin's
another element. In 1966, famedrock scratchy vocals-toeater, preaching why
promoter Chet Helms introduced the she needs a man to love. Het passionate
group to a new face, Janis Joplin. Alstyle .soon becomes evident, as she inthough the band and Joplin did not imtensifies her vocals and takes over the
mediately hit it off, they both realized song. As with many of thepieces on the
i that they needed each other to succeed. album; Joplin takes the lead, while the
It was at the 1967 Monterey Pop band jams in support, addingasoundthat
Festival that Big Brother- gained! their makes each number easy to swallow.

Clearly the most famous track on
CheapThrtihistheclassic "Piece OfMy
Heart" A heavy dose of electric guitar
introduces the song, accompanied by a
smoothbass and heavy percussion. Joplin
invites'tfte listener withherfamous verse:
"Oh come on, come on, come on, come
on ;.." Her hard-blues vocal style

By Jeremy Raelin
arts & review editor

preaches a message

ofheartbreak and defiance in theface of
love. As usual, the
band sets a smooth
backing while Joplin
gives the track a hard
edge. She is only
overshadowed by a
metallic, inventive
guitar solo reminiscent of Eric Clapton's work on
Cream's Disraeli-

:

(Kill Rock Stars)

released their fourth album, Spiritual nately, in this case, they're in the same
Machines, this year, and has been rackcategory.
ing up critical acclaim.
At least good beats weren't wasted
From the very first track, "Right Beon bad lyrics, but it's disappointing to rehind You," the group enters with a riot of alize that an album doesn'thave anything
drums and guitar riffs that get the blood to offer. By listening to it one can truly
pumping. Right behind that is the slower understand how silly and overused this
"In Repair," in which Raine's trademark message is, and it just might get one to
high-pitched vocals are emphasized, change one's ways.
backed up by a catchy hook, reminiscent
of early Smashing Pumpkins' work.
?Brad Barron
The CD's title is based on a Ray
Kurzweil novel, The Age of Spiritual ***l/ 2
Machines, in which Kurzweil imagines Compay Segundo
Las Flores de la Vida
a world where computers rule humans.
(Elecktra/Asylum)
tracks
is
littered
with
space
The
between
quotes from the book, read by Kurzweil
For lovers of Latin jazz, the 2000
himself, voiced over eerie laughing.
release of the film Buena Vista Social
OLP packs emotion into "Middle of
Club and its wonderful soundtrack three
Yesterday," as Maida's voicestrains with
passion, and lead guitarist Mike Turner years earlier were gifts to fans. American guitarist virtuoso Ry Cooder travtears up the refrain with an engrossing
eled to Cuba with a camera crew and
melody. The band includes theregulation
grunge
twist,
rock-ballad with a
"Are You assembled some of the island's legendSad?", sung almost entirely soprano, with ary performers for a jam session that
a chorus that keeps the listener swaying. would produce the best-selling album
of his career. Listening to the new solo
"Made to Heal" is one of the most dantracks,
gerous
causing one to continually release Las Flores de la Vida by the
hit 'repeat' so as to hear Raine sing, "I'm group's guitarist, Compay Segundo,
conjures up images of Cuba's colorful
a thief, a liar, an angel in fire."
Later tracks, such as "Everyone's a churches, floating cigar smoke and old
Junkie" and "If You Believe" keep the cars.
The 90-year-old's album is a celpace of the album going,
ebration
of life, and a message to the
and leave nothing to be deyoung to be patient for life's gifts yet
sired. It is no surprise that
to come. It has the familiarCuban sound
Spiritual Machines is beimpassioned solos with warm and
ing hailed as OLP's best
infectious
lyrics. Along with Cuban jazz
album yet. Lyrically, the album is a collection of subdued, deep thoughts, but standards, Segundo also performs five
of his own originals (written under his
set to vibrant and dissonant guitar work,
real name, Francisco Repilado Mufioz).
each track is engaging. Spiritual MaThree songs specifically standout: "La
chines is one of the most solid, addicNegra Tomasa," "Amor de Loca
tive LPs in a long time.
Juventud" and "Guantanamera."
His version of"Guantanamera" does
Sudnik
Janet
not sound quite as nice as Celia Cruz's
**
legendary one, but it is enjoyable noneTrick Daddy
theless. An important characteristic of this
album, and many of the Buena Vista asThugs Are Us
(Atlantic)
sociated projects, is that the recording
quality is excellent. Trying to find good,
Following the consistent message of early recordings of these generally pregetting booty that is found in his other Castro musicians is nearly impossible.
albums, Trick Daddy might have just
Segundo does not stick as closely to
worn himself out with this latestrelease. the Buena Vista Social Club formula as
It's hard to imagine an artist releasing two other solo artists, singing less serious
to three albums a year and making sigsongs. The track "Amor de Loca
nificant contributions on numerous other Juventud" (loosely translated "Love of
projects and, somehow, still having a Crazy Youth") has a
sound that is fresh and interesting. Trick waltz feel with vocals
Daddy obviously thought that he was up that transform the expected romantic, airy
to the task. Unfortunately for his fans and
anyone caught within earshot of one of Spanish style into a
his songs, he was wrong. Being the lead more lustful sounding piece.
Another way Segurido separates
act for an up-and-coming Florida label,
Slip'n'Slide Records, doesn't automatihimselffrom other membef"s-oFthe club
cally make one immune from making is his use of clarinets in his songs, an inmusic that is less than entertaining.
teresting and enjoyable addition. If one
does not already own the Buena Vista
Hoping to capitalize.on his previous platinum sales of www.thug.com, it's
Social Club soundtrack, one should buy
obvious that Trick Daddy had little time it before picking up Las Flores de la Vida.
The first track, "Chan Chan," written by
to put together some beats and lyrics, as
Segundo himself, is a moving andbeauevery song is either about how much he
is thug, or about ladies' bottoms. Just a tiful modern classic and worth the price
sampling of the song list reveals this to of the album alone.
be the case with such great titles as "I'm
Ruben Gonzalez, a piano player
A Thug" and "For all My Ladies."
Cooder called the best jazz pianist he'd
One could say that maybe rap isn't heard since Ellington, and vocalist
all about the lyrics, it's the total package Ibrahim Ferrer also have great solo alofbeats and rhymes, and just because that bums. In general, Compay Segundo's Las
lyrics are unoriginal and boring that Flores de la Vida is a beautiful and lifedoesn't mean the song is a total dud.The celebrating Cuban jazz album that flows
only real problem with effortlessly. For any fans of Cuban muthis is that the beats had sic, this CD will be a great addition to
better be good to make up their collections.
for the lack of stinging
Reid Jagger
rhymes, and unfortu-

:

***l/2

Liliput
Liliput
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The"album ends with the version of
"Ball and Chain" that boosted Big
Brother, & the Holding Company to
fame at the Monterey Pop Festival.The
laid-back, blues style makds-it easy to
see why it won the crowd,
After Cheap Thrills, Joplin and Big
Brother split dtie tocreativedifferences.
She was quickly able to rise tQ success
as a solo artist; however, many argue
that she was never able to produce the
amount of quality material that was
present on her collaboration with Big
Brother. In 1970, her life was tragically
ended due to a heroin overdose, before ',
she had a chance to let her talent truly
Shine. One can only wonderwhat could
have been: when one hears songs such
as "Me andBobby McGee* and-rhose
that she created With Big Brother on
Cheap Thrills.
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SUMMER SESSION 2001
Earn up to 15 credits this summer.
Three summer sessions, including a special early three-week
mini-session, offering undergraduate and graduate courses. Evening
and daytime classs available to complement your summer schedule.
May 9 May 25 May 29 June 28
July 9 August 9
?

-

-

-

than 200 General Educationand Core Curriculum Courses including: y=i
OT Theory and Practice
Introduction to Audiology
Museums of Paris
Business and Society
Management and Organizations
Broadcast Programming
Introduction to Multimedia
Cultural and Ethnic Diversity
Educational Psychology

Microcomputing l/ll
American History
Business Ethics
Introduction to Astronomy
Introduction to Political Science
Adolescent Psychology
Sport Psychology
Introduction to the Bible
Contemporary Moral Issues

For more information on
Summer Session course offerings, call (973) 761-9363.
or visit our Web site at unvw.shu.edu

High school and visiting students are welcome.
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Mother's helper wanted for 3-4 afternoons per week. Must drive (preferably a stick shift) and be responsible
and energetic. Two really nice children
(17 and 12) do their homework and
other activities. You are there for occasional help plus light housework,
Please call 617-527-1417 evenings, Gill
or Colin.

www.parentsinapinch.com.

Early morning help needed for infant
and 2 year old. Flexible days. 7:159:15 am or later if desired. Must be
reliable. Infant experience preferred.
Childcare references required. Car preferable. 617-630-0323.

Babysitter wanted for 3 delightful kids,
11.7, and 3. Must be kind, fun, have a
car and good driving record. Newton,
near BC law. Excellent pay. Afternoons. Please call Andrea, eves, 244-

Newton family seeks live-in child-care
assistance?two children, ages 2
months and 17 months. Flexible hours
and duties. Please call 617-244-3764.

Summer Babysitting: Student needed

as mother's helper 2 afternoons a week
(8-10hrs/wk). Babysitting experience
with young children and a desire to have
summertime fun with two preschoolers
and a delightful 1 year old are a plus.
$10.00/ hr. Start time and days are flexible. Call: 969-8435.

Fabulous childcare position with excellent salary?3 children ages 12, 9, and
7yrsold?starting in Sept 2001. Mon
+ Wed 3-6
PM?no car needed?accessible by public transportation?Waban,
Newton?may interview current BC
babysitter. Call Marcy 1-617-5275962.

Babysitter for spring/summer for three
great kids! We offer a live-in exchange
for babysitting or live-out/pay hourly.
Job requires 20 hrs. wk., must have
good swimming skills and have a background in child development or really"
~'
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Summer position for live-in mother's
helper. Walk to beach and pool. North
Shore location. References required.
Call

-

781-581-0275.
SSummer Sport Coaches Wanted:
SSkyhawks, the leading children's sport
pprogram provider is currently hiring for
itits summer staff. Candidates must be
e:snthusiastic and enjoy working with
kkids. Openings for 9 different sports.
CCall
783-0374
or
SSkvhawksMA@aol.com.

Great opportunity! Room and board in
exchange for childcare. Monday
through Friday, 7:00 AM to 11:00AM.
Walking distance to B.C. Nice family,
Please call Bonnie 527-6383. Experience and references required. Nonsmoker.

H9I
Summer Help/Cape Cod/Live in or
part-time/2 boys ages 8 and 9 1/2; Help
with children and housework. Fun and
Energetic person wanted who loves
kids!!! Call 969-6918?salary negotiable.

-

TrHERAPEUTIC MASSAGE by nati:ionally certified practitioner. General
r<relaxation and injury work. Conven:lient location ?off Beacon Street, near
NVewton Centre. Hours by appointment,
F-or further information, contact Sharon

2 Bed on South St. block these any way
you want them. 617-731-5434

\u25a0"1t**?......

3 Bed next to BC bus stop in house,
parking, modern kitchen/bath, cute loft
in one bedroom. 617-731-5434

3 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, washer/dryer, fireplace.
617-731-5434
3 Bed on Gerald Rd., modern washer/
dryer fireplace. 617-731-5434
4 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, huge rooms. 617-7315434

at stony Brook uniuersity
?

4 Bed on Commonwealth Ave still
available, call Greenline Realty today
at 617-731-5434

?

Classes begin May 29 and July 9

5 Bed on Gerald Rd, hardwood floors,
2 baths, AC, 3 floors-quiet students
wanted 617-731-5434

www.stonybrook.edu/summer
Request a free catalog:
V
(800) 559-7213

5 Bed skylights, 2 baths, modern
kitchen/bath, porch. 617-731-5434

Stony

Equal

6 Bed on Gerald
Rd walk to \uschool.
-?HfHHttlt.'
25a0
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Check out The
Heights on-line
every Monday
afternoon!

To reserve your place,
call: 617/353-9760 or
E-mail: leapebu.edu
?

GENEROUS SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE.
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University « an Affirmative Action/
Opportunity Educator and Employer.

BrooX
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Boston University
" e e °* Engineering
9
\\u25a044
u25a0 Co Cummington
Street
{next to Nickelodeon Cinemas)

____T""ft?i

Telephone registration

?

ii

V

276 courses in 38 subjects
Day and evening classes
Low New York State tuition
Extended payment plan

?
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3 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, huge rooms. 617-7315434

£a^K^BHH_______|

-**cmj*.

Matarazzo
2-2220

Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 r.t plus tax. Europe $ 179 o.w. plus
tax. Other worldwide destinations
Book tickets on line
cheap.
www.airtech.com or 212-219-7000.

Greenline Realty 731-5434
Greenline Realty 731-5434
Greenline Realty 731-5434

T

_______________
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PPublish Your Work For $1,295. TextbDooks, Novels, and More. Call
FFirstPublish, Inc. at 888-707-634 or
vvisit www.firstpublish.com

Attention: Work from Home, Growing
International Company needs help!
$1,000-ss,ooopt/ft. 877-877-0029ext.
600.
____.._;

We have numerous other listings in
Cleveland Circle, 1945-2001 Commonwealth Ave., Foster St., Gerald
Rd., Greydiff Rd., Egremont Rd.,
Cummings Rd., Chiswick Rd.,
Sutherland Rd., pretty much wherever
BC students want to go. Call us for
your appointment at Greenline Realty
or walk in. Next to Cityside 731-5434.

Fly Summer 4 Winter $$! Europe
$298 rt <+lx) Lon, Fra, Mad, Ams, Par.
& more 4standbv.com or 800-326-

4 Bed nr Cleveland Circle, 2 baths,
washer/dryer in unit, hardwood floors,
parking, porch. 617-731-5434

_____

?
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PPaid editorial internship spring/summer
vworking with best-selling parenting
aauthor
and
founder
of
\jwww.momcentral.com. Will work on
bbook launch, new book, and web site
fifor busy parents. Need strong writer/
eeditor; energetic, fun, organized; office
eexperience. block from upper camppus. Call Stacy at 332-6819 or email
ddebroff@ momcentral .com.

1580.

to sabrinalearman(Shotmail.com.

Live-in Nanny position available for the
summer months on Nantucket Island.
2 girls, ages 9 and 12, from June thru
August. Strong references required.
For more information call 561-2342842.

EEarn $1000-$2OOO this semester with
tlthe easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hhour fundraising event. No sales reqquired. Fundraising dates are filling
qquickly, so call today! Contact
CCampusfundraiser.com at 888-92333238,
visit
or
vwww.campusfundraiser.com.

°

Seeking responsible, energetic person
for childcarefor fun 2-year-old girl. 710 hours per week, including Wednesdays 12:30-5:30. Now thru May/June.
Near Brighton Center/Lake Street.
Please call Sabrina at 779-9679 or email

600600
for
10%
off.
www.zerofeeapts.com. Questions?

SServers Needed:

Summer: enthusiastic, experienced
babysitter needed for 2 children, ages
6 and 7. some evenings and weekends.
Having own car preferred. block from
upper campus. Stacy at 332-0599.

working for
Heights
advertising?
Call Pat

NoFeeApts. 100's of listings. 6/1 &
9/1 move-in's. Free preview. Use code

617-731-2787.
Newly remodeled rest;taurant with outdoor Patio. Flexible
hhours. Fun-filled atmosphere. Excellilent tips. Experience is a plus but we
vwill train. Summer help needed.
CGround Round Grill & Bar in Cleve1;land Circle. Contact Patty 731-0065.

Interested in

7 Bed in Cleveland Circle, nr all shops
and restaurants, modem. 617-731-5434

,

Stop Here! Baby-sit for children in their
own homes. Earnslo-sl3+/hr. If you
have childcare experience, want flexibility, and have a contagious smile,
give a call to Joy 617-739-KIDS. Parents
in
a
Pinch,
Inc.

Devine 617-965-7808.

1

'

\u25a0

"

love kids!! References, please,
Maureen 332-3450.

porch, 2 baths, parking. 617-731-5434

.

Classified

Longwood Cricket Club, walking distance from BC, is now hiring for the
upcoming summer. We are looking for
outgoing individuals to work in the following departments: pool, house, recepttion, bartender, cafe help, camp counsselors, and internships. Send resume
ito LCC, PO Box 26, Chestnut Hill, MA
C02467, Fax to 617-734-0733, email to
JJRATLCC@aol.com.
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FLASH PRINTING

ENGINEERING DEGREES
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OFFERED IN:

The Late Entry Accelerated Program (LEAP) allows students with
non-engineeringundergraduate degrees to earn a Master of
Science in Engineering at Boston University. Our students include working professionals who wish to make a career change and recent
graduates who are interested in broadening their skills before
entering the high tech job market.

Done Fast

Aerospace

Biomedical
Computer Systems
Electrical
rm9

Done Right!®

Mechanica|

"^^^^^

ImmhUmH

Boston University, College of Engineering
48 Cummington Street, Boston, MA 02215

www.bu.edu/eng/leap/
An equal opportunity, affirmative action Institution.
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DELIVERY 7 DAYS A WEEK
SUMMER STORAGE $45 ° per item
PICK UP

&

-

Includes: Pickup, Storagefor the Summer ft Return Delivery

(EX
Im \

Items stored for $45-°°
per item
Large Box (20"x20"x20 ) box included) \u2666
Large trunk or suitcase * bike \u2666 set of skis/boots/poles tm far *|
dorm fridge or small piece of furniture
\u25a0 B""?" 1*!

INSURANCE AVAILABLE
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M

\u2666

~

LICENSED «

BONDED

-

~

CLIMATE CONTROLLED
~

2A HOUR SECURITY

I

~

F©P more info call
(3 easy steps)
800*525-7225
* -----«*w w w«.wWe drop off FREE SHIPPING BOXES
www.CampusShipariciStore.coiTi
You pack up
pick
up
We
every day during exams and ship it VIA ups (Commercial counter Rates)

____

SHIPPING
?
?
©

J*T\ CAMPUS SHIPPING
TrFj
*

&.

STORAGE CO.

A MV. OP PACK.* SHIP SERVICES, IKC

£=^r=*~-~

370 Chestnut Hill Avenue Brighton MA 02135
617.730.5566 Fax: 617.730.8383
?

?
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Located in Cleveland Circle

-

Next to Warehouse Flowers
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EVERY MONDAY AFTERNOON READ THE
LATEST ISSUE OF THE HEIGHTS BEFORE
IT HITS THE STANDS.
ARCHIVES
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